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.ABSTRACT: This dissertation is concerned with the problems of 

constructing testable models of the short-run dynamics of urban 

labour markets, given the currently available data sources. B~monthly 

data for manufacturing production workers in U.S. cities were con

sidered the most complete for the purpose. Twenty-nine cities were 

chosen (Indiana, l city; Michigan, 1 city; New York State, 7 cities; 

Ohio, 8 cities; Pennsylvania, 12 cities). The period of the study, 

1964-73, was chosen to avoid changes in data-base definition and to 

avoid the impact of the oil embargo of late 1973. 

Two typ'es of model were estimated .for each city, with different 

specifications for each model. 'I'he first model consisted of three 

linear, simultaneous difference equations determining, for each city, 

the number of hours worked per period (munber of employees x munber 

of hours worked per employee) , the supply of hours available per 

period and the average weekly ·wage rate. When tested empirically this 

model was succe~ful in explaining all these variables. r.l.'he second. 

model consisted of five equations, determining the number of people 

employed per period, the number of hours worked per employee.:. per 

period, the size of the labour force, the hourly wage rate and the 

voluntary quit rate from employment. This model was considered the 

theoretically superior of the two in that it allowed for ~mployers 

substituting between the number of their employees and the number of 

hours worked by each employee per period. 1l1his model also proved the 

more empirically succesful of the two mode1sv '11he models were tested 

using the Two-Stage Least-Sq_uares estimation technique. It is 

believed that this is the first time that such models . have been 

tested in order to analyse short-run urban labour market behaviour. 

It was hypothesised that the lev~l of manufacturing production 

is a major determinant of labour market activity in each city. 

Unfortunately no short-run urban manufacturing production data are 

available either for the U.S. A. or elsewhere. This fundament al def
' 

iciency in the data base was overcome by the development of a syn-

thetic urban manufacturing production time--series, using national 

U.S.A. production time-series weighted by the proportions of each of 
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nine manufacturing categories in each city. The technique cannot be 

validated directly but the results from the models are consistent 

with the synthetic series being excellent proxies for the true series. 

The results indicated .that the cities all had labour markets 

that behaved in remarkably similar ways, despite the f&ct .that the 

labour forces involved ranged in size from )7,000 to 5,558,400 people. 

In particular the labour markets all exhibited highly stable dynamic 

behaviour. This result indicated that the labour markets were un

likely to be the generators of boom or slump in their respective 

cities. When es.timated labour market parameters were mapped there 

appeared to be only weak spatial groupings of the parameter values. 

Similarly weak groupings appeared when the parameter values were plot

ted against labour force size. No firm conclusions could be drawn from 

the groupings. Originally it was intended to model the inter-urban 

labour market interactions ·but this proved impossible . .A..11 the results 

are based, therefore, on the assumption that those inter-urban inter

actions are weak enough to be ignored in the short-run. 
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NOTATION 


(The same notation is used throughout the dissertation except 

in Chapter II. For Chapter II, given the number of different 

models involved, it was thought clearer to define some of the 

notation in the text as required.) 

A
1 

nm x nm structural matrix representing the relationships 

between all current endogenous labour market variables 

at both the inter-urban and intra-urban levels. 

A nm x run structural matrix representing the impact of all
2 

lagged endogenous labour niarkct variables upon all 

current endogenous labour market variables at both the 

inter~urban and intra-urban levels. 

A run x g structural matrix representing the impact of all
3 

the g exogenous variables upon curreri.t endogenous .labour 

market variables. 

Alij m x m submatrix of A representing the i~pact of current1 
endogenous labour market variables in city i upon the 

current endogenous labour market variables in city j. 

(i, j = 1, ... , n). 

A2 .. m x m submatrix of A representing impact lagged endogenous
lJ 2 

labour market variables in city i upon current endogenous 

labour market variables in city j. 

(i, j =-- 1, ... , n). 

Ali m x m structural matrix representing the relationships 

between all current endogenous labour market va.riab1-es in 

city i, ignoring all inter- .urhm relationships. 
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A i m x m structural matrix representing the impact
2

of the lagged endogenous labour market variables 

in city i upon the current endogenous labour market 

variables in city i upon the current endogenous labour 

market variables in city i, ignoring all inter-urban 

relationships. 

m x g. structural matrix representing the impact of 
1 

all the g. exogenous variables upon current endogenous
l ' 

labour market variables in city. i, ignoring all inter

urban relationships. 

Cit Average costs of hiring, firing and retaining an 

employee per time period in city i. 

Regional cyclical component of some time series for 

locality (city) i at time t 

Local cyclical component of some time series for 

locality (city) i at time t. 


n x n matrix of dominance relationships between cities. 


dummy variable repr~senting the impact of season ,(May). 


.. dummy variable representing the impact of season (July). 

dummy variable representing the impact of season (September). 

E Employment 


H Total hours worked per period (= h x E). 


H 
s Total hours the labour force is willing to supply 

dH Total hours demanded by employers. 

I Identity matrix 

I. . Strength of a link for interaction from labour market i to j.
lJ 

K n x n matrix inter-urban labour mar k.et links 

Kit capital inputs to production in city i at time t. 
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L Labour force size. 

Demand for labour in city (region) i at time t. 

Supply of labour in city (region) i at time t. 

M. 
l 

Some measure of labour market size (potential for 

influencing other labour market8) of city i. 

National component in 

(city) i at time t. 

some time series at locality 

N (Subscript) National level of a variable. 

p Population. 

Q Production (M~nufacturing Output per period). 

R Rates of growth. 

s n x n matrix of measure of inter-urban proximity (e.g. 

physical distance) of labour markets. 

T Technical progress. 

Trend component 

i at time t. 

in some time series at locality (city) 

U Unemployment level (or Unemployment depending upon context)~ 

V Vacancies (available jobs not filled by .workers). 

W n x 1 vector of wage rates in cities. 

X nm x 1. vector of m endogenous 

for n cities. 

labour market variables 

X. 
l 

m x 1 vector of endogenous 

for city i. 

labour market variables 

Yit Inputs into production in city i at time t. 

Z g x 1 vector of exogenous variables affecting endogenous 

l abour market variables in the n cities of an inter ·-urban 

labour market sys tem. 

Z. 
l 

g. x 1 vector of exogenous variables affecting the m 
l 

l abour market variables in city i (Z. may include aggregate
l 

variables representing the impact of other cities or 

groups of cities upon city i). 
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a 

d 

Elements of matrices A, where appropriately subscripted. 

Elements of matrices D, where appropriately subscripted. 

g Number of exogenous variables 

labour market model. 

in a complete· inter-urban 

g.
1 

Number of exogenous variables affecting 

inter-urban links are not considered. 

a given city where 

h Hours worked per employee (worker) per period (week). 

d h Hours demanded per employee (worker) per period (week). 

Lh Leisure hours per person per period (week). 

h 
s 

i 

j 

k 

k 

Supply of hours per person per period (week). 

Subscript. City i; i = 1, ... ' n (or region i). 

Subscript. City j ; j = 1, ... ' n (or region j ) . 

Elements of matrices K, where appropriately subscripted. 

Subscript. Industry k; k = 1, ... , 

m Number of labour market variables. 

n Number of cities in an inter-urban system 

regions comprising a national system. 

or number of 

p 

q 

Consumer price index. 

Voluntary rate of' employees leaving (quitting) employment. 

r Residual. 

s Elements of matrices S, where appropriately subscripted. 

t rrime used as surrogate for Technical progress. 

t Subscript. Time period. 

v Subs cript. Represents a difference in time from t of v 

periods, either forward in time (t + v) or backward in time (t - v) 

w 

x 

z 

·wage rate 

Element s of vectors X, X. where appropriately subscripted.
l 

Elements of matrices Z, Z. where appropriately sulJscr ipted.
l 
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f ( ) 

y____ 

B 

max 

= {l} 
{O} 

the partial adjustment coefficient Ce.•g. f3E = partial 

adjustment co.efficient of employment). Elsewhere 

variables used as subscripts, except time, denote the 

derivative with respect to that variable Ce.•g. hE = 

(partial) derivative of hours per worker with ' respect 

to employment). 

discrete change in a variable (e_.g. f}.y = y - y )t -- t-1 


character-istic root (eigenvalue) 


largest eigenvalue 


,sm~llest eigenvalue 


reduced fqrm matrix 

-1 


Ill =Al A2 

. --summation 

is a function of (e.g. f(y) .= is a function of y) 

any arbitrary or undefined variable or vector·, depending 

upon context 

.any arbitrary or undefined matrix depending upon context 

superscr·ipt: desired or _equilibrium value of a variable 

superscript: time derivative of a var,i.able 

superscript: rn!-.lximum possible value of a var•iable 

det~rminant of a matrh: (e.g. IGI = determinant of 

rnatrix G) 


there exists 


the variable can take only either _the value l or 0 
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LABOUR MARKETS 


IN A CONTEMPORARY URBAN BETTING 


The joint presence of high unemployment and high wage inflation 

has appeared as_a massive challenge to both the social sciences and to 

social policy. One result of this challenge has been renewed activity 

in all fields of labour market analysis" particularly at the national 

level. Although national labour markets can· be studied in their Ow"n 

right, in one sense they are merely aggregates of the sub-national 

labour markets. If the sub-national labour markets have their own laws 

of mutual interaction and internal operation it may be argued it is 

largely those laws that will determine levels of the national labour 

market aggregates. This thesis explores the possibility of modelling 

and testing the interactions and internal operations of urban labour 

markets in a developed. capitalist country. 

A question of prime importance appears then to be: what are 

the divisions of the national labour market that represent most nearly 

the "true" sub-national labour markets? Presu.l!lably these labour 

markets are to be defined in terms of the impeded: factor mobilities 

existing bet·ween them. The markets mey be divided by skill, occ.;upat icn 

or industry classificat ion, and many other classifications are possible. 

The especial concern of geographers has been the relationship of 

spatial structure to 1 3.bour rn8.rkets and the implications of the 
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resultant market segmentation. In particular, there is the 

possibility that labour markets may be analysed fruitfully at the 

urban and inter-urban levels of aggregation. Althoµgh not analysed 

here, at an even greater level of spatial disaggregation it is highly 

probable that intra-urban spatial structure may play a large role 

in labour market activities. 

Four problems arise for any labour market analysis at the 

urban and inte·r-urban levels. The first is fundamental in that it 

involves the question: whether labour markets behave in a sufficiently 

coherent manner, at the. urban and inter-urban levels of aggregation, 

such that the concept of urban and inter-urban markets has theoretical 

and empirical validity? 

The second problem is that of characterising th~ moues of 

behaviour that are common to all labour markets. These modes are held 

here to be invariant, irrespective of whether the labour market is 

industrial, occupational or spatial. For example," all markets may 

ad.here to the neoclassical demand and supply model. 

'I1he third problem is given that urban labour market can be 

considered to exist, what is the specific nature of urban labour 

markets that distinguishes them from other types of labour markets? 

If this urban specificity is not demonstrated then the problem of 

the existence of coherent urban labour markets remains arguable. 

A fourth, although less fundamental point but one which is 

operationally o f the greatest significance, concerns the availability 

of data that will allow .for the testing or partial testing of the above 
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questions and problems. In urban labour market analysis, it appears 

that the lack of a good data base continues to have a profound effect 

upon the questions which are posed and the degree of certainty with 

which answers are given. This study provides no exception to this 

data problem. 

These problems are tackled in the following manner. The 

answer to the fundamental question is taken to be affirmative, 

i.e. urban and inter-urban labour markets do operate in a coherent 

manner. The rest of the dissertation stems from this major premise. 

The premier feature of this coherence is the short-run spatial 

immobility of all factors of production. This immobility implies 

that urban labour markets might be treated as being isolated spatially 

with regard to their short-run .behaviour. On the other hand, if thi:=re 

is some form of short-run interaction between urban labour markets 

such a treatment may be invalidated. The immediate and free flow of 

information between urban c·entres allows the possibility of such 

interactions. Isolation may then be destroyed, given the role of 

information, in the wage determination process and, hence, the demand 

and supply of labour. Upon the demand side for example, information 

about changes in wage rates and available labour force capacity, 

could lead to comm.odity production being moved from one urban centre 

to another. The supply of labour may be influenced by inter-urban 

transmission of wage rate and unemployment information. The r esult ant 

phenomena could be wage rate change leadership in the short-run. 

The inter-urban information flows are not unstructured , 
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however, and any such spatial structure apparent in the information 

flows. may be reflected in the behaviour of the individual labour 

markets. The flow of information between centres is determined by 

many factors but those that are particularly important are the distances 

between centres, the sizes of the centres b.Ild their rankings in the 

inter-urban hierarchy. Another distinguishing feature of urban 

labour markets then is the relationship between inter-urban structure 

on the one haD:d. , . with urban centres regarded as nodes in a spatial 

and hierarchical network, and the short-run dynamic behavioUI· of urban 

.labour markets on the other. 

Migration is a form of inter-urban labour market behaviour 

that poses important analytical problems both in this thesis and in 

other research contexts. Migration represents an explicitly spatial 

flow of a factor of production, although the flows hav~ a much more 

complex origin than a.purely economic one. Given nighmovement costs 

migration does not occur as an instantaneous adjustment to spatial 

inequalities in the returns to labour. Although the process of 

migration appears to be something ·other than a short-run phenomenon 

its impact on short-run behaviour of labour markets could be of great 

importance. This importance stems from the facts that migration 

flows: 

(i) 	 are highly correlated with inter-urban structure, 

(ii) 	 tend to be towards urban places which are both large 

and have high money returns to labour, 

(iii) 	 do not necessarily perform an equilibrating role in 

the labour mar ket or in the inter-··urban system as a 
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whole, and 

(iv) 	 exhibit such a complex set of relationships that it 

is difficult to model them adequately, while the lack 

of good time series data makes empirical testing 

virtually impossible (Archibald, 1967; Brechling, 1973; 

Muth, 1967). 

Another feature that could distinguish urban labour markets and 

is possibly testable is- that urban centrep can be seen as distinct pro

duction units. Hence, they should behave in many ways as might 

individual firms or industrial sectors producing commodities which are 

either complementary and/or substitutable. An alternative · manner of 

viewing them as production units is to see them as producing commodities 

which are inputs to other centres as well as being final demand products. 

Industrial mix and urban production time series data acquire new sig

nificence if this is the case. Similarly, spatial and temporal lags 

would inevitably be fused in such a production syst2m. · The types of 

competition or complementarity existing between urban CP.ntres might also 

be testable . 

. . This thesis formulates a general model which is capable of 

tackling at least some of these problems. Using data for twenty

nine urban centres in the United States of America, an attempt to test 

parts of a more specific model is reported. The results seem to 

indicate ·that some of the processes considered above are operating . 

The modelling approach adopted is unusual for cas es where the primary 

objective is the ru1alysis of the spatial and inter-urban aspects of 

urban labour markets. The usual approach is to start with a consider

ation of the spatial interaction mechanisms specifying them at the 
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expense of a detailed model of the internal mechanisms of the urban 

labour markets. An example of this approach is the analysis of 

relative wage rate diffusion without a complete model of the individual 

urba.ri labour markets being specified (Weissbrod, 1974). The term 

"internal mechanisms" is used to define tre relationships that exist 

between labour market entities within the urban centre, that is with 

each centre being regarded as a labour market. This thesis ta..~es the 

specification of the internal mechanisms.as its starting point. The 

interactions of the urban markets are then seen as modifications to 

those internal mechanisms, whilst still obeying the same laws of 

labour market operations. Using this approach no prior ass'umptions 

. need be made about the relative importance of the internal mechanisms 

and of the external interactions with respect to labour market aper

ations. This allows a much more general model to be built. 

However, this gerierality is achieved at tJic expense . of creating 


a more complex model. With n urban labour markets anC. m variable.s 


there 'tire a potential (nm) 2 relationships to be c~nsidered. Of these 


2 2
relationships, nm are within -markets, and (n-l)nm are between markets. 

This complexity, allied with the overall paucity of urban labour 

market data, has led to attention being concentrated upon the internal 

mechanisms of the labour markets in this study. The specification and 

estimation of these internal relationships is determined to a large 

degree by the available data, but much less formidably so than :i.n the 

general model. This data problem stems from the fact that '' even the 

analysis of a single urban centre requires the use of time-series data 

for several. labour variables. This has prevented the specification 
) 

and unification of complete dynamic urban labour market models to the 

http:mechanisms.as
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present. Nevertheless, it has proved possible to specify and test 

a series of short-run, dynamic labour market models. at the urban level 

of aggregation in this study. 

The pursuit of this course created two problems in view of the 

overall concern with urban labour market interactions. The first 

concerns the validity of the models if the inter-urban interactions are 

ignored. It is shown that, in the short-run, inter-urban interactions 

are both quantitatively and qualitatively much less important than the 

internal market mechanisms. The second problem is that no immediate 

insights into spatial aspects of urban labour markets are yielded from 

such models. But it is shown that it is possible to gain such insights 

by considering the spatial variations in the estimated parameters of the 

models. 

The outline of the thesis is as follows. 'I1he following 

chapter reviews some of the recent literature and seeks to synthesise 

some of it into a coherent framework. 

The third chapter presents. a general means of testing the 

various hypotheses by use of a very broad, dynamic structure. To 

allow for such breadth the model is. interpreted in verJ broad terms 

without reference to specific hypotheses. In the second part of that 

chapter a set of more specific models are given .. 

The fourth chapter discusses the data used in the testing of 

the latter models. More attention is given .than is usual to the 

impact of data availability upon model specification. The reason for 
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this attention is that studies in this area have had,to a 

large extent, their structure and form dictated by the form 

of the data available. 

The fifth and sixth chapters ~iscuss the results of 

te~ting the models. In particular, the fifth chapter discusses 

those results obtained in relation to intra-urban labour markets 

adjustmen~ processes. The sixth chapter discusses those results 

relating to the overall problem of the in~er-urban processes and 

their relationships to the observed spatial structures. 

The final chapter is an attempt to synthesise the results. 



CHAPTER Tt..J'O 

A COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF ·MODELS 

RELATING TO SPATIAL LABOUR MARKET ANALYSIS 

1. Introduction 

There is a steadily growing literature on urban labour 

markets, but it remains small and it might be argued that it is 

possible to cover the whole of the literature in a single review. 

On the other. band, the relevant literature that overlaps with 

urban la-oour market analysis is massive, for example, that on labour 

economics. 

This survey concentrates almost entirely upon the urban 

labour market literature. ~1his makes it possible to analyse some 

individual contri"butions, rather than classes of contributions. In 

addition, the present survey seeks to synthesise by identifying and 

analysing the links between the contributions. It is shoml, for 

example, that many individu4 contributions are s.pecial cases of more 

general models. 

f1he review is presented in five sections. The starting 

point for t.he first section is the work of Brechling which was one of 

the earliest attempts to analyse urban or regiona,l unemployment time 

series and remains as one of the simplest available models (Brechling, 

1967). The work of Jeffrey in enJ_arging upon this model is· then 

considered (Jeffrey, 1974). The survey is continued by showing that 

9 
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Jeffrey's work leads from the single-equation Brechling model to the 

(incomplete) formulation of an inter-urban int,eraction model of labour 

markets using simu11aneous equations! Such work remains, however, 

pureiy empirical (as was Brechling's) as no labour market mechanisms 

are suggested within the models. Finally, in this section, the 

work of-Bennett on spatio-temporal process identification is discussed 

as a more sophisticated empirical model but still one with little 

explanatory power (Bennett, 1975, a,b,c,d). 

Turning to theoretical models the Phillips' curve mechanism 

is examined in its simplest single equation expression, then with the 

introduction of market interactions and the use of simultaneous 

equation forms, and finally, with the possibility of dynamic stability 

analyses for complete urban systems considered. 

A third set of models is different from those mentioned 

above in that they are developed ab initio as fully specified simul

taneous equation econometric models of urban labour markets. However, 

their real significance lies in their explicit treatment of both 

labour supply and demand, supply having been neglected in the previous 

models. In addition, they are basically long-run growth models and, 

as such, have the role of labour migration much more clearly developed 

in their structures. These econometric models, however, have the 

very great di.sa.dvantage that: they are estimated only in cross-section. 

The fourth section of this review deals with current labour 

market models that have been applied but rarely to spatial or urban 
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labour markets. These models involve both empirical and theoretical 

analyses of labour market disequilibrium behaviour in the short-run. 

2. 	 Empirical Models 

The presence of any complex spatio~temporal patterns leads 

to attempts to explain those patterns in way which reduce the complex

ity to understandable proportions. In the absence of any well-

developed tl:feory, the procedure has been to use analytical and 

statistical methods to decompose these patterns, and then to interpret 

the results. These decomposition techniques have ranged from the 

simplest 	of statistical techniques to cross~spectral techniques. 

Al1 early model of this type was proposed by Brechling (196'{) 

and later taken up by Jeffrey (1972). The model is an empirical one, 

consisting of a single equation that i _s applied separately to all 

urban centres or regions of interest. Essentially, the regional or 

urban unemployment rate, over a given time serie~, is decomposed into 

several cyclical and trend components. '11he model has a linear or 

log---linear form, and since there is no theoretical reason stated for · 

choosing 	between the two forms the selection usually revolves around 
I 

best fit 	or convenience. 

The model 	 has allowed the class ification of urban centres 

or regions according to: 

(i) the. goodness-of-fit of the model for the individual 

regions or centres . 

. (LU the . time-·lag structu:res of the regions, particularly 
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whether 	they are "leading" or "lagging" areas 

in relation to changes of ·the national unemployment 

rate, 

(iii). 	 spatial analysis of the relative quantitative and 

qualitative aspects of the estimated para.meters and 

residuals. 

The forms .of the model are: 

and 

where 

Uit= percentage unemplpyment rate .of urban centre 

(region) i at tine t. 

A. = const:.nt terrn 
). 

Rcit=. regional C'yclical component for region i at time t. 

nit= .national cyclical component :for region i at' ti.me t. 

~1it:= local structural trend component. 

Lcit= 	 local cyclical component. 

vith each of the .. components contributing to the local miemployment 

rate. 

The est:tmated form for the 1og~linear· model :i.s given by the 

following surrogates: 
2 

. b. +b. ~ t+b t
11 13U ::: A ua·~ e le · '¥' · + seasonal dunnnyit i. Nt±v.· 	 ·~it 

1 

varia1J1es where the surrogates ure 

http:const:.nt
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tcit = rit 
a. 

Nit + RCit = 
1 

~t±v. 
l. 

= "lead" or "l_ag" of the r .egion i with respect to 

national conditions 

2t,t - time used as a variable representing. "local trend 

component" 

The parameter, ai, 

is pa.i..ticularly important, its value being intepreted as represent

ing the sensitivity of the regions unemployment level to the 

national unemployment level. 

This form gives rise to several problems which cast doubt 

upon the interpretations of the parameters, particularly if the 

residual term is giv~n some systematic interpretation, such as being 

either the local or regic:ial cyclical component. These problems 

include 

(a) the dummy variables are difficult to disentangle 

from the coefficients b. 1 , b. and b. 
3

• In the multiplicative
1 l.-2 )_ 

model it seems impossible to disentangle them from the pr,oportionall.ty 

constant, A. ,
l. 

(b) it. is difficult to give any meaningful interp:cetation 

to the para..YD.eters) at least in the single equation formulation, as · 

no labour market mechanism is a.doptec1 eJ...'"Plicitly, 

http:para..YD
http:pr,oportionall.ty
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(c) the effects of a decrease or of an increase of UNt 

need not have equal impacts upon Uit'.' ' Some centres are more 

sensitive to downswings then they are to upswings, for exrunple, and 

this is not reflected in this model, 

(d) if the local labour force constitutes a significant 

proportion of the national labour force, then Uit and UNt±v. 
1 

cannot be considered as stochastically independent variables. This 

is particularly true of Brechling's 1967 paper where London is one 

of the r _egions used and yet this region contributes approxlmately 

20% of the United Kingdom labour force. Consequently Uit and UNt 

are strongly related via the identity, 

where n ;:: the nurr1ber of regions in the national system, 

(e) a further implication of (c) and the lagged relation

ship for Uitis that the single equation regression approach used is 

an invalid estimation technique for a dynamic, simultaneous equation 

model; by definition 

n 


iJ1UitLit = 


Then we have (ignor:ing dummy variables) 
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which is an intrinsically non-linear, feedback system of national 

unemployment rates. 

This last criticism suggest:;> that there is ·little point 

in the further estimation of the model without its complete refur

bishment. Nevertheless, remarkably clear spatial groupings of 

parameters with similar values have emerged in this model's_various 

applications and these deserve explanation and . investigation. 

Jeffrey (1972~ 1974) developed a similar model in which he 

employed factor analysis and principal component analysis to de

compose the local unemployment series. 

This mod.el had t!~e form ... 

u.t Tit + Nit + rit (seasonally adjusted)
l. . 

where 
= b il + b ti2 + b t 

2 
i3 = structural component 

of unemployment 
n 

Nit £
i=l 

a.u 
i it±v. 

l. 
- no,tional cyclical 

component, 

where n.t is a "weighted" national unemployment series. The 
i · 

weightings we:ce founa. by asmpning that the UJ.1employment rate for 

an industry J.n i was the same as the rate for that industry at the 
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national level. If this assumption holds true, then the parameter, 

ail' tiis a measure of the city's sensitivity to national cyclical 

fluctuations after allowance has been made for its industrial compos

ition," (Jeffrey, 1974 p. 112) 

yielding 

n 
= E a.U.t+ -t

i=1 1 1. -Vi . rit 

This equation was estimated usitig O.L.S. and the residuals were termed 

the "regional cyclical components", that is, rit = Rcit• It was then 

·assumed that . a set of m distinct but as yet unknown regional forces 

existed, varying ln their intensity from region to region and expressed 

as 

m 

= E bikckt 
k=l 

with 

k = 1, •• , m; the number of regional force components 

= kth regional cyclical (force) component, and 

= a parameter indicating the extent to which RCit 

is comprised of each of the rkt 

Unfortunat ely the Ckt' s are unknown and ,Jeffrey used factor . ana.lysis 

to break the set of time-series for all centres into a set of rn · 

reference curves. Principal components analysis was then used to 

further reduce the number of reference curve~ (to seven) to a. point 
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where eighty percent of the variation in the Rcit series was 

explained by the principal components. Thus, seven parameters 

were obtained for e.ach centre on the seven reference curves with 

varying degrees of overall fit. 

It is tempting to associate these reference curves with 

industrial linkage systems, that is sets of spatially linked indus

tries, rather than those industries in the S.I.C. classification. 

For example, one reference curve had very significant parameters 

for the steel centres and all the spatial_groupings appeared to 

conform to various industrial z.ones. It appears plausible that 

the above framework can be systematically related to another regional

industrial decomposition model, shift-share analysis, particularly 

if the reference curves are used in the shift...share anf'..lysis, .rather 

than industries drawn fr0m the Standard Industrial Classification. 

Th:ls point is explained below. 

Shift ..... share analysis has been a common decomposition method 

for regional economic time-series, notably for employment by sector 

in regions (Czrunanski, 1972). It can be used, however, for any 

data which have at least two time periods and for which a regional 

and sectoral disaggregation is possible. Shift- share analysis 

attempts to explain the temporal change of a given economic measure~ 

in a given region, by decomposing that change into three elemehtsw 
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These are: 

(i) a national growth element, 

(ii) a sectoral growth element, and 

(iii) a residual element or regional competitiveness effect. 

The equation for shift-share is 

= 

where 

Ekit = total employment in industry i in region j at 

time t, 

R = national rate of growth of employment il! all 

industries, 

national rate of growth of employment inRk. -
industry k, 

= r ate of gr owth of employment i n industry kinRki 

region i. 

Thi s equat i on is mer el y an identity. Where t heory enter s, i f at 

e.11 , i s i n the at tempt to expl a i n the residual component , ~it-l (Rk-Rk.i )' 

interpreted a.s a measm·e of t he compet itiveness of industry k , i f 

based i.n r egio!l i. 

This represents a decomposition of regional employment i nto 

elements which include a residual term and are related expl icitly to 

i ndustrial structure . Jeffrey, on the other hand, decomposed local 
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unemployment series in terms of unemployment rate time series 

for industries. Consequently the models are related in two ways. 

Both use industrial mix in their decomposition techniques implying 

that industrial structure can be used to explain local labour 

market. Neither model addresses the question of why some indus

tries perform better in some areas than in others. Finally, both 

models are related analytically by the accounting identity existing 

between unemployment, employment and labour force size. 

A later, and more promising, set of models are those which 

try to identify the spatial processes underlying a region's short

run changes. They do this by lirlking changes in the region with 

changes in a.11 other regions, rather than with the national level. 

Such models have used only one variable in the main and. co:iseg_uently 

have eschewed the use of economic theory. On the other hand, 

there is an attempt to handle time..-series for different points in 

space simultaneously. In the United Kingdom such work has focussed 

on the spatio-temporal diffusion of a measles outbreak, population 

diffusion and short-term forecasting of cyclical economic behaviour 

in a system of cities (Cliff et al., 1975; Bassett and Haggett, 1971). 

In North Alnerica Bannister has analysed short-run changes for the 

Southern Ontario urban hierarchy of unemployment and the flow of 

cheques in the banking system (Bannister, 1974). His method of 

analysis was to decompose the spatial autocovariances and covariances 

into identified and interpreted processes. He identified a system 

of large places cova.rying simultaneously whilst there is a hier.... 
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archical process occurring at the lower levels of the hierarchy. 

There was also identified a distance dependent effect combined 

with a nearest neighbour effect. When these short~run changes 

were combined with a strong "aggregate system growth" there were 

additional growth spillover and centre..·periphery effects. Thus, 

although he did not postulate any specific mechanisms, Bannister 

was able to identify a complex set of spatially expressed processes. 

It is difficult to arrive at any firm conclusion as to the 

status of these models for they do not have results that are inter

pretable within any theoretical framework. Nevertheless it seems 

that they serve certain functions. The analysis of systems where 

data are weak is one such function. Too often, however, they seem 

to take the place of developing and testing theory. The identifi

cation of spatial and temporal lags is surely the precursor of 

theoretical developments tha:t attempt to explain the. spatial and 

temporal. mechanisms rather than an end in itself . . 

3. The Phillips' Curve Models 

· rrhe simplest form of Phillips' curve model, relating changes 

in wage rates to the unemployment rate, was an empirical approach 

in its original form (Phillips ) 1958). On the other hand, later 

work postulated an ex11licit mechanism in the relationship. The 

Phillips' curve mechanism can be taken either to operate at each 

urban centre or region independent of surrounding centres or a 

whole series of regional interaction can be formulated from the 

mechanism. This has formed the basis of its use in spatial labom" 
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market analysis. 

The PhiJ_lips' curve mechanism derives from the postulate 

that wage rate changes are related to excess demand for labour, in 

the labour market. Thus, where i is the centre, region or area 

of interest, 

where the. parameter ai is positive. The residual term, rit' 

represent factors other than the supply and demand for labour that 

influence the wage rate. In this version of the model no .factors 

outside the dty of i.nterest influence the wage rate changes 

occurring within that city. Shifts in the demand and SU}>ply curves 

lying behind dLit and Lit are represented by additional independent.
5 

variables in the equation. Change in consumer price indices are 

often used in this context, as illustrated below. · 'l'hus 

1= a. (d it ... sLit) + b . . p.t + r.t 
1 L 1 ~ 1 1 

( s l . 't 

As a surroga,te of excess demand many variables have been 

used, but chiefly job vacancy rates ancl/or unemployment leveJ.s. The 

relationship between unemployment and excess demand for labour is 

non·-linear anC!. assymetric by virtue .of the constr ained range of 

posit~!.ve values l\t can take, whereas excess demand can be e:Lther 

negative or positive. Consequently, 
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It is in this form that the Phillips' curve has been used by 

urban and regional labour market researchers. The parameter values 

and residuals are then examined in the same ad hoc manner for 

spatial groupings as for the Brechling-Jeffrey model. As an example, 

in a st_udy.of United States S.M.S.A.'s,(Standard Metropolitan 

Statistical Areas) Albrecht (1966) used a model of this type. It 

had the form 

where variables are as previously defined and, 

U 
5 

t ;: regional (state) unemployment rate, 
or 

national unemployment rate. 

All three unemployment variables were taken as surrogates for excess 

demand for labour, and Albrecht's problem was to determine within 

which labour market (local, regional or national) ·the urban centre 

operated. Altho.ugh the model was naive and fraught with ~sti .... 

mation problems, Albrecht concluded: 

"In metropolitan areas which are near or east of the 

Mississippi and north of the Mason-·DiY.on Line, national 

conditions are almost always more important. In 

western cities, local conditions usually have a greater 

effect; o.nd in the South, the cities are more eq_ually 

clivic1ed between the two categories~" (p . 3lio) • 

In fact, Albrecht's spatial groupings appear .to be consistent with 

those of Jeffrey, although less detailed in the number of centres 

http:Mason-�DiY.on
http:st_udy.of
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considered. Despite the weaknesses of both the Albrecht and 

Jeffrey models, taken together, their results were suggestive of 

distinct and systematic spatial variation in labour market beha

viour. The Phillips' relationship applied to those centres which 

could be regarded as most closely resembllng isolated markets, 

s.uggesting the possibility that, elsewhere, spatial labour market 

interactions masked the Phillips' relationship, if any such 

relationship.existed. 

A whole series of works on r .egional Phillips' curves has 

been completed by economists who do not have r .egional .labour market 

analysis as tbeir prime concern (Thomas and Stoney, 1971). The 

regionaJ. aspects have stemmed from an availability of regional data, 

combined with a desire to study the effects of labour market disaggre

gation, whether this disaggregation be spat1.al or otherwise. Con

sequently, the theory embodied in their models applies equally to 

industrial , sectoral and other labour market type~: their models 

are not intrinsically spatial. 

On,_ the other hand, the establishment of the true nature and 

divis:i.on of spatial sub.-markets is a continuing problem in the 

geographical and regional science literature. There are still, 

unfortunately, substantial problems. The model shouJ_d. work best 

with the greatest disaggregatiori but the reverse seems t.o b e true . 

Secondly , it is neither know-n what the correct sub- ma.r.kets are nor: 

on what criteria they should be identified . rrhis applies t o all 

studies of l abour market, not just to Phillips; curve analyses. In 

the case of '1.11'.ban c entre data this problem is eased, for the centre 

http:divis:i.on
http:spat1.al
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does represent a recognised economic entity, but such is not the 


case for planning or other administrative regions. Yet, it is 


for these latter regions that data are collected. In addition, 


in the· case of urban centres there are theories of urban inter

action, hierarchy and structure to fall back upon. The work of 


. Weissbrod (J:974), discussed later in this Chapter, made use of 

central place theoretic notions. Presumably these spatial labour 

market differences arise from spatial immobility of factors and 

the costs of immediate spatial spread of information. 

Another possible interaction mechanism, related to a 

Central Place model, is that of the leading market. With this 

mechanism a specific market or set of markets 'lead' with regard 

to wage rate changes. Implicit in this model is some transfer 

mechanism to the 'lagging ' markets. In a simple form, this can be 

modelled from a Phillipst curve relationship for the leading 

market, i, as 

-b =wi /wit ao + aluiti 

and for any lagging centre, j as' 
....bj b]

wJ / wjt = co + clujt + c [ w. 
l / wit-aO-alUj_t i~2 

In other words) wage·~rate change in the nonleading market is a 

function of the local i.memp1oyment rate and a term (in sq_uare 

brackets) whi ch measures the deviation between the wage-rate change 
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in the leading market and that which wouJ.d have resulted in the 

nonleading one in the absence of any transfer mechanism. Thomas 

and Stoney (1971) used a similar model at a highly aggregated 

regional level in the United Kingdom with some success. 

Brechling (1973), in the most complete work of this type, 

considered a leading-lagging sectors approach in an overall attempt 

to "com.bine ·the neoclassical and multisector approaches". But 

again the regional and spatial ra.."1lifications were little considered, 

unless with regard to the forms of data. The neoclassical · approach 

held that there was a tradeoff between tmemployment and inflation 

in the long....run, as expectations are fully realised. Brechling's 

model for the leading m sectors was 

and 

i ::::: 1, ... , m 

and for the n.-m l agging s ect ors 

anci 

= j = m+l, •.• , n 

The subscripts i ancl j refer to i ndividmd l eading and lagging 

sector regions respectively, whilst subscripts 1 and 2 refer to 

the leading" and. lagging sectors. as entire groups of regions 
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respectively~ b, c, f, g, k are functional relationships; 

e = expected 

w = the mean of leading sector wage rate changes 

Here the leading sectors were defined as those with the 

highest relative wage rates. · There are no a priori reasons why 

this postulated transfer mechanism of wage rate expectations should 

work from these centres to others. It could well be argued. . that 

those with the lowest relative wage rates, or lowest or highest 

unemployment rates, should be the leaders. All of the leader

follower models formulate some spatial transfer mechanism, although 

not necessarily using the inter nal labou.t' market mechanism as given 

by the Phillips' curve. In addition the transfer mechanisms, such 

as Brechling's hypothesised t ransfer mechanism, are formulated on 

a purely ad .hoc basis. Indicative of this, is that in the testing 

of his model , Br echling used 3, 6, 9, 12~ 15, and 18 and finally, 

24 states in the U.S.A. as the l eaders. It made little diff erence 

to the results .. The use of an explicit prior model of inter-urban 

or spatial structure as the basis for the transfer m~chanism is 

theoretically far more satisfying. 

A related q_uestion of interest is the defi nition of the 

l eading labour market (s ) in a spatial context. If' it is assuJned 

that some form of distance-decay effect is important, then the 

leading market couJ_d be the nearest neighbouring market that has a 

higher (lower) rate of wage change or unemployment. King and 

Forster (1973) have suggested such a distance-decay effect model. 
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An alternative, then, would be to de:fine the leadi_ng market as 

the nearest neighbouring one of a larger size and to allow for the 

possibility that at some points in time the transfer effect from 

that centre might be a negative or dampening one. 

A further alternative, and indeed a more appealing one, 

would be to attempt to define the leading market in both spatial 

and structural terms. That is to say, ·allowance could be made 

for the fact that the transfer mechanism and its effects, if they 

exist, are likely to be closely tied to developments in a particu

lar industry, a.nd this could be coupled to a distance decay effect 

such that the transfer would be strongest in the C'iSe of closely 

spaced markets having similar industrial structures. The work of 

Bannister (1974) in Southern Ontario indicated several possibilities 

in this direction. 

Further possibilities in ~egard to this formulation might 

be as follows. Wage-rate change in any market might reflect the 

influence of transfer effects from more than one leading market. 

Also, among the leading markets themselves there could be transfer 

effects incorporated in the model . Also a strong hierarchical 

effect might t)e assumed to exist, whereby conditions in each of the 

l eading markets would be affected. by -exogenous national factors 

while, for the nonlead:i.ng markets, the transfer e:ffects would be 

regional in character . An attempt to show how this might -be 

accomplished is ma.de below. To take account of the interaction 

o.f all centres e. system of n structu.1'.'al eg_uations is req_ui:r.ed. 

http:req_ui:r.ed
http:nonlead:i.ng
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,\ 

Thus 

. m. 
w. /w.t = a + .L 

J. 	 . J. 10 J=l 

i;tj 


where there are m centres i, j = 1, ... , m. This may be 

expressed in structural form in matrix notation as 

. . 
· AW = A + BUt + rtt 0 

where A is the nxl vector of constant terms and Ut and rt and
0 . 

Wt are nxl vectors of unemployment,residuals and wage rate changes 

respectiveJ:y. '11hus, each wage rate change in city i, at ti.me t, 

is not only affected by excess demand at i at t, but also by 

(a.) wage rate changes at other centres in the system, 

and 

(b) excess uemand in other centres. 

If there is a. theoretical construct that can yield the expected 

labour market interactions prior to estimation, then the ~i /wit 

and Uit variables may be suitably weighted prior to estimation. 

It may be noted that this system can accommodate the 

Thomas and Stoney model as a special case . In that case the only 

non-zero aij's are those pertaining to the single leading 

market. Hierarchical effects can also be built into the model 

such that there may be some markets which lead others and are 

themselves led. Unless the system contains lags, hierarchically 

i.nteracting labour markets may be difficult to distinguish from a 
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single leading centre, unless the weightings can be established 

with a high degree of certainty. This, in fact, implies a model 

very similar to that of Weissbrod (1974), dealt with later. 

Analysing a s i mple system for equilibrium, based on the 

structural equation below yields the Thomas-Stoney result as a 

· special case. In this system of labour markets the interactions 

are through the impact of expected wage rate changes in all centres 

upon the actual wage rate changes in each centre. The parameterss 

aji' reflect the spatial and hierarchical structure of the urban 

or regional system 
m 

"i /wit= aiO + ailUit + j:laji( Wj /wjt)e 

if j 

where ( wj /wjt)e = expectations, of other centres, about wage rate 

changes in centre j. 

In matrix form this becomes 

and, if it is fw·ther assumed that wage expectations are always 

fuJ_filled, then 

. 
w.e ::; w•t t 

and consequently 

I nxn :1. dent i ty matrix 
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A similar result is obtained if an alternative assumption for wage 

rate expectations is used, namely 

in that one reduces the system to all wage rate changes being 

dependent upon all unemployment rates. 

Two major problems arise with these formulations. The first 

is that the [I - A
2 

J-lA
1 

'Will be a very large matrix for any 

reasonably sized inter.,..urba.n system. The second problem concerns 

the n~ture of the Phillips' curve and this problem is dealt with 

below. 

So far the models discussed have been static in the sense 

that they do not allow self-sustaining cycles and growth; the only 

time element included is the lag in the relationship of endogenous 

to purely exogenous variables. It is unlikely, ·however, that this 

is the way the system operates . For example, if excess demand for 

labour causes wage rate changes then it can be argued that wage rate 

changes will affect excess demands for labour. It is here that 

aJ.ternatives exist: one is that excess demand in centre i is only 

affected by its oi;.m (city i) wage rate changes. But mor~ plau.sible 

from the point of view of a general equilibrium system is that 

excess demand for labour varies (with some lag, perhaps) with both 

the centre's own and other centres' wage rate changes. 

The simplest possible model of this type is that for a 

perfectly isolated centre, which may be w-.citten as, 



This system may be solved as a kth""°rder difference equation. 

One 	of the simplest cases is, 


.... ;:::
':Tit ~i_t ....1 a10 + allui~ 


.... .

~it a.20 + a21wit-1 

with 

This yields the first-order difference equation 

b +b1U·t...10 ) . 

where 

a 	 ba10 	 ~: 

-- = (1 + andb = b 11_) u · = (i~b )o. 1 	 J.a21 	 ar_J_ 1 

th
This ·result may be. generalised to an n order system where 

cycles e..re a possibility' g:Lven the bounds 0 < u% < 100. It is a 

distinct possibility in this model that wages (being unbou.nded) ·may 

rise co:ntinuously, both in re..riods o.f high and l~w uncmplOYJE(~nt, 

given i~he unernp1oyment rate is a very .imperfect surrce.;ate for excess 

demand for 12~bour . 
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The system above is one in which the dynamic properties cannot be 

known without the numerical values of them being known. This is due to the 

fact that it is not known whether the slope, bi of the line relating this 

period's unemployment rate and the previous period's unemployment rate is 

positive or negative.Assuming l>b >o the diagram (Diagram 2. 1) illustrates
1

one possible relationship that could exist between the two unemployment rates. 

A phase diagram is not strictly necessary for the solution of .a linear model 

but is used illustratively as they are an important part of the stability 

analysis of simple non-linear systems. The thick line represents the 

relationship existing between unemployment rates at p.eriods t and t-1. The 

arrows ·represent ·the movement of the unemployment rate from some initial 

position. In this case the model is stable but other values of b1 could 

·lead to different results thus indicating one severe limitation of phase 

d~agram analysis. 

Oi. u. 100% 
I 

Diagram 2.1. Phase Diagram of the Wage/Unemployment Relationship. 
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The notion that .the centre's labour market operates in 

isolation may now be dropped in favour of an assumption that labour 

takes cogn1sance of wage ·changes occurring in other centre. The 

model now becomes similar to those employed by Thirsk (1973), 

Brechli.ng (1973) a..11d Weissbrod (1971~) , except that it includes 

feedback from w:ages to unemployment. 

For each centre there are two structural equations 

n 
(1) vitd = alO+j~J.aji w~t+aiif(Ujt) +rilt 

jfi . 

n 
(2) u

1
. t · b 

1 
. 0 + E 

1~1 
bj . f ( w . t ) 

1 J -
+ b .. f ( w. t ) + r 

1 
. 2 · t 

:u. 1 
v 

jfi 

Thus equation 

(1) becomes 

n 
(la,) · "'i·t ~ w.J:c1- ....1 _ • 8 iO +j!lajif(Ujt) + aiif(~t) + rilt 

j~li 

This model is more general than those at present in the literature 

but it st:i.11 :remains a special case: there may be lags in the 

expectations-, unernp1.0;)'TilE:i1t in one centre may be a lagged f1.mction 

of unemploymf:;nt in other centres, and. so fm:th. The rao.dcl is 

simplifica_ further if it is assumed that it .is linear :i.n beth pa:t'a

meters and ve.d.f-'1.1jlr;;s. 1.mis allows for a similar se:t of equilibrium 

and ·stability concli-'cions as for the isolated centre. Now there are 

n centres where' for equilibrium) ui·t - U., ·must -hold s:i.mult.2.n-
it:.-v 

eously for a.11 centres and fo~c all v, > 0. 

http:Brechli.ng
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In equilibrium wages increase at a constant ;rate in all 

cities, not necessarily at the same rate. Note that in this 

system it is possible for cities to have higher unemployment rates 

than others and yet have higher wage inflation rates. This is 

because the wage rate change depends not only upon the coefficients 

of the Phillips' relationship (the aji's) and the wage impact 

coefficient (b .. ), within each city, but also upon the size of linkages 
. 11 . 

with other cit:Les (the bji's . and a.ji's). 

This system can be generalised fur ther such that specific 

spatial mechanisms operating in an equilibrating ma1mer are included 

in the system. Such an attempt is not made here, but it would 

:i.nvol ve at least two other mechanisms . 

(a,) the impact of each city's demand for commodities 

upon commodity demand :l.n other citj PS. 

(b) the flow of labour from one centre to another. 

Both these flows are presumable in response to economic return 

differentiaJ.s. In this case, static spatial equilibrhun in a 

perfect neoc:lassical world would imply spatially constant wage and 

unemployment rates. 

An approach which employed the noti.on of an inter-urban 

structure explicitly, and which appears to be the first model of 

this type, was that of Wei.ssbrod (197~· ). Weissbrod attempted to 

explain t he phenomenon of wage rate changes at the urban leve1 l;y 

taking the Phillips' curve hypothesis for the multimarket case and 
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making it explicitly spatial. He wrote; 

From the geographer's point of view, the .·· spatial arrangement" 
of cities and the relations between these cities offer s a 
special imdght into a multi-market formulation of economic 
activity. By including spatial considerations in the wage 
adjustment mechanism, two additions to understanding the 
wage inflation process are possible. One, some modification 
of the equilibrium solution may be obtained . While this is 
an :i.mporta.nt criterion in evaluating the contribution of 
geographic space, the second objective, constructing an 
interregional diffusion-adjustment mechanism and assessing 
it rhough empirical tests equally important in under
standing wage inflation. 

Spatial diffusion theory is useful in constructing such a 
mechanism. The notion of asymmetr ic information flows and 
corresponding asymmetr~c interregional adjustments are foreign 
to the present multimarket economi c formulat ion, but have an 
important role in establishing the character of relations 
between regions. I ntegrating the notion of asymmetric 
information flows into the interregional ·adjustment process 
is also an objective of the dissertation. 11 (p.3) 

Essentially Weissbrod's approach was to graft the Phillips' 

curve relationship onto Central. Place theory and inter-urban 

differences in industrial structure. He then had both hiero.rchi.cal 

and distance effects in detennining the speed at which wage rate 

changes are transmitted through the inter-urban system~ The model 

was tested for six centres in Pennsylvania using spectral analysis 

and cros s ... spectral analysis to determine the domj_nance of one centre 

over another. Weissbrod tested two major hypotheses by this method 

(i) that no dominance existed between centres of the 

s ame hierarchical level:i lJecause processes of wage 

r ate change would be s:' multaneous at these places:-i 

(ii) that a dominance relation existed bet·w·een central 

places at different levels in the hierarchy . 

The assumed diffusion p~cocess between ti·:ro cities i a.ml j 

http:i.mporta.nt
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was a simple lagged model of the form 

w./w.t ~ a (wj/w.t k) + r.t 
l 1 J - l 

Weissbrod was able to show that his two hypotheses were 

correct. He analysed the Phillips' curve hypothesis using cross-

spectral an~lysis and was able to find no support for it whatso

ever. This _agreed with the results of King and Forster (1973), 

and also of Albre cht (1966), for the same area of the United States 

of America . Albrecht stated that national unemployment effects 

were the most j,mportant factors in determining wage rate changes in 

this part of the United States of America,. 

'11he models reviewed so far have been simplistic in terms 

of the mechanisms portrayed at work at the urbah level. All in

volved. single equation models of the labour marke:t' ·mechanism which 

were modified to include interaction terms. Attention is now 

focussed upon models which have been fonnulated as more complete 

descriptions of the urban labour market process. It is suggested 

that all but one of these are urban growth mod.els rather than 

labour marl:et models. The exception was never intended to have any 

relevance to urban labour markets> and only has so by happenstance 

and by possible misinterpretation 1y its author {Neild , 1971). JL.11 

the models now considered are simultaneous equation econometric 

models. 
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Although it is not discussed here in detail, since it 


has been superseded by other models, Muth's formulation undoubtedly 


has been one of the most influential of all the urban economic 


growth models (Muth, 1967) . The model wns developed in explanation 

of why cities grow at different rates. As such it was a long-run 

model and of interest in that growth in employment was seen as being 

due to growth in labour demand in the urban . centre's export sector. 

As such, it can be regarded as an attempt to remedy the failings of 

elementary export base theory in that it treated demand for commod

tties and labour as other than perfectly price inelastic. Sirrdlarly, 

Muth 	allowed for less than an inf:i.nitely elastic supply of labour 

a.t a given centre. In particular, there was an explicit formulation 

of migration (labour supply) in the model. Muth stated; 

tf 	 '11his study is concerned pr:Lmoxily with differential growth 

in population, employment, and earnings among large U.S. 

cities in the pe:::-iod 1950 to 1960. Methodc:l.ogically it 

differs from. • • . (previous works) , •• in rthat it treats the 

growth in employment and migration as simultaneol:sly 

determined." 


(Muth, p.l) 

Greenwood~s ( 'J973 ) model analysed gross in.-migration, gross out

migration, change in total urban income, total urban employment and 

total unemployment. Tbe model, as with Muthts, was cross-sectional 

and was also concentrated upon the one hui1dred largest United States 

S.M.S.As. for the p eriod 1950-1960.. With three exceptions, the 

parameters were of the expect ed signs a.s estimated using two-stage 

least-squares . 

Neild. 1 s (1971) model had. a similar form to Muth's and 

http:S.M.S.As
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\ 	 Greenwood's, but it is of more immediate interest as it dealt with a 

shorter time period (a five year period). It was an attempt to 

fully specif'y a macro theoretical model of a national labour market. 

The units of observation were a sample of New Zealand's urban areas. 

The eighteen largest centres were consideTed for the year 1966, and 

they ranged in size from Auckland (548, 293) to Nelson (27,615). 

Y 	The model had six simultaneous equations, whose _parameters were 

estimated using two stage least squares • . 

The equations were: 

(i), (iii) Female and Male Labour Supply Schedules 

(ii)' (iv) Female and Male Labour Demand Schedules 

(v), (vi) Female and Male Earnings Schedules 

and can be written as I 

(i) ;:::pf alO+allwf+al2wm+a13R+al4Gm+a15Af+el 

(ii) ~Df a20+a21wf+a22wm+a23R+a24Gm+a2"7If+e2 

(iii) p = a30+a32wm+a33R+a34Gm+a36Am+a388+a39Bm+e3m 

(iv) D 
m 

:::: a ll-O+a41wf'+a.42 ' ''m+a~. 3R+a44Gm+ai+8S+e li. 

(v) wf 	= a50+a53R+a510(Df-Pf)+e5 

(vi ) w = a60+a56R+a64Gm+a610 (Dm-Pm)+e6 m 

Parameter subscripts follow Nei ld, a11 other omitted parameten3 

( e.g. a ) being set equal to zero . The notation below followsa16 , 6
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" .. · 
· that of Nield. 

f = female 


m = male 


P = participation rate 


D = demand for labour 


w ;:: 	 wage rate 

R = 	durnrny variable (l=N. Island) 

(O== s. Island) 

A = national participation rate age-sex index 

G = industry growth rate (short- run) 

B :::: 	 percentage of population as full-time students 

s -	 seasonal employment :percentage index 

I = 	industrial structure index 

e = 	error term 

The 	model was regarded as a national model but for it to 

be correct it must be 

ti 	 assumed that within each urban area there exi'sts ·a labour 
demand and a labour supply scheduJ_e for each sex, such that 
the current labour market situatlon in each area may be 
complet ely described with reference to these sched1Jles and 
the going wage rates." (p.108) 

Despite the fact that the model is cross-sectional it is cast in a 

"dis-equilibrium setting" as it 

is not necessary to stipulate that each area is in equilibrium 
at the point (t ime ) of the observaticne 11 (p.109 ) 

This disequilibritun can be interpreted as due to the spatio- temporal. 

factors that do not allow for instant mo·l)il.ity of factors both within 

and 	between centres. In particular, it is noted that (Df·-P f ) 'f 0 
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and (Dm-Pf) #- O, which implies non-zero excess demands for labour. 

If it is assumed, as is implicit in the model, that the centres exist 

as separate labour markets then parameter estimates are estimates of 

the averaged parameters for all eighteen centres. In this particular 

case each centre is given equal weighting. If one wishes to find the 

national values then a weighting of observations as a proportion of 

total national male and female labour force in each centre would seem 

more correct.•· 

There also appear to be various problems of mis-specification 

and omission with the Neild model. (1). The first of these concerns 

the impact of migration between areas. In particular this should have 

been incorporated explicitly into the male schedules. Neild recognised 

this problem. (2). It is also noted that Neild di.d not t est the model 

in log-linear form to distinguish empirically whether the better model 

form was additive or multiplicative. In many ways a log-linear form is 

also easier to interpret in terms of the parameters. (3),. The 

equilibrium conditions also are found to be rather strange. In short-

run equilibrium it must be that (pf;;;Df ) and (Pm==Dm ). These terms 

thus disappear from the model . This yields (ignoring the irrelevant 

dummy variable and the residuals) 

(i) pf = a10+allwf+al2wm+al4Gm+a15Af' 

:;::;(ii) 7D""' a20+a21wf+a22 1
" m+a2l.~Gm+a271f.1. 

(iii) p = a30+a32wm+a34Gm+a361\n+a38S+e.39Bmm 

(iv ) D -· a4o+a}.J.1wf +a42w-m+a44_Gm+a43Sm 

(v) w :::: 
f a50 

(vi) ·- a +a G
Wm 60 64 m 
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It becomes obvious, from equation (v), that Neild's model 

implies no long run equilibrium growth in women's wages rates in New 

Zealand. This is completely unjustified, both theoretically and 

empirically, given productivity growth. Given this mis-specification 

a systematic upward bias can be expected in the parameter estimates 

in equation (v). In particular it is expected that the estimate of 

a is over~y large as long.-run increas.es in wf, due to growth, are
510 

attributed to short- run (excess demand) factors. Despite these strong 

criticisms, Neild's model is similar to the other models in form, and 

is of more direct interest as it is intended as a labour market model, 

not a growth model. 

The simultaneous equation models examined above have 

severe,l common features, or onunissions, that are i mportant in the 

study of the short .....run urban labour market behavjour . The first is 

1that the models were all tested in cross-section. rhi.s is a more 

fundamental weakriess than just the ina'b:Uity to test dynamic models. 

Ju1 implication of this is that all para.meter estimates are averaged 

across the whole urban system. Thus the estimate of some parameter, 

b, will be given by 

m 
b = L:w.b.

i==l 1 1 (i :;l, 2, ••• , m) 

where, 

2 m 2 
w. = x / .... x.

1 i L. l
i=l 

in the case where the standard regress ion model holds, as below, 

Y = a + bX + e 

http:increas.es
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A nmore correct" system of parameter weightings might be 

m m 
b ;:: l: L. b. where l: L. = 1, and L. represents

1. 1.. "1 1. 1.1;:; i=l 

the proportion of the total labour force that works in city i. A 

test of the hypothesis that b ·'> O, for example, may hinge heavily 

upon the method used. If the hypothesis that b > 0 is a proxy for 

for multiple hy.pothesffi tbat b. > 0; · then b > 0 may hide cases where 
l. 

b. < O, for ·some cities i. 
1.

The second major problem is that it is usually impossible 

to test short-run models when only cross ...section data are available. 

Gross .... sectional models are usually only able to accommodate lags 

that are annual, and usually are quintennial or decennial. The lag 

is usually determi.ned by periods between censuses~ This has ·been the 

major strnnbling block in the development of short-run economet:r:J. c 

models of urlmn labour markets. 

A third problem is that cross-section formulations make 

it very difficult, if not :i.mpossible, to study dynamic interactions 

between urban labour markets. This stems from the fact that it becomes 

impossible with inter-urban j_nteraction, to treat the observations 

(the urban centres) as independent. It becomes difficult to ··treat 

the dynamic e.spects because of the point already noted, that there 

are no data for the lags. 

One model that did have both an explicitly dynamic 

formul ation and an expl:i.c:i.t spatial element was that of Bennett 
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(1975 a, b, c, d) who sought to . model and forecast the dynamics 

of the North-West regional system in terms of "evolution and 

spatio-temporal dependency". This model had the form; using 

Bennett's notation, 

(i) :::::;
Ltx f(Etx'Lt) +. g(Ut) 

;:::(ii) Etx f(Etx' 1tx'Rt) + g(Ut) + Ltx 

(iii) .p :::: 
. tx f(Pt) + Mtx 

(iv) =Mtx f(Etx' 1tx'Mtx'Gt) 

(v) Itx ;:::: 
f(Etx' 1tx'Itx'Ct' N.._) 

l.o 

(vi) 11 :::: 
tx f(Etx'ptx'Ttx) 

where all variables are vectors or matri. ces, which are either ti.me (t) 

or region (x) subscripted, or .both. 

U - gross regional product 

E ~- total employment 

1 ~ total unemployment 

M :::: net migration 

I = industrial net migration 

T = net rec~ipts of journey to work 

C :::. strength of industrial development commission 

R - dummy variable~ application of Regi.onal. Employment Prern1um 

N = dwnmy variable) la1)our training ancl/ or movement grants 

P = population 

Bennett wrote 

The system is driven by national pro&1ct demands registered 
at the local level l>y the gross ree5.ona1 product (GRP) , and 
this will become translated to each secto:c by an input ~·output 

matrix which wil1 modify the demand and supply sectors of 
the lal.Jour market. I! 

(1975 b , p. 5ttJ.) 

II 
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The labour market was given as the simultaneous relation

ship in (i) and (ii). ~rhis system, in its turn, generated 

the journey to work and migration system via the spatially 

differentiated demand for labour. This, in turn,had a longer

run effect on the population, ~igration and industrial movement 

structures of the system. It is noticeable that prices of 

fac t ors d:ld not enter explicitly, altho.ugh they were implicit in 

the use of.the policy variables such as the employment premiums. 

The l abour market was mis-specified as Bennett admj.tted, in 

t hat he cons i dered eq_uations (i) and (ii) to be only a partial 

description (1975 b, p. 540). 

There are some types of labour market models, and ot her 

l abour market related models such n,s t hose deali.ng with the 

theory of the firm , that have only rar ely used, if at all> in 

urban and regional labour market analysis , Some, nevertheless, 

notably employment adjustment models , seem to have at leas t 

some potential i n urban labour market analysis . All of these 

models discussed have one major common element . They all deal 

explicitly with disequilibrium adjustment mechanisms , being 

i nherently dynamic in their formulation. 

Employment adjustment models often have adjustment rwchan

isms similar to those of the multiplier accelerator models of 

bus iness cycles. Models of the accelere,tor type have -been 

applied at the regional l evel by several workers (Casetti, 19'12, 

1Hartman ancl SecY-.J.er, 196'"(, and Guccione and Al1en, 1974). :L1he 

http:SecY-.J.er
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basic elements of this model, and their application to urban 

growth theory are now dis.cussed. 

Metzler's inventory cycle model had an accelerator 

mechanism which can be used at the urban level as an employment 

adjustment model of the laGour market. 

The model may be written 

(i) Y.t
1 

~ S.t + I.t
1 

+ Y.t
1 , 1 

where 

Y = le9t1el of income in city iit 

Sit ~ production for anticipated sales in city :t 

Iit ::::: non~induc ed investment in city i 

Vt ,_ production of inventory :tn city- :t 

and 

(ii) Cit ::=: bYit consumption (sales ) function 

(iii) sit = cit~l production for sales f1mction 

also, 

(iv) 	 V ::::: (C.t-S.t ) inventory maintenance functionit l. J.

where 


Cit = consumption ( sales ) 

rrhus ( iv) represents a model of producer's inventory behaviour 

which states that entrepreneu:cs try to maintain a constant 
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i 

treats the spatial unit as having a well-defined :production 

function. 

(i) Q.t ~ a. + b.E.t l + 1/2 C.E
2 
.t .. l

1 1 1 1 ~ 1 l ~ 

Here centre i is assumed to have a quadratic production function 

with a si.ngle input, employed labour (E.). Output at centre 
l 

at time t is measured as Q.t. It is now assumed that there 
. 1 

is a cost (Cit ) in ch~ngfog the employed labour force size 

such that, 

( ii) c.t; 1/2 c.(E.t-E.t 1 )
2 

.
. 1 l 1 1 ~ 

Again a quadratic is assumed. The city can then be assumed 

to try to maximise present value of discounted profits (V.)
1 

where 

T II. . . lt(iii) v. ;::: E (----l. 
t=O (l+r.) t 

l 

where T is the time horizon used for forward planning in the 

city and r. is the discount rate applied to. future profits in 
l. 

that city. Profits per period are 

(iv) = P. Q.t = w.E.t - C.t
l l ll.' ] . 

w:ith P. being the price per unit of outpur received by dty i. 
l. 

In other words, the city is treated as if it ·behaved as a singl e , 

coherent production unit. lm aggregatj_ve treatment such as 

this is common in ad,justment models for whole industrial 

sectors (Fair, 1969)~ A second order difference equation 

for employment in the city is found capable of yieJding a 
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inventory level. In (iv) inventory investment is vn:"itten 

as a function of the difference between actual sales (C.t) 
. 1 

and anticipated sales (Sit) in the current period. Successive 

substitutions yleld the accelerator mechanism 

and substituti_ng equations (ii), (iij_) and . ( v) into equation 

(i) yields the second-order difference equation 

This has the.. ·chu.racteristic equation · 

2~ - 2bA + b - 0 

with the roots 

which yieldr.; dampened o s cillatory behG.viour if it :Ls n~su.med, 

a.s is nonne.l) tht'l.t the narginal pro1>ensity to c6nsur.1e, b, is less 

than unity ar..d grea.ter thc.n ze:-co. In this cane the rnarg:i.na.l 

propens:Lty to consµ.me wc.s ei.srrn.med com:.: tant for ease of analysis. 

Lat er adjustment rr~odcls have been couched specifically fn 

emplo~rr:i.cnt te:rms, rather thu.n :i.ncome :i and the o.d.Justrnent 1i:.cchan·-· 

ism.a a:ce derived from optirui::;ation princ~.p1es within the mddel 

itself. 

http:cons�.me
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Usually the Me.tzler model is used at the national level 

of _aggregation rather than at the city level, as it has been 

used in this survey. ·similarly the Brechling model ·was 

designed for the analysis of individual firms rather than 

cities. The use of these models at the city level iroplies 

at le8.st some attempt should be made to relate both models more 

directly to ur·'oan q,nalysis. This can be done in nurn.erous ways 

of which only three are s_uggested below. 

(i) · '11he urban centre n\ay have t·fro or more sectors 

which behave according to some a(ljustment 

pr.inciple .. These sectors can correspond to the 

export baae and the service sectors of u:cba.n 

economic lmse theory. Obv:i.ously the sectors 

interact in co~peting fo:r the same la.bom" force, 

with cost~~ of a.cljustment char1ging and expect

ations not always being fulfilled. 

(ii) 	·Constraints operate within the urban a rea tha t 

do not operate at other levels of aggregation. 

In paJ.t:i.cula :r ~ the lab-.)ut' force must be x·ee;ard.ed 

an lirnited; thus the mazimisation of rn~esent 

value of dir3countecl profits must l)e constrained 

or, if the centre is.myopic in its optimisation, 

notab1y in e:xp0:nc1ing as tho~1gh there were no 

http:x�ee;ard.ed
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operative constraints, the full employment ceiling 

may cause cycles as in the Hick's trade cycle. 

model (Dernburg and Dernburg, pp. 162- 166 ). 

(i::ti} 	 '11he city operates within an urban system. This 

implies the city's decisions may cause reactions from 

.othet· · centres with expecta~ions bei.ng unfulfilled. 

This may be thro_ugh migration of labour, induced 

changes in orders, output prices and wages and 

adjust~ent costs. 

rrhe analytic solution of s·y.ch multisectoral, dyna....-r..ic 

optimisation models seems unlikely at present, nor is the data 

available for their direct empi:cical implimentatiori. 1rhese 

are some of the reas0ns for the use of the simplc::r models, such 

as the Phillips' curve, in urban labour market model~: to the 

present. On the other hand at least one analysis of an urban 

employment adjustment model has been completed and appl j_ed 

empirically (Alperovich, et al., 1975). The work of Alperovich 

and his associates appears as the only model of the adjustment 

type to be applied in a spatial or urban context. They 

specified a non-linear partial adjustment model> 

E.kt -	 E.kt . 1 = A.l:\: ( E~ktJ - 1. { .1)l. . ' 	 1 ,.-_ l _ E.lt-. 

where 

E = employment 


E*::;; desired employment 
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Aik - adjustment coefficient for industry k in city i 

t = 1970, t-1 = 1965 

and where A. was not a constant but depended upon the unemploy-
J.1\. 

ment and growth rates of the labour force and employment. It 

was this definition of the adjustment coefficient that introduced 

the non-linearities. The desired employment level was given 

by t he calculation of production potent i als for city i. The 

production potentials were based upon the inputs of commodities 

k required by other cities , where their level of demand for 

i's production was determined by their size and their distance 

from city i. Unfortunat ely "the data are not consi.s tent with 

thi s partial adjustment model". A 11 full.-.adjustment" mod.el was 

then tried which set Aik ~ 1. 0 and added Eikt~l to both sides. 

The model then became, 

El..kt := E~-kt 1 
l """ 

which has little theoretical appeal . Empirically this was the 

more successful model , l)ut nevertheless the results were not 

encouraging 

1I1he reasons for the poor results of the Alperovich 

mod.el remain something of a mystery : · there s eems to be no 

explanation for those results except that the nature of A.k 
l \. 

must have been grf.:i.vely mis-specified or the cross-sect ional 

data used were not ad.equate. It is possible that the five-year 

time lag used was m ch too long and that urban employment 
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adjustments take place at much faster rates. 

The use of "Probabilistic economics" in labour .market 

analysis has been developed from Stigler's paper on the role of 

information in labour markets (Stigler, 1962). The uncertain

ties faced by both employers and employees are translated into 

risk measures which depend upon the information they have 

available.· Thus, w:ages are not taken as certain by the poten

tial employee but as havi_ng a well def:Lned probability distribut

ion. The role of se~rch, subject to limited initial information 

and constraints upon the resources that can be allocated to search, 

can then be used to explain .aggr.egate phenomena such as the 

Phillj_ps' curve, structural unemployment and so forth. In most 

cases this work has been associated with a resurgence of' interest 

:tn the micro-economics of employment and infl ation theory 

(Phelps, 1970; Burdett, 1976). It has also found a natural 

extension in the theory of labour migration where information and 

economic opportunity have been emphasised in many studies (Cr·agg , 

1973). Only recently, however, have explicit models of search 

and risk beha:viour entered into the literature on migration ·. ( David, 

1 97 5 ). 

It c an be assumed to be that of an ·urban labour market 

which interacts with other u:cban la.bour niarkets, including at t he 

inter-urban .level. In this sense, t .ere is a generalisa;t ion 

of the model for the search processes involved now i nclude the 

possibility of searchine; other urban labour markets with the 
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possibility of migration (David, op. cit.). Thus the model 

of search can be generalised although the search principles 

involved in intra- and inter- urban search stay the same; the 

searcher wishes to allocate resources so as to max:tmise his/her 

expected net lifetime flow of income. The uncertainties that 

now play a major role• p.lus the cost of overcomi.ng them, 

particularly when workers are racially, sexually, spatially, and 

skill differentiated, implies that movement from low to h:igh 

economic welfare regions will not.be instananeous. Perhaps most 

importantly, these models can be used to explain migration flows 

that would otherwise appear economically irrational. The distri"" 

but ion of' v~age rates within each urban centre, for example, a1lows 

the possibility of an ind:i.vidual migratlng from a h.igher to a 

lower wage centre ' · given that search has revealed the 

possibility of' a high ~age offer to that individual. 

Essentially the search models still follow Stigler's 

original optimal search rule; search systematic sampli.ng from 

a frequency distribution of economic req_ards is not continued 

beyond the point at which the increment in search costs is equal 

to the increment in search benefits~ Thus search can be expected 

to be concentrated in higher wage centres) but a calculable 

probability of finding the best offer in a lower wage centre 

implying some s earch effort being allocated those lower wage 

centres. 

http:sampli.ng
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The role of the spatial mobility of labour in general 

is now examined briefly. Some of the models already discussed 

impinge on this discussion. The main purpose here is to point 

to a significant. gap in the data and the models that are presently 

available, particularly concerning the possibility of job 

migration without residential relocation. In the literature 

and in the data, migration usually impl1es job cha,nge (David, 

op. cit.). The major exception is intra-urban level migration 

where housi.ng relocation is often considered separately from job 

search. However, what evidence there is suggests that both job 

and residential mo1)ility in North Amer:i. ca ~:l.re extremely high. It 

seems possible, therefore, that in a very closely linked inter... 

urban system with overlapping corninuti.ng zones, job migration 

at the inter-urban J_evel, without corresponding residential migra..... 

tion, may be con~1on . It seems probal)le that this type of job·

migration can take place much more quickly than job-migration that 

also inv-olves residential relocation. However, as with much 

short .... ru...'rl urban la·bour market phenomena, apart from wage rate 

change and ·unemployment change, there seems to be a considerable 

lacrma in the literature . 

Conclus ion 
------~· 

This survey has been taken in five broad sections, some 

with a great deal of overlap. The earlier sections dealt with 

models tha..t have been used in urban labour market analysis up 

http:corninuti.ng
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until the present. The penultimate section dealt with two 

model types that may be of use in the future. In each section 

an attempt has been made to discuss the problems associated with 

their application and errors that have been made. 

In the past~ the major body of work related to this 

thesis has been purely empirical and inductive. ·This has resulted 

in a great deal of mis-specification, particularly in the form of 

single equation .bias. This also has led to a dearth of dynamic 

models even when the theoretical situation . demands this. In some 

cases, but not · all, these faults can be attributed. to the poor 

data base that exists for · the analysis of · short~run urban phenomena. 

There also appears to be a lack of any model that attempts to 

int.egrate intra.....urban processes and their interaction with inter

urban processes and inter-urban structure. This could well be a 

problem not only of data but also of the different time scales 

that may be involved in considering structure and process. This 

lack of an integrative model seems likely to stay given the problems 

involved, but it does seem that it is possible to. go some way to 

overcoming the dearth of short-run urban labour market models. 



CHAPTER THREE 

A FAMILY OF 

DYNAMIC URBAN LABOUR MARKET MODELS. 

The Problem Stated and a Vocabulary 

The existence and operation of urban labour markets, at any 

and all spatial scales, albeit with differing degrees of cohesion of 

operation, is hardly in doubt. Nevertheless, the stance adopted here 

is that the term "labour market" is an abstract social-scientific 

construct. The construct "urban labour market" . is much more so, in 

that it requires additional abstractions: it is argued that from 

these additional abstractions stem many of the problems of both 

theoretical and empirical analysis. That this is particularly true 

of short-run urban labour market analysis is suggested, at least in 

part, by the comparative rarity of such models. The problem posed 

here is one of constructing short-run. labour market models that may 

be tested empirically and which indicate the impact of urban structure 

upon labour market operations. Any attempt to resolve this problem 

requires a definition of the terms used. The definition of the 

. required terms follows. After the definitions are given a series of 

models of urban labour markets are presented that are based upon those 

definitions. 

A labour mark.et is defined as the orderly .interaction of 


potential employers and employees, determining the qualities and 


quantities of labour to be hired and their respective rates of 


-._5,5 
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payment. In the case of a sufficiently small labour market there 

is no discernible impact of these ordered operations upon the overall 

economic environment. Some labour markets, however'· are sufficiently 

large that they can be conceived of as playing a dominant role in 

some part of the general economic environment. Thus, in the United 

States of America, the New York city labour market plays a dominant 

regional role and has a national role, whilst the Binghamton labour 

market in the same state, by contrast, has no discernible impact at 

either of these spatial scales. Labour markets are often defined 

by industrial or skill types but here the segmentation is spatial. 

Thus an urban labour market is regarded as any labour market whose 

mechanisms of interaction between employers and employees are 

influenced to some defree by their urban milieu. The ·urban milieu 

is intended to imply all of the structural characteristics of urban 

areas, both physical and social. An urban system is taken to mean 

a set of cities where interaction occurs at both the intra-urban and 

inter-urban levels. An inter-urban system then is one in which the 

modeller considers only the rules of interaction operating at the 

inter-urban lev.el. Similarly an intra-urban system is one in 

which the modeller considers only intra-urban interactions. The 

terms inter-urban labour market and intra-urban labour market are now 

readily understood as systems where· the interactions considered, 

whether inter-urban or intra-urban, are those occurring solely 

between labour market variables. A space-dependent labour market 

is one in which the interactions of participants are significantly 

affected by relative locations. A ~ace-neutral labour market, then, 

. .. .· ...,.; 
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is one in which the participants are not significantly affected 

in their interactions by their relative locations. To justify this 

distinction it is noted that an important class of .labour markets is 

spatially dependent and non-urban, that is agricultural labour . 

markets. 

Finally short-run, medium-run and long-run, all general 

modelling concepts, ~re defined in terms relating directly to the _ 

problems of modelling urban labour markets. By the short-run is 

meant a period in which labour market variables, such as une,mployment 

rates, can be changing in value. On the other hand, although the 

urban structure may be in disequilibrium, it exhibits ·only marginal 

changes and can be regarded as fixed. Nevertheless, it is averred 

that urban structures, change in response to persistent labour market 

changes. F'or example, a persistent increase in unemployment in a 

city will probably mean it will grow less than other cities. Con

sequently the long-run is defined as the period in which not only 

labour markets but also the urban structures themselves, can reach 

equilibrium. The long-run structural eq_uilibrium therefore also 

implies an unchanging structure, but from a different analytical 

viewpoint than that of the unchang.ing structure assumed for the 

short-run. This long-run eq_uilibrilli'll of urban structure is import

ant in its several implications for labour market operations, but 

particularly so for labour migration. Migration not only affects 

urban structure~ through its impact upon urban size, but also affects 

labour market operat ions in the role spatially redistributing the 

labour supply. 
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The medium-run is now definable as the period during which 

urban structural change can be considered to occur. As migration 

is of importance not only in urban labour market · terms but in urban 

structural change as well, in determining city sizes, the analysis 

of migration rates forms a principal component of medium-run models. 

A necessary condition for equilibrium in the structure of an urban · 

system is that net-migration be zero for all cities. Only then, 

assuming no natural increase affects relative city size, can the 

urban system be considered in long-run equilibrium. 

The choice of which of the three time horizons, and the 

spatial scale to be used, depends largely upon the problem to be 

analysed. They are all clearly modelling constructs for reducing 

the complexity of any analysis. In the case of empirical work, 

however, the choice is often dictated by the data. Similarly, it 

is frequently data availability that dictates the choice of region 

for empirical tests. 

Tfle· Conceptual F'ramework 

The . conceptual framework is woven into the vocabulary, but 

the framework requires some expansion before the specific models are 

set forth. 

The intra-ur ban labour market models are distinguished here 

by two major features. First, they .conform to a simple, aggregate, 

economic model of demand and supply. Second, they are considered 

explicitly i n a disequilibrium fr amework . Models of demand and supply 
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of either commodities or factors of production have been cast 

usually in an equilibrium framework. To overcome this absence of 

disequilibrium models a simple partial adjustment mechanism is used 

to describe the dynamic or disequilibrium behaviour of the system. 

The use of this mechanism for urban labour markets implies that 

the system adjusts from the actual level of a variable, toward the 

equilibrium or desired level of the variable, though the adjustment 

will not be ·instantaneous. This conception of the urban labour 

market has to be modified substantially if there is interaction with 

other urban centres. Each centre can be in competition with, as 

well as being complementary to all other centres. This will be 

seen in the interdependencies of labour markets, as changes in the 

urban system's production are reflected in changes in the desired 

levels of inputs to the production process. Each centre's labour 

market will then attempt to adjust to the desired levels. These 

desired levels are determined by the economic system as a whole 

often as an expression of national economic policy. This competition/ 

complementarity will be channelled as a series of inter-urban inter

actions whose form will be determined largely by the inter-urban 

structure. 

In tbe short-run, however, the type of interactions will be 

largely dependent upon the assumption of the spatial immobility of 

all factors of production~ The labour market influences that are 

chaimelled between centres in the short-run will be the spatially 

mobile ones such as expectations, production orders, information and, 

perhaps, commodity shipments from inventory. The spatial immobility 

of some labour market entities might, therefore induce compensating 

movements to occur in the levels of more spatially mobile labour 
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market entities. For example, unfilled orders for one centre's 

production can be shifted to another centre with excess production 

capacity much more quickly than capacity can be· increased at the 

original place of order by capital movements. 

These interactions are not random and the urban structure 

can be expected to evolve to accommo.date recurrent secular and 

spatial shifts in trade. T'nis implies that there will be some 

redundancy in the channels between the labour markets to accommodate 

the recurrent and expected, as well as any unexpected, trade shifts. 

If a shift is persistent then, in the long-run, changes in the urban 

structure will occur as a response. For example, a temporary 

increase in demand for a centre's production will not affect its 

size. If the demand increase is permanent the centre's size will 

increase in the medium-run, changing the city's overall urban 

structure. This rE:uponse will itself influence the pattern of' 

production and labour markets until a new equilibrium system is 

reached. The system's response will be via changes in the size of 

urban centres, due to factor relocation, and to changes in the inter-· 

action channels between centres. 

This conception of urban labour market opera"tions is one in 

which only economic variables have any meaning. Social and cultural 

factors, except in so far a.s they impinge upon the operation of each 

labour market, are ignored. 1'he system is consi.dered both efficient 

and stable in terms of its overall economic urban structure. Tbe 

urban centres then are considered solely as the spatial loci of the 
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production process as expressed through their labour. markets. 

A General Model of Labour Markets in an Urban System 

The model presented here is general in the sense that no 

specific hypotheses concerning the relationship between individual 

variables are made and, more importantly, because it encompasses 

both inter-urban and intra-urban labour markets. The model is 

specified as a set of simultaneous, constant coefficient, linear, 

first-order difference equations. The model is developed by 

looking first at the form, and the equilibrium and the stability 

conditions of an intra-urban labour market. Second, the relation

ships between these labour markets are then examined at the inter

urban scale using a simple model of inter-urban structure. The 

equilibrium and stability conditions for the whole system are exam

ined. Finally, a more detailed model is specified for the urban 

level. It is this more detailed but smaller model that is tested, 

given the difficulties in analysing and testing the larger model 

that incorporates inter-urban interactions. 

The Internal Urban Labour Market A Mode of Analysis 

At the .intra-urban level in any urban centre, a mass of 

labour market types exist, many of which are not only space depen

dent but also overlap in space .and function. Commuting zones for 

employment centres are a sommon expression of this spatial overlapping. 
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They also overlap in the sense that separate markets o~en demand 

the same types of skills and consequently have a common labour supply. 

In reality, of course, there is only a single, but , overwhelmingly 

complex, labour market and the use of any typology is a modelling 

simplification. A full dynamic model of such intra-urban systems 

has yet to be developed. Here the internal urban labour market is 

simplified by an aspatial treatment • . ·· Nevertheless, in any model 

with interdependent l_abour demand and supply functions the spatial 

element can be represented indirectly. The speeds of adjustment, 

relative costs of labour and so forth are indirect reflections of 

the impedance of space and, consequently, these elements of labour 

market interaction can be correlated with inter-urban location after 

model estimation. 

The model for each centre's internal labour market can be 

written as a series of equations in matrix form such that 

(1) 

It has' been demonstrated that any simultaneous system of linear, 


constant-coefficient, higher-order (order of 2 or greater) difference 


equations can be reduced to a simultaneous system of linear, constant


coefficient, first-order difference equations (Baumol, pp.332-334; 


Wallis, pp .125-127). Consequently only first-order systems of 


equations have to be considered ~n this analysis. · The analysis of 


these constructed first-order systems proceeds exactly as for 


ordinary first order syst ems (Wallis, pp.125-127). 
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A c·oni.pletely autonomous urban centre is free from all 

. external influences and its labour market will have. the form 

(2) 

This special model is unduly unrealistic and is likely to be 

accurate only for the very short-run. In the less restrictive 

model of (1) it can be seen that the centre itself does not influ

ence the inter-urban, regional or national system to which it 

belongs, as represented by the vector, Zit• This can be due to 

either the size of the. centre being comparatively·:· small or the 

time-period of the model being too short for the impacts to be 

discernible. The much larger inter-urban, regional or national 

systems do, however, have a discernible impact upon the centre and 

this is vital in the interpretation of the equilibrium of the mod.el. 

By solving (1) explicitly for Xit' the system below is found, 

(3) =xit rrlxit-1 + rr2izit 

where 

-1 
rrli = Al..l A2.l 


-1 

rr2i = Ai.A3.ll 

assuming that the inverse of Ali ex~sts. Equation (3) is the reduced 

form of the system shown in structural form in equation (1). 
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The equilibrium properties of a system are defined as, 

those properties obtaining when there is no tendency for change in 

the endogenous variables of the system, so long as the external 

influences (exogenous variables) upon the system are held constant. 

The equilibrium properties can be found by assuming the external 

influences are constant, i.e. the vector of exogenous variables is 

held stationary at some value Z.• The · equilibrium values of the 
1 

indogenous variables. can then be calculated for their response to 

any arbitrarily defined Z.• The labour market is in equilibrium
1 

when there is a vector of endogenous variables, X~, such that 
J. 

X.t = X.t , for every value of the time lag v. Substituting x~· 
1 1 -v 1 

and 75_ into the reduced form gives 

(4) X* = Il X* = n .z.
i li i 2.1 1 

which is explicitly solved for x~ as 
l. 

-1 -
(5) x~ = [I-IIli] n .z. 

1 2 l. l 

where I is them x m identity matrix and the inverse of [I - n J11 

exists. The equilibrium values of the labour-market variables 

are, therefore, expressed entirely .in terms of rr.l. ,n2. and z.. 
_ ). l. l. 

This allows information to be gained about the equilibrium state of 

the labour market with respect to . the overall state of the internal 

economi c system a s repr esented by Z.. A specific example is the 
l 

response of any or all labour market endogenous variables, such as 

employment or the wage rate; to · the level of production in city i. 

In this case the production level is assumed to be determined by 
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factors other than labour market conditions and is, therefore, an 

exogenous variable. The matrix [I - nli]-1 n i. is of order m x gi2

and the element of its yth row (y=l, ••. ,m) and uth column (u=l, ..• , 

g.), from equation (6), represents the equilibrium response of the 
l 

yth endogenous variable to a sustained unit change in the uth 

exogenous variables. These elements are known as the equilibrium 

multipliers of the· system. 

Conversely, the impact multipliers measure the response of 

an endogenous variable to a unit change in an exogenous variable, 

during the same time Feriod within which the change in the exogenous 

variable takes place. Thus values of Xit are related to values of 

Zit via the impact multiplier. They are related via the elements 

of the n2i matrix in the reduced form, equation (3), where 

(3) 


The elements of rr2i are, therefore, the impact multipliers. Similarly, 

Goldberger defines the delay multipliers as being, those multipliers 

relating a previous,period t-v (v.>o), one unit change in an 

exogenous variabl e, lasting only one period, to the resultant change 

in the value of an endogenous variable at time t. The delay of the 

multiplier is measured as v. To find the one period (v=l) delay 

multipliers the relationship of .Zit-l to Xit is required. Changing 

t ime periods only, the reduced form is written as 
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(3a) 

In (3a) the vector Xit is replaced by the right hand side of (3) 

yielding 

(3b) = rr1. ( rr1.x·t · 1 + rr2.z.t) = 
l l l = l l 

and 

(3c) 

Lagging the whole of (3c) by one period shows the relationship 

between xit and zit-1 to be given by rrli rr2i· The elements of this 

m x g.
]. 

matrix are defined as the delay multipliers. Further 

manipulation following (3), (3a), (3b) and (3c) yields the higher 

order (i.e. v>l) delay multipliers. It can be shown · that the v period 

delay multipliers are given as the elements of the matrix 

for v>O (Goldberger, p.374). 

If, rather than a one period economic impulse from the 

externaJ. economic system, the interest is in the effects of a given 

persisting change in the level of economic impulses upon the level of 

activity in the labour market, this can also be translated into 

multiplier terms . The interest then is in the effects of the per

sisting change in the level of the exogenous variable upon the levels 

of the endogenous variables. The eQuilibrium multiplier defined 

in (5) is the limiting example of this, when the persistent change in 

the levels of exogenous variables can be regarded as permanent. The 
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dynamic multipliers are found by summing the impacts of the persis

ting change for each period that it has persisted. Consequently 

for period zero. the impact multiplier and dynamic multiplier are 

identical. The multipliers can be listed as 

Delay Multipliers Dyn~ic Multipliers 

t = period 

t = 0 rr2i n2i 

t = 1 rr1irr2i rrlirr2i II2i 

t 2= rriirr2i 
2 

nlirr2i nlirr2i rr2i 

t = v 

where, by definition 

(6) 

lim v
If the rr i. =O, ~There 0 is the m x m null matrix, it can be v -> 00 1

shown that the series expaJ1sion 

holds (Dernburg and Dernburg, pp.70-73). The relationship of the 

equilibr ium multiplier to the dynamic multipliers can now be seen, 

for the equilibrium.1 multiplier may. be defined as 

(5a) -1 
00 

t
[ I- n J rr = L n rrli 2i t=o li 2i 

The use of combinations of impact· and dynamic multi.pliers can show 

the ef fects on the endogenous variables of any regular or irregular 
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time profile of changes in the exogenous variables. The effects 

of the different exogenous variables can be treated separately or 

together. 

The multiplier analyses, ·however, being concerned with the 

response of the endogenous variables to the exogenous variables 

only implicitly analyse the relationships existing between the current 

endogenous variables 'and the lagged endogenous variables. Neverthe'""'. 

less, these relationships do have a considerable effect on the 

behaviour of the ~ystem that will appear in the multiplier analyses 

other than for the impact multipliers. This is due to the appear

ance of the rr i in all except the impact multiplier analyses. It1

is this matrix that expresses the relationships that exist between 

the current enqogenous varia~les and the lagged endogenous variables. 

Consequently it is upon this matrix that the ability of the labour 

market depends, to autonomously maintain cycles, growth and oscill

ations. Esentially, the matrix Illi determines the dynamic behaviour 

o_f_ a system. Here the .dynamic behaviour of a system, such as a 

labour market, is defined as its behaviour when the system is dis

turbed from equilibrium (i.e. when x.t= x~ ' given the values of the 
l l 

exogenous variables, Zit). For analysis the vector of exogenous 

variables is assumed stationary at some level Z .. This allows the 
·1 

influence of the external impulses to ·the labour market to be 


ignored. The" inher ent dynamic properties" of the labour market can, 


therefor e be discovered by an analysis of the rrlimatrix alone, 


where 
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"The inherent dynamic properties refer to the 
characteristics of the time path undertaken by 
the endogenous variables following an initial 
displacement from equilibrium without further 
exogenous changes or disturbances." · 

(Goldberger, p.376) 

The characteristic roots (eigenvalues) of the matrix n i
1 

determine the dynamic properties of the system in full, where the 

characteristics roots are found as the solution to the characteristic 

equation of the matrix n i. The characteristic equation is found 
1

by forming the matrix 

(8) G = [n11 - AI] 

where A is an unknown scalar and I is an m x m identity matrix. 

The characteristic equation is the determinantal equation of matrix 

G set equal to zero, i.e. 

(9) !GI = o 

The expanded form of (9) is given by . (9a) 

(9a) = 0 

TI f. uu 
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and solve for all possible values of. /\. In general an analytic 

solution is not possible for these forms, but they are solvable by 

computer. The dynamic properties are then infe~red from the values 

of the characteristic roots as follows 

(i) 	 Stability of the system requires that 


t

(10) 	 lim rrli = 0 

t-+<o 

which.has the necessary condition that the greatest 

absolut€ value of the real part of any and all roots be less than 

unity. 

The dynamic properties of a system refer to the behaviour of 

that system when it io in disequilibrium. Two major aspects of the 

dynamics are considered. The first is the stability of the system 

as a whole. The stability of a system refers to the tendency of 

forces acting within that system to move it towards equilibrium, given 

the level of the external forces op~rating upon the system. In the 

case of multivariable systems, as in the urban labour market model, 

stability obviously refers to all of the variables moving inter

dependently toward their mutual equilibrium values. However, the 

stability of the system can be measured by the analysis of single 

statistic, the characteristic root or eigenvalue, rather than indepen

dently examining the pr1operties of the variables. 

The second aspect is the nature of the time path taken by the 

system when it is in disequilibrium. Types of time behaviour, other 

than a monotonic movement of the- variables towards or away froin 

equilibrium are possible, depending upon the characteristic roots of 

the sys·tem. 
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(ii) The presence of any complex root implies that 

fluctuations will occur in the time path of the model. A complex 

root is any characteristic root or eigenvalue that is a complex 

number (Gandolfo, pp. 50-56). The fluctuations occur irrespective 

of the stabi~ity of the system. Baumol (1970) refers to them as 

"an element in the solution which fluctuates more or less cyclically 

and that the length of ·the cycle varies from case to case" (p. 211). 

If the modulus of any complex root is greater than unity then . the 

system will exhibit explosive cycles in that fluctuations will continue 

to increase through time. If all complex roots have a modulus less 

than unity then the fluctuations will die down, or become "damped", 

through time. 

The presence of negative roots yields saw~,tooth behaviour in the 

time path of the model (Gandolfo, pp. 121-138; Baumol, pp. 323-378). 

Saw-tooth refers to the behaviour of the values of a variable of a 

system with a negative root. It is also referred to as an oscillation, 

as opposed to the fluctuations occurring as a result of the presence 

of a complex root. 

"ari oscillation is necessarily two periods in length 
and is what we expect to result from negative roots, while 
a fluctuation is generally over two periods in length and is 
what we expect to occur from complex roots. We might not expect 
oscillations to occur in eq:momic problems as frequently as do 
fluctuations" (Baumol, 1970, p.213) 

Each negative root produces behaviour of the system that put the value 

of the variable above some other given value on alternate periods 

(e.g. t, t+2, t+4, t+6) and below it on the other periods (e.g. 

t+l, t+3, t+5, t+7). This behaviour is symmetric in that the 

amplitude of the oscillations are constant thro_ugh time. 
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For the general mathematical form of the model presented, 

the values and signs of the coefficient of II1iare unknown. There 

is no specific theory from which coefficient values can be deduced. 

Consequently specific equilibrium and stability properties cannot 

be deduced. They can only be known after empirical estimation of 

the matrix, II1i. Nevertheless, it is expected that for urban 

labour markets, equilibrium solution::; exist and that the labour 

markets are stable. This is inferred from the assumption that 

urban labour markets are not the prime-movers in the economy: they 

respond to changes in the national and regional product markets but 

do not determine the state of such markets. In the case of the 

largest urban labour markets, again New York is the outstanding 

example, the possibility of internally generated cycles, decline 

and/or growth is much greater. It is argued that such large urban 

economies are much more autonomous than the others and are therefore 

much more capable of autonomously generating cycles and growth. 

It is recognised, however, that such an argument is suggestive 

rather than conclusive. In analysing the behaviour of all of the 

urban centres it is possible, as judged from the relative sizes of 

the largest roots, that the largest centres show themselves empirically 

to be the moreunstable. Consequently, stability analysis of these 

models has direct economic interpretations. It is also possible 

that urban labour markets have stability characteristics that have 

a spatial expression. There could be regional groupings of markets 

accordi ng to their r elative stability, their abil;i.ty to generate 

cycles and saw-tooth behaviour. On the other hand, without any 

str ong a rguments to suggest that cities in close proximity will have 

http:abil;i.ty
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. similar dynamic properties, it can equally will be argued that 

industrial structure or some other structural social and economic 

factors ·are more important ·in determining thos·e pro_perties. 

(ii) Construction of an Inter-Urban Labour Market Model 

The internal urban labour market model is now used as a 

basis for constructing an i ter-urban labour market model. The 

internal model forms a basis in that it operates as a sub-model of 

the full int er-urban model. The inter-urban labour market model 

uses identical mathematics for equilibriwn and stability analyses 

to that of the internal labour market model. The internal model 

was of an autonomous or semi-autonomous urba..~ labour market. The 

undoubted interactions existing between any and all pairs of urban 

labour markets are now fully specified~ as opposed to being either 

aggregated in the vector of exogenous variables, Z, as one modelling 

strategy, or ignored completely as in the case of the completely 

autonomous model. The relevant labour market variables remain 

out they are now repeated n times; once for each of the n urban 

centres. For example, there are now n different wage rates for 

a particular skill to be considered. This model is given in the 

form 

(11) 

or more fully 
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(lla) 

+ = 

zA3 
x.Al .. A2 .. A2 ..x. 1l.1 l.Jll. Alji l 

t 
x.x. A2 ..Alij A. "j J). A2jjl.J J J 

xAJnn n 

. 
A x2nn n trlt 

Zt is a g x 1 vector representing national, regional and other 

influences unaffected by the entire urban system. '11his is an 

exogenous vector; the equivalent of the Zitvector of the internal 

labour market model. In general, however, the size of the Z. and 
. -it 

Z vectors will vary for some variables exogenous to any given
t 

centre will be endogenous to the urban system as a ·whole.. For 

example, the average inter-urban system wage rate, which ma.y have 

.an important role in wage expectations, is exogenous to a single 

centre. It is obviously endogenous ·to the inter-urban system as 

a whole. Some of these exogenous variables may still apply uniquely 

to one centre or to a sub-set of centres of the inter-urban system. 

In many cases the variables in this vector will be the same as those 

in the Z vector for a single centre. 
it 

A is a mn x g matrix representing the instantaneous impact3 

of the exogenbus variables upon the overall inter-urban system. In 

the internal labour market the n:athem3-tically eq_uivalent matrix is 
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The reduced form conditions for equilibrium and stability for 

the inter-urban system as a whole can be analysed as for the internal 

labour market given that this system is also expressed as a set of 

simulations, linear, constant-coefficient difference equations. The 

specific foTI'ls of the Ali and A i internal labour market model matrices2

are determined largely by the use of an aggregate, dynamic demand 

and supply model. The .equivalent sub-matrices in the inter-urban system 

are those labelled A ... , Alij' •.• , Alnn and the A211 ,A111 , 122 , 

•.. ,A denoting internal interactions. They
2nn 

form rhe block-diagonal part of the A and A matrices. ,Yi11e off
1 2 

block-diagonal elements of A and A denote the interactions between
1 2 

labour market variables that operate between centres such as production 

orders, wage rate information and labour migration. These inter-urban 

interaction submatrices represent the dual influence of the demand 

and supply model of multiple markets and a model of the inter-urban 

structure. The strc:1gth of interactions between any pair of labour 

markets will be largely determined by the inter-urban structure. For 

example, wage expectations in one centre may be affected, not only 

by unemployment in that centre, but wages in other centres closely 

allied to it in the inter-urban system . ..·/
,/ 

Alternatively wage expectat
_,·/" 

ions in any given centre may be related to other variables such as 

1migration. I1his type of matrix can be used empirically to deal with 

either case and to verify either alternative explanation. 

It is unlikely that labour market variables that do not 

interact directly at the intra-urban level will do so at the inter

urban level. However, labour market theory itself cannot be the sole 

guide to inter·-urban labour market interactions as the int er-urban 

structure will,. to a large degree, regulate those interactions. A 
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model of the inter-urban structure is required. 

In Geography the analysis of inter-urban structures and 

relationships has long been a major theme, although very few attempts 

have been made to develop such models specifically for labour market 

process analysis ( Forster, 1978 ). Central Place Theory has usually 

provided the basis for inter-urban la~our market analysis, despite 

some serious failings in that area. Weissbrod (1974) is a major 

example of the use of Central Place Theory in the labour market con

""text. One failing of the Theory is that a complete interpretation 

of its otherwise abstract geometry is required. Although spatial 

consumer theory provides the most natural interpretation for the 

geometry it is certainly not relevant for labour market analyses. 

Weissbrod interprets the Central Place hierarchy as being largely 

of job skills,providing only a partial theory of the labour market. 

A second failing is tha.t Central Place Theory does not allow for 

any interaction between urtan centres; a considerable failing if 

it is wished to analyse labour market interactions. Consequently 

a -model has to be grafted onto the Theory to explain the role of the 

inter-urban structure as a processor and transmitter of labour 

market changes. Associated with this is a third failing, which is 

that Central Place T'neory does not allow any complementarity between 

centres. The use of one centre's output by another centre ensures 

that such complementarity exists between the labour markets of those 

centres. 

In inno.vation diffusion studies models of inter-urban 
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structure have long been used to show how those structures determine 

the spatio-temporal patterns of diffusion processes. In some studies, 

notably Hudson's, the work has been entirely theoretical (Hudson, 

1969). In that study, Central Place Theory and a gravity mod.el. were 

used to define the inter-urban structure. The most probable pattern 

of diffusion of any innovation, adhering to some simple set of rules 

governing its adoption~could then be.found. The work of Cliff and 

others is very different in that it deals with a specific diffusion 

subject (measles) and for a specific time period, (1966-1970). More 

impostantly, for this study, a specific inter-urban structure (for 

S.W. England) is described, and the nature of the spatial links dir

ectly relevant to the diffusion of measles is stated (Cliff et. al. 

pp.96-98). In the study of labour markets a gravity model of inter

action seems most plausible, the sizes of cities and the distances 

between them affecting the strength of interactions. The inter-urban 

structure is not likely to be relevant for all labour market variables 

and different facets of inter-urban structure are likely t .o ·affect 

some variables more than others. Consequently it may be necessary to 

use different models simultaneously but, here, only one model is 

used for exemplification. If this model were to be used for wage rate 

expectation links, for example, I ... would be some measure of wage rate
lJ 

information. 

Two major pa rts of the model of inter-urban structure are , 

(i) 	 the pres ence or not of a.n int.er-urban structural link 

between any arbitrary pair of c entres i and j, and 
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(ii) 	 given that the link exists, the 'strength of that link 

must be known. 

The strength of the link can be determined by a simple 

spatial interaction model outlined here, although other specifications 

are possible. The strength of the link is given by 

(12) = f(M. ,M. ,d.. ) ;iff k .. =l -Iij l 'J lJ 1] 


- O;iff k •• =O
Iij l.] 

it!j; i,j=l, ... ,n 

where 

I. . = capacity of the link between labour market impulse
lJ 

generating centre i and impulse-receiving centre j, 

M. = potential of labour market at centre i for generating
1 

impulses, 

M. =potential of labour market at centre j for receiving
J 


impulses, 


d .. =measure of the proximity of centre i and centre j.
lJ 

(This proximity mea~ure might be a function of 

physic al distance, industrial structures and the 

competition of other labour markets. ) 

k .. -- 1. This implies a link exists between from centre i
lJ 

to centre j. Labour market interaction is possible. 

= 0. This implies that a link does not exist. Labour 

market i nter action is not possible. 

\ 
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The more important part of the inter-urban structure is 

that of the existence or absence of a structural link. It is this 

that determines the prior specification of the properties of the A1 

and A matrices. This follows directly from the assumptions that
2 

either 

(13a) k .. = 1.,
lJ 

(13b) 

when the absence of an inter-urban link from i to j implies 

.,._; no labour market interaction in that direction. 

A binary element matrix, K, can be specified to enumerate these prior 

specifications of inter-urb8.n links such that 

K = K = n x n 

k .. = 1 
11 

k .. ={i _} 

lJ {O} 


for all i, j i, j = 1, · ... , n. 


k .. = 1 indicates that inter-urban structure does not, by

ll 

definition, impede internal urban labour market 

operations. 
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It now remains to put restrictions upon K, (and correspond

ingly upon A , A ,J'that reduce its generality. Two extremes of inter
1 2 

urban interdependence are used to illustrate this point. . If all urban 

centres are autonomous there can be no inter-urban interactions. Thus 

k. . = 1, k = 0 for all i , j ; i , j = 1, ... , n. This creates a 
ll ij 

diagonal matrix, K, and block diagonal matrices for A and A • The
1 2 

models then reduce to n models of the internal urban labour market type 

analysed above. 

This means 

(15) 

A2 ..lJ_ 

A2jj 

l A Alnn 2nn 

where, consequently Alii = All and A2ii = A
21 

• 

The other limiting case is where all centres interact directly with 

all other centres , denoted by 

kij = 1; i,j=l, .•. ,n 

Consequently, K has no zero entries. If A and A are to have zero
1 _,_ 2 

entries in this cas e they must occur via an analysis of the relation

ships of the labour market variable$, rather than an analysis of the 

inter-urban structure. 
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The importance of the prior specification of the inter

urban structu:r·e can now be noted. As the number of urban centres 

in the syster.'. increases so the potential number of inter-urban 

interactions increases. All urban labour markets might interact with 

all other urban labour markets to some degree but it is often not 

practical or enlightening to enumerate all interactions. Consequently, 

theory is used in a simplifying role: in this case giving rise to a 

model of inter-urban structure that qualifies the number of u:rban 

labour market interactions. Indeed the exigencies of statistical 

identification were such that an even stronger method of simplification 

was required. ri1his method is outlined in Chapter Four but it played 

little role in theory development. 

A simple mod~l of inter-urban structure can be .based upon two 

principles: 

(i) 	 that if a centre belongs to a system it interacts 

directly with at least one other centre in that 

system, 

(ii) 	 that if a centre, j, is dominated either directly 

or indirectly by another centre i, then the centre 

j cannot dominate that centre i, either directly or 

indirectly. 

These principles describe an urban hierarchy where certain towns 

dominate others economicaJ.ly and are in turn, dominated by other 

http:economicaJ.ly
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centres. There is, however, at least one centre that dominates 

another centre but it is not dominated itself and at least one centre 

is dominated without , in turn, dominating another centre. Such 

centres occupy, respectively, the top and bottom ranks of the 

hierarchy. J'he labour market impulses raove from the dominating 

centres to the dominated centres. Inter-urban labour market domination, 

therefore, is a specific form of inter-urban labour market interaction. 

This inter-urban structure gives the matrix K an upper block triangular 

form such that 

(16) 

= {l} 
{ O} 

K = 

k .. 
ll 

kjj 
= 0 

k nn 

That k .. is not necessarily unity indicates that a given centre i does
lJ 

not dominate all centres below it in the hierarchy. The ad.vantages of 

such a model are s everal-fold. It simplif:i.es both theoretical and 

empirical analys is by reducing the number of interactions to be dealt 

with and by r est r icting the inter-urban influences to only one direction. 

Within the two general principles stated above it is pos sible 

to add further r est r ictions that rule out certain forms of hierarchical 

http:simplif:i.es
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dominance. For example, it is possible to specify a model of 

dominance such that any centre is directly dominated by only one 

other centre. Or there may be a limit to the number of centres 

that can be directly dominated by a single centre. >{ Any number of 

restrictions can be envisaged consistent with the two major principles, 

and they imply that the majority of the elements, kij' will be zero. 

In most inter-urban systems, however, there is a great deal 

of mutual itneraction of centres in addition to dominance relation

ships. This means the upper block triangular nature of the A and
1 

A2 matrices and the corresponding desirable analytic qualities may 

disappear. Iri some cases it may be possible to rearrange the matrices 

into an upper triangular form to use the properties of such matrices. 

Such matrices are decomposable (Shone, pp. 170-174). An example is 

the following: a four centre system (1, 2, 3, 4) has two-way inter

action between centres 1 and 3 and between centres 2 and 4. In 

addition centre 2 dominates centre 3. The corresponding K matrix is 

(17) 	 1 2 3 l~ 

1 

K = 	 2 

3 

4

1 0 l 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 1 

The prior specification of the K matrix, as representative of an 

inter-urban structure, reduces the interactions to be dealt with in 

the A1 and .A matrices. With m variables and 4 centres the total2 
2possible interactions for A1 and A

2 
combined are 2(4m) 2 = 32m . This 
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particular inter-urban structure reduces the interactions to 9m2 . The 

saving becomes greater as larger and larger inter-urban systems are 

modelled. Two factors make it so. First, the number of potential 

interactions rises much more rapidly than the number of new centres. 

If I is the total number of interactions possible in the inter-urban 

model, 

(16) 

then 

(17a) I = 2(mn)
2 

and dI/dn = 4m2
n, implying huge increases in the number of interactions 

for each additional centre when m and n are large. 

It is also possible to rearrange the K matrix in the example 

allowing an upper block-triangular form. This enables the use of 

simpler estimation methods applicable to the block-triangular fonn. 

The re-arranged matrix is 

(17b) 
4 

2 
K = 

3 

1 

4 2 3 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 0 

0 0 1 l 

0 0 1 1 

Dropping the subscripts of the submatrices Alij' A ; j=l, ... , 4,
2ij 

the general model of (16) can be written out for the particular four 
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centre system of (17b) as (16a). 

(16a) 

+A A 0 0 +A A 0 0 = rlx1x1 

A A A 0A A A 0 r2x2x2 v 
0 0 A A0 0 A A x3x3 A3 J r3 

0 0 A A 0 0 'A. A, r4 

t t-1 t t 

X4X4 

It should be noted that this inter-urban labour market system is 

essentially two sub-systems connected by the domination of labour market 

3 by labour market 2. Consequently, centres 3 and 4 are sensitive to 

labour market changes in 1 and 2, but not vice-versa. 

A strong possibility for use in determining the links is Central 

Place Theory (Christall 0 r, 1966). Hudson has made use of Central Place 

ideas in the context of inter-urban innovation diffusion (Hudson, 1972). 

The relationship between centres is purely a dominance one, the economic 

impulses only travelling down the urban system. This implies K is upper 

triangular. The limiting nature of such pure dominance relationships is 

probably best suited to only certain aspects of urban labour markets, 

notably the diffusion of wage rate expectations (Weissbrod, 1974). 

The inter-urban structure is important in another sense. In 

analysing the equilibrium and stability of this model, the inter-urban 

structure, denoted by K and reflected in the A and A2 , is considered
1 

time-invariant. It must be assumed, therefore, that either the inter
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urban structure is in equilibrium or that the time horizon of the 

model allows the structure to be considered constant. In both 

cases the equilibrium and stability analyses are with respect to the 

formation of excess demands and supplies of labour at urban centres 

and with the impact of these localised disequilibria upon the system 

as a whole. In this model the analysis proceeds in the same manner 

as for the internal labour markets, though the results relate to the 

system as a whole rather than one centre. The internal labour market 

model must be considered the shorter in time horizon of the two, as 

the internal market model specification implies no (time for) impact of 

the centre upon the system. 

In the medium-run and the long-run the specification changes 

drastically, since inter-urban structure variables, such as city size, 

are treated as endogenous variables. For the long-run, a time horizon 

is implied in which inter-urban structure variables can reach equili

brium. This means that labour market sizes and the strength of the 

links between them will be equilibrium ones. Several possible 

equilibrating mechanisms exist and will prob ably operate contemporan

eously. Migration will be a major mechanism in determining labour 

market size, whils t some adjus tment will occur through changes in 

relative labour market conditions with the structure r emaining unchanged. 

In both the long-run and the medium-run models, all excess demands and 

supplies are considered zero. '11hus, with short-run labour market 

equilibrium assumed all changes will be due to structural differentiation 

of centres rather than transi ent labour market phenomena. 
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Assuming labour migration occurs as the major mechanism 

of urban centre size change, then the conditions for equilibrium 

can be considered. In a simple deterministic framework migration 

continues until economic opportunities at all centres are equalised. 

At the period of equal.isation all migration ceases and the inter-urban 

structure is in equilibrium. This seems restrictive in that zero net 

migration will also achieve the same structural equilibrium resl.llt, 

without the implication of complete equalisation of returns to labour 

in all centres. This can occur if there is a distribution. of wage 

rate offers in each centre. With skill differentiation, incomplete 

information and so forth, it will sometimes pay a person to move 

from a higher average wage rate centre to a lower average wage rate 

centre solely on the basis of economic opportunity. Thus, it is 

conceivable for centres to ha."'re strong economic inequalities, particu

larly with respect to the average wage rate and aggregate unemployment 

and, siraultaneously, for gross migration to be occurring and for the 

urban system to be in structural equilibrium due to zero net m:i.gration 

between centres. 

The stability of this system is impossible to analyse with 

this information and, given that there are many radically different 

model specifications possl1ble , :-it is unrealistic to state definitively 

that the system will be stable or unstable. The analysis of such 

stability properties is most likely to be via simulation, as the 

relationships between inter-urban structure and labour market mechanisms 

will be complex, discontinuous and non-linear with long time lags. If 

the links between the centres have surplus capacity built into them, to 
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accommodate the cyclical and seasonal changes in markets, it seems 

probable that a very high degree of secular inertia will be built 

into the system. 

The medium-run is defined as the time-horizon of a model 

in which urban structural change will be occurring, lmless the structure 

is already in its long-run equilibrium state. Migration is considered 

again as the major labour market mechanism of urban structural shifts. 

In an economic model labour migration is in response to inequalities 

in wage rates and employment opportunities. Consequently, a medium

run model will be concerned with persistent non-zero net migration 

rates. Equilibrium. in any such model is defined as the achieve.rnent of 

a persistent rate of net migration in each centre, in reality part of 

the disequilibrium phase of the long-run model. 

A Specific Model of the Internal Urban Labour Market 

A specific form of an aggregate urban labour market model 

is pres ented now, which is consistent with the overall model and 

modelling approach adopted thus far. In particular, it is formulated 

as a set of simultaneous, linear difference equations. ~1he choice of 

model specification is a compromise: a compromise between theory 

and the availability of a data base that allows empirical testing. 

The single urban centre then has the form of the short-run, 

semi-autonomous centre, 
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(1) = A2.X.t + 
. l l 

The centre is regarded as behaving in a manner analogous to a single 

producer, employing and dismissing labour in the short--run as a 

response to exogenous production demands. The labour force is treated 

similarly, as a single worker offering labour in response to wage 

offers a..~d employment conditions. This aggregate model dj_ffers from 

the behaviour of individuals, however, in that these. aggregates have 

an impact upon the market through their behaviour. TQ.us, the overall 

labour supply affects the wage rate, whereas the supply of labour of 

one person does not. 

A production function of the form 

(18) = 

is asswned. In this model there are two sub-models of the production 

factors. One has the hours worked per employee per week, hit' and 

the number of employees employed per . period, Eit' as the two elements 

In the other hit and Eit are combined to form a single factor. 

This factor i.s total hours worked by the employed work force per period, 

Hit, whj_ch is equal to the product, hit x Eit. · By use of t, to 

represent t echnical progress the production function now has the specific 

forms 

(19) Q = Q( t, h, E) 

and 

(20) Q - Q(t, H) 
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where Qt' ~' ~and~ represent the first derivatives of the 

function~ ~ and the other subscripts have been dropped for conveniences. 

The production totals are assumed to be given exogenously. 

Along with relative input prices, and the level of technology, the 

production totals determine the desired or demanded levels of 

employment, E*, hour~ per employee, h*, and total hours worked, H*!, 

The two factor model has the form, 

h(21) h* = h*(w, q, t, Q) h .. ~ < o, q > O,h < O,hQ > 0 
w t . . 

(22) E* = E* (w, q, t, Q) E > O,E < O,Et < O,E > 0 
w ·g. q 

where the derivatives indicate that demand for both factors rises 

with production and falls with the level of technology. Comparing equations 

(21) and (22) with equation (19) illustrates the interdependence of pro~-

duction and the factors of production. Equation (19) is the production 

function and equations (21) and (22) essentially represent the equilibrium 

input demands. 'rhe same comments also pertain to equations (20) and (23) ~ 

The input costs are given by w, the wage rate, and by q, the non-wage costs 

of an employee. As the ratio w/q -increases so more employees will be 

substituted for extra hours per employee. As it declines so hours per 

employee are relatively less expensive ru1d they are substituted .for 

increased numbers of employees .. It is assumed that this substitution is 

over some nonnal range of rn.unbers of employees and · numbers of hours for 

neither makes sense, ultimately, wit"hout the presence of the other. 
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Substitution of hours per employee and the number of 

employees does not arise as a possibility in the one factor model 

where 

(23) H* -:::: H* ( w , t , Q) 

Strictly speaking w is not a relative input cost as only one factor 

enters the production function. Nevertheless it can be used as a 

surrogate for relative input costs, _against other implicit factors 

such as capitaJ.• This model was ultimately unattractive, com;pared 

with the two factor model assuming away ~as it does, e.11 possibilities 

of substituting hours (as in overtime) for the hiring of new 

employees cmd that producers are insensitive to the relative costs 

involved. Nevertheless the possibility existed that it was em.piri

cally superior to the two-ffl.ctor model 9.nd, therefore, it was not 

immediately discarded. 

The supplies of factors are given as the total labour force 

willing to work at a given set of pecuniary and non-pecuniary returns 

to labour: thus both those employed and those actively seeking 

employment at a. given rate are included. In the two factor model 

this is the total number of individuals who are willing to be employed:> 

L*, and who wish to work a desired number of hours, h*, at e. givens 

wage rate and other non-wage returns to employment in the measures of 

supply. For the one factor model the total number of hours that the 

potential labour force wish to supply, H*, at a given wage rate, is 
s 

the equivalent measure of labour supply9 The two factor model is the 

more satisfactory of the two as it contains potentially more inform
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ation about labour force desires. 

The two factor model allows the incorporation of the con

straint 

(24) h* <s 

where hmax is the maximum possible number of hours for any ind.ivid
s 

ual to work in any period. Similarly in the short-run a constraint 

(25) L* < p 

operates, where P is the potentially economically active population 

ot the urban centre. This, in turn, leads to the constraint on 

employers 

(26) E < L* 

This impl.i.es that employn:ent cannot be. greater than the .total 

numbers desiring work, given the wage rate. This puts a capacity 

--constraint on ·any urban centre in the short-run, implying the shifting 

of orders from one centre to others as constraints are reached. This 

is irrespective of the competitive position of the centres with respect 

to input costs at that point. The number wishing to be employed can 

then be expressed as 

(27) vx· = L*(w, q) L > 0, 1 .. > 0 
w q 

For the individual the decision to. seek work is dichotomous: to 

either wq;rk ·or not to seek employment. Aggregation of those 

http:impl.i.es
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individuals ensures a variable that can be regarded as continuous, 

the labour supply, L*. This eases the modelling problem substan

tially for dichotomous variables are more difficult to deal with than 

.continuous variables. 

The number of hours desired to work depends only upon the 

wage rate. This yields 

(28) h* = h* (w) h* > o. 
s s s w 

The simplicity of the equation hides a complex supply relationship, 

reflected only in the uncertainty about the sj_gn of the first deriva

tive of the function. The determ:l.i1atfon of the desired· number of 

hol.lrs to be supplied implies a decision for individuals to divide 

total time available between leisure and work. 

(29) = h* + h* s L 

where Lh* = desired leisure hours. The expenditure of iricome takes 

place as consumption during leisure hou.r.s. This can give rise to 

situations where, as income rises, .desired leisure time increases. If 

individuals are similar enough in tastes and incomes this phenomenon 

can appear in the aggregate supply of labour. As leisure and work 

uses of total hours are mutually exclusive, the possibility exists 

of an increase in the wage rate leading to a decrease in desired work 

hours. The usual expres sion of this is the "backward- bending supply 

curve of labour" • The "backward-bending" effect can also occur if 

families with more than one potentially economically active individual 

make joint decisions about seeking employment. As wages rise so one 
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or more may withdraw from the la~our force. For the one factor 

model the information is reduced into one equation, derived by 

multiplication of the two forms above:

.(30) H* = H* (w, q) H* > 0, H* > 0 s s s w s q 

Both the one factor and two factor models have been 

fonnulated in the price-adjustment frrunework of a Walrasian market. 

The static form of the two factor model is 

(3la) E* = E* (Q, t, w, q) Demand 

(3lb) L* =L* (w' q) Supply 

(3lc) h* = h* (Q, t, w, q) Demand 

(3ld) h* :: h* (w) Supply
s s 

and the equilibrium conditions are that demand equals supply- of both 

factors. Thus, for equilibrium 

(32a) E* (Q , t , w , q) = L'* (w, q) 

(32b) h*' (Q, t, w, q) ::: h* (w)
s 

Adjustment in the model is with respect to the price variables in 

the Walrasian model. In particular 

(33a) l::.w = f (h* -s h* , E* - L*) 

(33b) = f (E* - L*) 

D.w = change in wage rate 

l::.q = charige i n non- wage employment b enefits 

As t he demand for employees exceeds t hos e desir i ng employment so 
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the employer reacts by increasing wage rates and/or non-wage 

employment benefits. As demand for hours per employee exceeds 

supply of hours so the employer increases the wage rate. If demand. 

for either factor is below the supply, so the corresponding payment 

decreases. 

For the one factor model the equations are 

(34a) H* = H*(Q, t, w) 

(34b) H* s = H*(w)s 

(34c) H*(Q, t, w) = H*(w)s 

(34d) b.w = f(H* - sH*) . 

A complete dynamic specification of the model requires 

recognition of the fact that adjustments in the .market cannot be 

made instantaneously. This is particularly true for employers who 

can move inunediately, only very rarely, from their actual employment, 

E, and the number of hours worked by their employees, h, to their 

respective demanded levels, E* and h*. A simple partial-adjustment 

mechanism is used to model this problem. In general the partial-

adjustment mechanism has the form, in discrete terms, where y 

represents any variable such as employment, hours per worker or total 

hours that is subject to such an adjustment mechanism. 

(35) b. Yt· = S (y-X· - Y )t t-1 

(35a) b.yt=y yt - .t-1 

8 = adjustment coefficient 0 .~6 ~ 1 
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The actual change in any variable,~y, between two periods is some 

proportion of the desired level of that variable in the final 

period, and the actual level of that variable in the previous period. 

·Generally the desired level of the variable is determined by some 

function of a series of exogenous variables, Z, 

(35b) = 

Then, by substitution, the model takes the form 

(35c) 11 Yt =S(f(Z ) - y · ). t t-l 

These mechanisms are repeated, in their particular forms, in the 

demand eq_uations of the two models. 

In the two factor model it is assl.nned that, as the hours 

per employee and number of employees are substitutes, these are 

reflected in the adjustment mechanism. The spec.ification is then 

and 

(37) 

The cross-·adjustment effects; operating tb.rough the coefficients 

f\iEand ~, act as follows . As smue a 'larg;e gap between actual 

hours per employee and the desired hours per employee in the next 

period. The employer can make this up by a -partial adjustment of 

actual hours per employee via the coefficient Bh. · Workers' 

resistance to rapid. rises and falls· in their hours imply the adjust
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ment can only be partial. To heip overcome this the employer 

can also adjust the level of his substitute factor, the number of 

employees. 

For the one factor model the adjustment process is quite 

simple, 

for there are no cross-adjustments by the definition of this demand 

variable. 

The labour force is in a different position with respect 

to adjustment. Implicit in this model is the argument that the 

employers have more power in the market. Consequently any 

adjustments in the actual level of hours and employment are in the 

hands of the employer. It would be inconsistent. to have two entirely 

separate adjustment processes (one from the supply and one from the 

demand side of the market) independently deterntlning the l evel of 

the same variable. However, the siz-e of the labour force is open 

to adjustment independent of the employers. Defining the labour 

force as L, the adjustment mechanism applied yields 

(39) 

For l abour supply adjustments in the single factor model it is 

assumed 

(40 ) H - - H ' ~ - S .( H*- H )
s . t s t-1_ · s H s t s t -1 
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This mechanism is not as plausible for the decision to suppl· 

hours, as opposed to entering the work force, are separate. 

The one factor mod does not allow that distinction. 

It is now possible to specify the two models in their 

complete form:

(a) One Factor Model 

(4la) Ht Ht-1 = 611(H~ - · Ht-1) 

(4lb) sHt H 
s t-1 = 812(sHt - sHt-1) 

(4lc) wt - wt-1 = S (H* -
13 t 

H*)
s t 

(4ld) H*
t = Ht(Qt' t, wt) 

(4le) H* 
s t = H·X-( W 

s t 
) 

This is a fully dynamic model with equilibrium specified as 

(42) H* = H~'; 
t s t 

the system being solved for equilibrium by setting 

(43) 


Assuming a linear or log-linear form, and substituting 

for desired levels, the model is re-written as 

(44a) I\~ - Ht-1 == f\1 (blO+bllQt+bi2t+bl3wt - Ht-1) 

(J.+4b) sHt - sHt-1 = 612(b20+b2lwt-Hst-1) 

(44-c) wt - wt-1 = 013(b1o+b22Qt=b12t+bl3wt-b20-b21wt) 
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In matrix notation the structural form is 

(45) 1, 0 =H 0 0 H·- ·-a11b13 l-$11 


0 1 
 HH 1-812 0 . -$12b21 


0 0 -1 
 0 0 ww vl t-1t 

Q+ ~11b11 8.11b12 811b10.I 

0 0 t~b~ 
1v2$13bll v2813bl2 v2v3 

t 

which is the structural form, 

(1) ~it = 

where 

For stability the red.uced form is calculated 

( 3a) 

such that 

-·l 8( 1+6) l 0Ali_ = 11b13 

0 l f12b21 

0 0 1 
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yielding 

-1(47) . = 1-B 0AliA2i 11 
Bllbl3vl 

0 1-B12 
812b21v1 

0 0 vl 

It is this matrix whose properties determine the stability of the 

system. Th~se are dealt with at the same time as· the properties 

of the analogous matrix of the two factor model. 

(b) No Factor .Model 

~~is is written as 

(48a) ht - ht ...l =· 811 (ht - ht.~l) + B12 (Et - Et-1) 

(48b) Et~ Et-1 = 822(E~- Et 1) + 13 21(1\ - ht 1) 

(48c) Lt - Lt-1 = 831(Lt -Lt-1) 

(48d) wt - wt-1 = 841(bt ~sh~)+ 842(Et ~Lt) · 

(48e) a. ..- a ._ = f3 (E* - L*)--c --c 1 51 t t 

(48f) ht= blO+bllQt+bl2t+bl3wt+bl4~ 

(48g) 

(48h) 

(48i.) 

Rearranging and putting into matrix notation this model is also of 

the form 

(1) 
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and written in the same form, in full, is 

(49) 


1 0 0 cl4 

0 1 0 c24 

0 0 1 c34 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 .c54 

ell el2 el3 

e21 e22 e23 

0 0 e33 

e41 e42 e43 

e51 e52 e53 

cl5 

c25 

c35 

c45 

1 

Q 

t 

1 

=hl 

E 


L 


w 

q 

t 

t 

dll . dl2 0 0 0 h + 

d21 d22 0 0 0 E 

0 0 d33 0 0 L 

0 0 0 d44 0 w 

0 o. 0 0 d55 q 

t-1 

where, for Ali the matrix elements in the fourth and :'ifth columns 

are 

cl4 = ( 811b13+812b23) cl5 = (811b14 +l312b24) 

c24 = (822b23+B21b13) c25 = ( 822b24 +B21 b14) 

= =C34 831b41 c35 831b42 

= 1 =CJ~4 c45 ( B41b]_4+B 42b24·-f3 lt2b1~2) 

1 

All other elements of A, are either 1 or 0, as in equation (49). 
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an¢!. for A . , 
. 2 l 

c 
= 

~1 = -s21 d22 - · ( 1 -822) 

d33 = -f331 

= 1 

dll ( 1 - 811) dl2 = -f312 

d44 . 


= 1
d55 

All other elements are either 1 or 0 as in equation ( 4 9) ,. · and for 

A i, the elements are
3

ell = ( 811bll+f312b21) e 12 = ( 811b12+f312b22) 


e21 = (S22b +(321bll) e22 = ( 822b22+S21bl2) 


e31 = 0 e32 = 0 


_e41 = ( 81i1b11+842b21) e42 = ( 841bl2+f342b22) 


=e51 = 8 51b21 e52 8 51b22 

8 
13 = 811b1o+B12b20 

e23 = 13 22b20+821b10 

e43 = (f341b10- 841b3o+S42b20-B1l2b4.o) 

e 53 = 8 51(b20- b4o) 
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-1 -1(3a) =xit Al. A2.x·t-l+Al. A3.z'tl .l l l l l 

the elements of the matrices are 

(51) 

-1
Al.A2.=

l l 

dll cl12 0 d44 
c15c54-c14 

p 
d55 

cl4c45-c15 

p 

d21 d22 0 d44 c24c54-c24 
p 

d55 
c24c45-c25 

p 

0 0 d33 d44 c35c54-c34 
p 

d55 
· c34 cli.5-c35 

p 

0 0 0 d41+ 1 
p 

~-d55 C45 
p 

0 0 0 -d44 c54 
p 

d55 1-----
p 
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...1
In both models the specifications .lead to complex Ali A2i matrices 

in the reduced form. They are complex in the triple sense that 

some elements are large combinations of structural coefficients; the 

signs of the reduced form coefficients are unknown; and the · arrange

. . h A-l A I • 1 Th•ment o f the e1 ement s in "t e li · 2 i ma·crix is comp ex. e 


-1

arrangement of the elements of ~iA2i in both cases does not allow 

the matrix to be formed into a. diagonal or upper triangular matrix 

with the resulting easing of manipulation (i~e. they are indecompo

sable matrices). Similarly, the llllknown nature of the signs of 

the reduced form elements means that analytical methods cannot be 

used to d1.scove:r. the stability of the system (Gandolfo, pp. 130-138). 

Thus, for stability to be ' examined, numerical estimates of the 

-1reduced form ~iA2i matrix element have to be made under the present 

. specification. 

AJ.ternative specifications for the models can be us ed but, 

i .t is .folllld, only in a special case is a simple ·pattern in A~~A2i 


implied. Two major specifications are possible, both in terms of 


the desired values of the endogenous variables. In the present 

case, current endogenous var iables appear among determining variables 

for the current desired values of variabl es . An alternative is to 

use lagged endogenous variables, rather than current ones, in the 

det erminat i on of des ired val ues. This i~volves a change in the 

way in which perceptions are seen to operate in the model. In the 

specif ication us ed above the implication i.s that those in the labour 

market see ahead one time period with absolute accuracy. Thus, for 

examJ?l e , they use t he wage rat es that w:i.11 be operating in that 
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period (wt)' rather than those they have experienced (wt_ ), in1 

determining desired levels of labour or employment. On the other 

hand, the alternative specification of using the already experienci_ng 

levels, implies they have no means other than immediate past exper

iences for making desired level judgements. 

The decision between these two alternative hypotheses is a 

matter for empirical falsification of one or the other or possibly,the 

-lempirical falsification of both. In both cases comples A iA i reduced
1 2

form matrices are developed. Symbolic.ally the specification with 

current endogenous variables determining, in part, the desired values 

of the current endogenous variables is 

(52) 

(52a.) 

where the vectors, y, can be held to represent any set of endogenous 

variables that can be modelled in this way. They need not, for example, 

be interpreted as the endogenous variables of an urbe.n labour market. 

Similarly the vector, z, is held to represent any set of exogenous 

variables. No interpretation beyond this is necessary for the vectors 

for it is the form of the models that is considered here, rather than 

any theory which the interpreted mod~ls may embody. Consequently the 

matrices B
1 

, B and B have no interpretation beyond the fact that their
2 3 

elements form the links between the var iables of the model, and that 

t hose matrix elements can potentially be estimated as parameters of 

an interpreted model. To allow estimation then, both an inter pretation 

and data are requ:i.r ed. 

I t i s important t o note that the differ•ent model specifications, 

as used in a specific empirical context, may be det ermined as much by 

the length of t he time interval of t he available dat a , as by the 
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theoretical reasoning embodied in the model. The longer the time 


interval between observations upon variables the more likely it will 


be that the values of some current endogenous variables, rather than 


their past values, will be related to the desired or expected values 


of other current endogenous variables. 


Equation (52a) can be solved in reduced form as 


(52b) 


where the interpretation 


(52c) 


is possible in an urban labour market context. 


If the second specification is used then, symbolically 

(53) = B (y•':Yt - yt-1 1 t 

(53a) y•':
t 

which is solved in reG~ced form as 

(53b) 

Obviously in both of the above cases the matrix determining the 

stability properties is likely to be complex. 

A third possibility is that the desired values of endogenous 

variables depend solely upon purely exogenous variables. In this 
I 

case, symbolically 

(54) Y Y = B (y*t - t-1 l t 

(54a) = B z
3 t 
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with the reduced form 

(54b) 

The (I-Bl) matrix is much more likely to have a form whose stability 

properties than can be handled analytically, rather than having to 

be numerically evaluated (Gandolfo, Ch. 6; Dernburg and Dernburg, 

pp. 255-·259). 

A Modelling Strategy for Urban Labour Markets 

What emerges from the preceding discussion is the point that 

in or,<leI' to model labour markets in general there is required a 

f01:->mulation which is a simplification of reality and which specifies 

mechanisms common to all labour markets. However, all labour markets 

exist in some regional economic milieu and to model then in the specific 

milieu desired, requires both a model of labour market mechanism in 

general and also one of the specific regional or urban milieu involved. 

In addition there is the complication of the dynamic interaction of 

the mechanisms and the milieu specified. For example, migration is 

mechanism which both affects and is affected by the inter-urban structure. 

If the model is to be tested empirically then these aims have to be 

modified to allow for a robustness in an area of study where data are 

generally incomplete. Unfortunat~ly~ it is seen that even a very 

simple aggregate model of the urban labour market can give rise to very 

complex model forms. These will prove impossible to estimate in a 

model that also involves inter-urban inte1'"'actions. Given the data 

availabl~ justification must then be sought for testing the internal 

urban labour market models in isolation from any inter-urban maJ:iket 

mechanisms. 
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The explicit construction of a model framework, larger than 

that which can be tested, is justifiable in terms of the context it 

provides for the smaller part which is testable. Explicit recognition 

is provided that the empirical results can only _be regarded as partial. 

They do not fully represent a system. As such there are areas where 

they can be either misleading or have only a specific frame of 

reference. Again labour migration is relevant, for the models provide 

a supply curve for urban labour which does not include migration. 

As such, the supply curves are incorrect and, therefore, misleadi.ng. 

The alternative argument is that the models are specified for short-

run changes in the labour markets. To those short-run changes the 
I 

local labour' supply must be assumed to adjust, but that migration is 

determined by other factors and has little or no impact in the short-

run. 

To a large degree the validity of these assertions is not 

testable unless migration data are available but, it is argued, short-

run models are unlikely to work well empirically if ex.eluded phenomena, 

such as migration, are important. 

The sorts of difficulties that are discovered with respect to 

the inter-urban levei of analysis are equally apparent at the intra-

urban level, if disaggr•egation of the labour market is pursued to any 

degree. If, for example, the labour force in each city is disaggregated 

by skill-gr1oups, then this almost certainly implies that other disaggre

gations must also be used. The differentiation of workers by skills 

has no rationale unless disaggregated industry groups, with d.iffer)ing 

skill requiremEmts, are also used in the analysis. Similarly labour 

force differentiation by skills implies differentiation by wage levels. 

It is also readily apparent that within any urban area there is 

variation in bqth industry and labour fo:r.ce location patterns associated 

http:misleadi.ng
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with the dis_aggr_egation. For the labour force these spatial va1"'iations 

(of place of residence) will also be by factors such as _age, sex and 

education. All of these spatial variations will affect the .adaptability 

and responsiveness of the labour force, as a whole, to short-run change. 

Relative adjustments in employment levels and the length of the 

working week, for example, will in part be determined by the degrees 

of spatial imrnobility and heter_ogeneity of the labour force. The 

impact of the exclusion of these influences from the modelli_ng effort 

cannot be discovered, but some of the effects may be discernible in 

the results for any aggregate ur1ban labour• market model. It may be 

possible that differences in aggregate urban labour market behaviour 

between cities, as represented by differi_ng parameter1 estimates, can 

be related to intra- urban differences between those cities. 

These short-comings must be recognised as unavoidable in dynamic 

analyses of urban labour markets whatever modelling strategy is 

adopted. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

MODEL SPECIFICATION AND INCOMPLE~E DATA 

In a purely theoretical study of urban labour markets no 

heed of data shortcomings would be necessary. The development of 

such models is, nevertheless, partly dependent upon prior empirical 

work. Unfortunately social data are not always collected in the 

form most suitable for analysis and) in many cases, are often 

completely unobtainable. Quite often then, the data to test specific 

theories are made unavailable by the very specificity of those theories. 

One modelling strategy, in those cases where empirical evidence is 

being sought, is 

" 	 to specify and quantify empirically valid behavioural hypotheses 
about the decisions. and actions of various economic agents, and 
to integrate the e::timated relationships into a. complete system" 

(Hickman, 1, p.l) 

In the case of urban, dynamic labour-market modelling even 

this strategy is stringent. To specify a "complete system" is 

impossibJ_e for three reasons:

( i} 	 ·the data for all labour market variables are not 

available in any complete form, 

(ii) the data for urban structural change are completely 


unavailable, except for census periods, and 


(iii) the labour market variables, by urban centre in any 
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integrated inter-urban system, exhibit very high 

degrees of correlation. 

The last problem implies a high degree of multicollinearity between 

similar labom.· market variables at the inter-urban level. A simple 

example is the movement in urban wage rates for corresponding skills 

between urban centres. The resulting lack of unique statistical 

identification implies parameter estimates that, al.though they are 

unbiased, are untrustworthy (Wonnacott and Wonnacott, pp. 353-354). 

The attempted estimation of a large inter-urban system also presents 

a fundamental identification problem in that the number of exogenous 

variables are likely to be reduced as the system becomes all

inclusive,as it is enlarged by the modeller. Though it remains 

impossible to test and estimate a model, in Hickman's sense, for a 

complete urban system, it can be shown that it is pos s ible to do so 

for individual urban centres. It is shown that this is possible 

given the available data il- individual urban centres are isolated in 

the short-run. 

The data available for the study of dynamic, urban economic 

syst ems are very few, given the stringent requirement of compatible 

t emporal and spat i al data series. It is none too surprising then 

that f ew empirica l studies of complete urban 
) 

systems have been completed. 

An oft-used alternat i ve is the construction of a disequilibrium or 

quas i - dynamic model around cross-sectional data (N2ild, 1972). The 

other a l ter native i s an emphasis on ;tong- run dynamics using census data 

(Muth , 1967). The advantage of thes e appr oaches is t he availability 
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of large, reliable bodies of data with high degrees of disaggregation 

by spatial, industrial and population categories. This is certainly 

true of urban labour data. . Unfortunately such models are restrictive 

in that they cannot be used easily in analysing the different quanti

tative and qualititative reactions of individual urban centres to 

internal and external forces. For exaJnple, in Neild' s New Zealand 

study there are eighteen observations on each variable, each city 

representing ope observation on each labour market variable (Neild, 

1972). It is impossible to say much abo~t the dynamic behaviour of 

individual cities in such circumstances, except in so far as the 

individual city diverges from the estimated values of the labour 

market variables. 

The validity of decomposition of the inter-urban system is 

considered, followed by an .examination of the data available for the 

urban centres. The data are from the North-Eastern United States of 

America for twenty-nine urban centres (map 4.1, p. 113). The data 

sources are listed in Appendix A. l. 

Decomposition of the Complete Inter-Urban System 

It is.assumed that the model for the complete inter-urban 

system is correctly specified as 

(1) AX = A. X AZ 
1 t 2 t-1 + 3 t 

where matrices A and A describe the·links between them labour
1 2 

variables both within and between the n urban centres. Each matrix 
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then has the order mn x mn and the form 

(2) 

A2 •.lJAl ..ll 
~=~= 

Aljj
ft•.. : • A2 ..
lJl Jl 

AAlnn 2nn 

as specified in equation 1. The reduced form is 

(3) 


with the stability determined by l~l ~ 

The problem is, how far can the off-diagonal sub-matrices of 

-1
\ ~ be ignored? This means, how far can the inter-urban labour 

market interactions, that the off-diagonal sub-matrices represent, 

be ignored? If they are disregarded this implies each urban centre, . 

i, has the model form · 

(4) 

With the reduced form 

( 5) 
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The theoretical conditions under which this approach is valid have 

been discussed in a series of papers by Ando, Fisher and Simon (Ando 
. .. 

and Fisher, 1963) ; Fisher and Ando, 1962; Simon and Ando, 1961). 

Unfortunately it was not possible to know whether the conditions held 

for the models, as they were specified in this study, as a knowledge 

of the elements of the off-diagonal sun-matrices is required. A 

brief review of the Ando, Fisher and Simon analysis given as this 

illustrates some of the difficulties of interpretation of' this study. 

A few definitions are necessary. A complete3=-y decomp?sable 

matrix is one in which identical rearrangements of all elements in 

either all matrix rows or all matrix eolunms can yi~ld a series of 

s·quare sub-matrices on the principal 6.iagonal of the matrix with all 

other elements being zero. 

Such matrices wou1d be 

(6) Alll A211 

A122 .A222 

A133 0 A233 0 

Al .. A2 ~ .A. = ll A = ;n · 1 2 
Aljj A2jj 

Alnn A2nn
1 

This is also referred to as a block-diagonal matrix. A pearl~ 

decomposable matrix is one in which the zero elements are replaced 

by elements, e, . which are "very small" in relation to the elements of 
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the submatrices of the major diagonal. In this case 

(7) 

K =A = · 21 

A A2nnlnn 

To properly analyse the dynamic properties of the individual urban 

labour markets with each city treated as_ isolated from all other 

cities, requires that the matrices A and A be at least nearly
1 2 

decomposable, if not completely decomposable. 

A simple example of a nearly completely decomposable system 

composed of two labour markets, Los Angeles and New York, may be 

instructive. The reduced form of the syste..m, ignoring exogenous 

variables is 

(8) 


(Ba) 

or more fully 
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(9) 
1 . 11 Jl[X. J= [TI .. 

X. II .. 

TI .. J [::]IIjj. - J lJ 


t t-1 


where Ai-1 
A· 2 - order 2rn x 2·m 

i = Los Angeles 

j = New York 

Los Angeles to Los . .Ax1geles interactionsII .. = l.l 

New York to New York interactions= 

Los Angeles to New York interactions= 

New York to Los Angeles interactionsIT •• = 
]l. 

Tne dynamic behaviour of the system as a whole depends upon the 

characteristic roots of the matrix The calcu.lation of these 

roots involves the interactions from New York to Los Angeles (IT .. )
J l. 

and from Los Angeles to New York ( II •. ) . The interactions within the 
1J 

Los Angeles labour market ( II .. ) and that of New York ( IT .. ) will 
1J. _] J 

presumably be much stronger than the inter-urban interactions. If 

the time period of the analysis is very short it can be expected that 

the inter-urban interactions are negligible, .. particularly when compared 

to the intra-urban interactions. In such a case this is a nearly 

decomposable system in terms of short-run behaviour which may be 
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accurately, though approximately, represented by the form, 

(10) 

[xi] 	 o]lrxi]= [IIii 

Xj 0 II.. X. 
JJ J 

t-1 

which is a block diagonal matrix. In this case, 

-1
(lla) II .. = Ali A2i11 

-1
(llb) njj = Aij A2j 

and the 2m simultaneous equations can b~ solved completely separately 

as 

-1 .
(12a) 	 andxit = AliA2:i.Xit-1 

-1
(12b) = xjt A]j A2jXjt-l 

The short-run stability of each labour market now depends solely 

-1 	 -1 
upon 	the roots of either the A

1 
.. A2 .. matrix or the Aljj A2jj
ll ll 

matrix. For nearly decomposable systems the following is stated: 

" 	 To put it another way, our theorem shows that if these 
feedbacks are sufficiently weak relative to the direct 
influences, that is, if the theoretical assumptions are 
sufficiently good approx-Lmations, there exists a time TJ_:_ 0 
such that before r:I1 the behaviour and stability of the 
economic system can -l'5e analysed in isolation without regard 
for the difficulties raised by the presence of such feed
backs. For sufficiently weak feedbacks ...• .. it is meaning
ful to discuss the existence and stability of economic 
equilibriu.m in these circumstances." 

(Ando and Fisher, p. 62) 

http:AliA2:i.Xi
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Consequently reliance had to be placed both upon this theorem, 

although it was not necessary for the parameter estimation pro

cedure itself, and upon the inter-urban labour market interactions 

being much weaker than the intra-urban labour market interactions 

in the short-period. Although the theorem is proven (Simon and 

Ando, 1961), the existence of the conditions ·required for its 

application in this study necessarily remain conjecture. 

Thus it is possible to calculate the largest roots of 

subsystems, knowing these are approximations. From the modulus 

of that root and the imaginary parts of any roots it is then poss

ible to discuss the short-run stability of the subsystem. In 

urban labour markets it is to be expected that they are highly 

stable in the short-run. That is to say in the short-run, when an 

urban labour market can be regarded as fixed in labour force size, 

capital, and there are constraints on physical expansion and so forth., 

it seems unlikely that the labour market alone can generate growth 

or decline for the economy of the city. 

Given these justifications for estimating a single centre, 

dynamic, short-run urban labour market model the data available for 

such estimation are discussed. 

Production and Labour Demand 

Unless the position that a market is in equilibrium is 
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taken, data are not available for (labour) demand. In any dynamic 

model such an assumption is tenuous and self-defeating. Usually 

a surrogate for labour demand is achieved by equating desired 

employment levels with labour demand and then relating desired 

employment to actual and expected production, assuming relative input 

costs constant. 

As a concrete illustration allow a production function of 

the form: 

That is to say production in city i dep~ds upon the level of capital, 

labour and other factors of production utilised in that city. This 

implies a very large data set, . given all possible input comt)inati.ons 

for all time periods unless s~mplifying assumptions are made. In 

this study no input data are either used or available other than 

(a) hours worked per manufacturing production worker per week 

in each city, 

(b) number of manufacturing production workers employed per city 

per period, and 

(c) time, used as a surrogate for technical progress. 

Consequently some 'heroic' assumptions.. have to be made and justified. 

In addition a link must be found between actual and desired number of 

hours and employees. 

The first assumption is that the level of capital inputs is 

fixed. This assumption has two aspects. One is that for such a 
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bi-monthly period (the time period of the data used here) the 

1assumption is probably justifiable. I1he constancy of capital inputs 

both in quantity and quality over the complete ten year period of 

the study is a much less ,justifiable assumrtion. Unfortunately, 

given no capital input data whatsoever, there is little that can 

be done except use a time trend component as a surrogate for such 

changes. It must also be assumed either.that changes in the 

qualitative nature of the labour force do not occur during thi.s 

period. or that they are sufficiently compensated for by the time 

trend. Such qualitative changes would be increased technical 

education. The implication is that a much simplified version of 

(lb) is used,such that 

- f (t~ h.t, E.t)
l 1. 

For the pres ent it is assumed that production le,;·els are 

exogenously determined although this assw11ption can be modified. 

Given equation (17) one can find desired employment and hours per 

worker by: 

(14a) * =Eit f( Qit ,t ,wit ,cit) 
·X· 

(14b) - f(Q.t ,t ,w.t ,C.t)hit l - l' l 

Cons equ entl y data f or production, employment, hours per 

worker, wage r at es and employee ret ention costs and a time trend 
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are required. The production time-series, input costs and the 

time trend are discussed below. The data for employment and 

hours per worker are obtained directly from the United States 

Department of Labor Statistics sources. A detailed list of all 

data sources is given in Appendix A.l. 

rrhe data for city production time-series do not exist and 

a synthetic inaex had to be created. Thi s absence of time-series 

data seems to be the primary reason behind the dearth of complete 

dynamic short-run and medium-run labour market models. Without 

such data only sub-- systems of models may be tested such as single 

equation Phillips' curve studies. Two other alternatives: cross-

section studies or the use of a labour demand index similar to 

Neild's (1972) have been discuss ed briefly already. The c-ross

section studies obs cure any variation between cities in parameter 

values, also assuming that all cities have the same qualitative ur ban 

labour market structure. If cities have qualitatively different 

relationsh:l.ps in their labour market the use of cross-sectional 

studies , imposing t he same quaJ_itative structure on all cities, 

would be absolutely misleading. 

Neild's measure for desired (demanded) employment is an 

alt er native t hat was considered for use in tliis study. His measure 

is 

(l~) E* = it (Eit + vit) 

where 

= " advert ised" va canci es.vit 

http:relationsh:l.ps
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Unfortunately no vacancy data whatsoever are available by urban 

area for the United States of .America. In addition, if production 

data are available however, Neild's approach seems much less 

satisfactory than the use of derived demand from the production 

levels, given the use of equations ( ll~a) and ( 1l+b).; It can also 

be argued that vacancies, however measured, are not a good indicator 

of the differences between desired and actual employment. 

The synthetic manufacturing production series used here is 

calculated via the identity. 

n 
( 16) Qit = k~l Qikt 

where n is used here to denote the number of industries fo1· a 

given level of industrial aggregation in the Standard Industrial 

Classification (S. I. C. ) . The nine manufacturing industries us ed 

are li sted in Appendix A. l. The unknown Qikt ar·e constructed 

as 

( 1:7) 

The use of (17) r eli es upon several assumptions. The primar y 

assumpt ion i s that industrial sectors in any 
,) 

given centre behave 

t emporally in the same manner as t he national s eri es for that 

sector . The evidence sugges ts that this is a reasonable as sumption, 

al t hough i ndus t ries can be seen to grow at different rates in 
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different centres. In addition the data for product.ion are 

for shipments rather than production itself. The work of Zarnowitz 

is exhaustive in this context with the implication that the use of 

shipments should make little difference (Zarnowitz, pp. 9-244). 

Zarnowitz shows that manufacturing shipments are generally:

(a) 	 lagged or coincident with new orders and that there 

is generally a one to one correspondence of cycle 

peaks and troughs in the two time series, 

(b) 	 lagged or coincident with production, but with 

almost all peaks and troughs coincident and in one 

to one correspondence altbough shipments have a more 

irregular monthly pattern. Indeed, Zarnowitz 

suggests that production series involve mor~ 

rounding errors than shipment series (Zarnowitz, 1973). 

One cannot be happy with the use of such ·a synthetic series 

but there is no alternative given present data sets. 

Input 	Costs 

The discussion above involves the use of two costs for 

labour inputs in the demand equations. The data for wages 

exist but not for employee retention costs: other than wages. 

Nevertheless even the use of the wage data was fraught with problems 

of interpretation. In both cases the question was whether the 

model should be respecified to obviate the need for the data, or 

to use the data from imperfect surrogates? 
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(a) Wage Rates 

'I'hese data were used for both total hours worked and 

for hours worked per employee. The major problem was that the 

wage rates are averaged over hours worked per week per employee, 

and as such, the differences existing between overtime hours and 

normal hours and overtime and normal· time pay rates were hidden. 

The problem has occu;r-red in many studies where the distinction 

between average and marginal rates of pay may be of vital interest. 

Nadiri and Rosen (1969), for example, admit this difficulty but 

conclude that there is little that can be done, whilst Weissbrod 

(1974) attempted the solution of trying varying possible combin

ations of a normal work week and an overtime rate. Nadiri and 

Rosen d.o at.tempt a solution in that they allow 

where the function, f, "is assumed smooth and differentiable, 

although typically this is not the case" (Nadiri and Rosen, p.16) 

Although unsuated it is assumed that fh> o fhh> o. This quotation 

illustrates the inev{table contraqictions that the desire to test 

a well specified model based upon sound theory can lead to when 

the data base is only partially adequate. ,, 

In Weissbrod's study, which concentrated upon spectral and 

cross-spectral of wage rate change and linemployment rates, the 
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normal work week was variously and fairly arbitrarily classified 

as 35.0, 37.5 and 40.0 hours per week with an overtime rate 

of 1.5 times the normal time rate assumed. Weissbrod came to 

no clear conclusion on the impact of his adjustment and non-

adjustment of these data. With workers within a city distributed 

over many employers, industries and even union affiliations it 

would be surprising that OD;e particular nonnal work-week and 

overtime rate domin~te. With workers distributed in any nu.mber 

of ways between overtime/normal time hours and wage rates it is 

suggested that the variations in normal/overtime for total workers 

will not be subject to abrupt variations. There seems to lje no 

possibility of disentangling the relationships at work for the 

aggregation process is completely unknown. Nor is it known 

whether the marginal or average cost of an additional overtime 

hour is the relevant variable upon which to base estimates of the 

parameters of behavioural relationships. 

(b) Non-Wage Employn1ent Costs 

The use of a hiring and retention cost may also involve 

considerable differences between marginal and average costs. As 

no data are available whatsoever.a surrogate is used following 

Nadiri and Rosen, although of a much simpler form (Nadiri and Rosen 

pp .16-19) . . They define this input cost as being dependent upon the 

hiring and other retention costs (subsidised canteens, pension plans 

and so forth), ·the rate of interest applica·ble to those hiring 

and retention expenditures, and the rate of turnover of production 

workers. 
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None of the variables in the equation was available with 

the exception of · a measure of labour turnover. Quit rates are 

available for urban centres over time as a direct measure of 

labour turnover and as a more indirect measure of the per period 

costs of hiring and retaining workers. In addition, there are 

also the costs of hiring new labour, and these costs are related 

presumably to the stock of unemployed labour available in that 

·period. The level of unemployment may be a reasonable measure 

of such costs. Thus, whilst there are theoretically better 

measures of Cit, the data are not available. 

Assuming that 

(19) 

there is still no guide to the possible format of the function 

except tb.at it can be suspected that f > o, f < o. In the present
q u 


study, however, unemployment is related by an accounting identity 


to some of the other variables. Consequently the surrogate for 


this input cost was given simply as qit" 


No ti.me-series data are available-'for labour participation 

rates although there are reliable urban area time-series data for 

labour force size. These data do not distinguish between cat e

gories of labour and it has to be .assumed that total labour force 
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size is a reasonable indicator of the relative supply of 

manufacturing labour. There still remained problems of inter

preting and using even this variable. These problems are 

particularly related to the types of demand that can exist for 

labour, implying that a measure is also needed for the supply of 

each type of labour. 

The demand for labour has been categorised above as being 

of three s orts: 

(a) demand for total employee hours per period, 

(b) demand for total number of employees per period, and 

(c) demand for hou1·s per employee per period. 

As labour force size can only be related to nmnber of employees and 

as no other data exist a further asslunption is necessary. In this 

case the assumpt ion seems relatively innocuous. It is that employees 

and those in the labour force either are forced to accept or are 

always willing to accept the number of hours per week that are offered 

to them by employers. This can be accomplished by assuming that 

the number of hour s supplied is aiways equal to,or greater than,hours 

demanded.. In other words this section of the labour market is 

always either in equilibrium or is in a condition of excess supply. 

It is impossibl e , in thes e circums t ances, to state unequivoc ally 

what the i mplicat i ons fo r wages ahd non--wage employment costs are, 

in any given s et of cir cumstances where excess-supply and excess
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demand for the two factors coexist. The fact that hours per 

employee and number of employees cannot be regarded strictly as 

either substitutes or as complementary factors further complicates 

this problem. Thus the interpretation of one variable is affected 

by the definition of the others. The definition of labour supply 

is affected by employer's requirements and the interpretation of 

wages and other employment costs are affected by both labour supply 

and wages. 

Employment 

In common with much of the other data these relate to 

total manufacturing :production workers,. and are for both number 

of employees and number of hours worked per employee per week. 

An advantage of the data being restricted to production workers is 

that a greater sensitivity to production changes is likely than 

is likely for total employees in manufacturing. Hopefully, this 

greater variation leads to better estimation. Additionally, 

production data are for whole months whilst employment and other 

labour force data refer only to the second week of the month. 

Consequently it has to be assumed that that week is representat- '<
I 

ive of employment and hours for the whole of the month. Neverthe

less employment and hours worked per worker..-per week are probably 

the most easily interpretable of the data sets. 
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Quit Rates 

The quit rate was mentioned as a possible surrogate 

measure of non-wage employment costs. The qu~t rate also exists 

as an important labour market variable in its own right and. apart 

from its possible use as a surrogate. The quit-rate is determined 

within labour markets and, as such, is a variable that can probably 

be explained in a fully-specified labour market model. It is used 

as such in the models specified given that data are available for 

quit rates. The quit-rate represents the willingness of individ

uals to give up present employment for alternative employment 

opportunities, ignoring retirement and so forth as reasons for 

quitting employment (Burdett, 197/). As such it is a very good 

measure of the "tightness" of a labour market; much more so than 

many other variables such as the unemployment rate, as it measures 

a flow within the labour market. The quit rate was used, rather 

than the number of c:_uits~ in the estimation of the models. This 

was for two reasons. First, the size of the urban labour market 

affects the number of quits as well as the tightness of that labour 

-·market. Second, there is an accounting identity, 

(Cha.nge in Employment =Hires minus fires (Layoffs) minus Quits) 

relating two of the .variables in the model if the number of quits 

were used. This can create problems of estimation for the 

complete E;xplanation of one (employment chiange )must also imply the 

complete explanation of any of its component parts (quits). '11he 

use of the quit rate avoids this accounting identity relationship 

occurring in the model. 
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Technical Progress and Labour Market Seasonality 

Both technical progress and seasonality involve a 

relationship between time and the measured levels of labour 

market variables. 

(a) Technical Progesss 

The data were available for.technical progress, However, 

the use of a time trend as a surrogate for technical progress is 

common and, by definition, involves no extra data collection 

(Nadiri and Rosen, pp. 55-59). The level of technical progress 

is assumed to affect employment levels in that fewer employees, 

and fewer inputs in general, are required per unit of production. 

It was further assumed that technical progress is time-dependent 

and that, therefore, a time-trend would be a reasonable surrogate 

for technical progres s. The drawback of the method was that the 

time trend will also pick up the effects of other variables that 

vary consistently with time. Unfortunately it was not possible to 

avoid this latter problem. 

(b) Seasonality 

Economic activities of many different types a r e affected 

by the season. Probably the best example is the impact of Winter 

upon const r uction a ctivity. ConseQuently the seasons can be 
,) 

expected to affect the levels of labour mar ket activity indirectly. 

Ther e are, however, seasonal labour market effects that are direct 

and which can b e expe cted to vary from place to place. The major 
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impact is that ·of Summer college vacations upon the size of the 

labour force. The changes in labour force size due to these 

vacations can be expected in June/July (Labour force increase) and 

September (Labour Force decrease). Again no data are required 

to be collected to measure these effects. Artificial variables 

are constructed that take on arbitrary values depending solely upon 

the season . These "dummy" variables then allow the impacts of 

. seasonality to be :measured. 

Excluded Data Sets 

Certain data directly applicable to labour market analyses 

were excluded from the modelling process. 1J1wo variables were 

involved: Manufacturing Production Worker Layoffs, Manufacturing 

Production Worker Hires. 

In the case of Layoffs and Hires the data are not 

published before May 1965 for Altoona and Johnstown. The inclu

sion of these variables in the model wou_ld, therefore, have 

implied the time-period running from May 1965. 11he major reason 

for their exclusion, however, was that no explanatory variables 

were available for these variables. To include both hires and 

fires (layoffs ) would have needed a disaggregation of all the data 

by either finns or by skills or by both.. ) This disaggregation 

would be needed to explain why some firms were hiring workers whilst 

others were firing workers. If some firms were simultaneously 

hiring and firing this would have ·to be seen as implying that some 

skills were req_uired whilst other skills were not required. Given 
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the absence of these data the Hires and Layoff data sets were 

also excluded. 

The Choice of Area and Time Period 

The choice of area and time period chosen were almost 

completely interdependent. The end of the study period, however, 

was determined by the Arab Oil Embargo. After the end of 1973 

it had to be assumed that the structure of urban labour markets 

·would change as a response to the embargo and to the rapid series 

of oil price increa?es that occurred after the embargo. This is 

particularly true of the relationships in the wage rate change 

equations in all of the models. Given that wage rate changes 

were in current dollars, as no price indices were available for 

individual cities to calculate wage rates in constant terms, the 

impact would almost certainly have been vecy large. 

The start of the study time period, on the other hand, was 

vecy much entwined with the choice of study area. rrhe area 

__ required was one which had 

(i) cities with a high proportion of their employment in 

manufacturing. Manufacturing employment could in those cities 

be more reli ed upon as indicator of overall labour market conditions. 

(ii) cities which were not undergoing particularly rapid 

population shifts , implying perhaps an important role to migration, 

with which the models could not deal. 

(iii) a broad spectrum of city types, particularly with respect 
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to size and industrial structure, to examine whether or not 


these factors influenced the .parameter estimates for 'individual 


cities. 


At the same time sufficiently long time periods were 

required for problems of statistical significance to be minimised. 

In addition a very important, though not entirely essential choice 

criterion, was that all of the cities were tested over exactly 

the same time and for the same variables and models so that compa.ra

bi~ity was ensured. 

Only the North Eastern part of the United States fulfilled 

all of these criteria. In addition the North East provided enough 

cities (29 cities: Appendix A.6) that allowed the possibility 

of an analysis of the spatial pattern of parameter estimates. 

Conclusion 


The conclusions drawn were simple but all important. 


-- They were that, although the data to a large degree determined the 

form of the estimated models, there wa.s also a considerable 

amount of freedom in model specification. More importantly the 

conclusion was drawn that it was possible to empirically test 

dynamic, short- run urban labour market models whose form was 

consistent with labour market theory. 

http:compa.ra


CHAPTER FIVE 

THE ESTIMATED FORMS OF THE MODELS 

Introduction 

The models were presented in as general a form as was 

possible given the constraints imposed by the data. They are 

general in that the same labour market structure was expected 

to be applicable to all twenty-nine urban centres. It was 

expected, nonetheless, that variations in labour market behaviour 

would exist between these centres. These variations could be 

expected to stem from a variety of causes ranging from differences 

in industrial structure and social and demographic composition 

of the population to the relative location of the centre within 

the urban system. As a consequence, no attempt wo.s made to try 

to find a specific model that fitted the centres best in any 

overall fashion. I nstead an attempt has been ma.de to estimate 

a specific form of the general model fo r ea.ch urban centre, that 

suiting each urban centre best by some statistical criterion. The 

specification diff erence between centres were seen to be on the basis o~ 

differing l ag str uctur es of variables and the omission or inclusion 

of particular vari able s in given equations. Surprisingly, given the 
..> 

pot ent i al an d act ual di f fe r ences b etween t be urban labour markets, 

t he same speci fi cation worked b est f'o r vi:ctua.11y all of the centres. 

1fi1e estimated mode l s present ed he r e repr es ent four stages 
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of empirical investigation · of the general models. These stages-

were 

(i) 	 an Ordinary Lea.st-Squares estimation of the 

factor adjustment equations for both the one

tactor and two-factor models, 

(ii? 	 a Two-Stage Least-Squares estimation of the 

one-factor model. 

(iii) 	 a r.rwo-Stage Least-,.Squares estimation of the two

factor ·model in four alternative specifications, 

and 

(iv) 	 a Two-Stage Least-Squares estimation of a fifth 

and final form of the two~factor . model, based upon 

the results of . the four previously estimated forms. 

The relevant e.igen-values of these final mod.els were 

also calculated. 

The one-factor model was tested, altho.ugh it was considered 

theoretically inferior to the two....:factor model, :i.n case this was 

not the case for their relative empirical merits. Altho.ugh Two

St.age Least·~-Squares we.s ne,cessary for most of the estimation 

carried out,this was not the case for the factor adjustment 

equations. This stemmed from the fact that no current endogenous 

variables entered these equations as explanatory variables 

(Wonnacott and Wonnacott> pp. 172~·195, 31~3 .....364).. rrhe factor 

adjustment eq_uations are estimated separately as experiments in 
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specification particularly with respect to the role of l .ags on 

the synthetic production series. 

These results are anaJ.ysed in terms of the statistical 

trustworthiness of the results and the interpretation of the 

para.meter estimates in terms of both their actual and expected. 

qualitative and quantitative properties. Inter-urban model 

comparisons and the correlation of the model results with urban 

and spatial structures are considered in the following chapter. 

The models are formulated explicitly as simultaneous 

equation systems. Thfa 5.mplies the use -of an estimation technique 

applicable to such systems. As the models are composed of 

si.multaneous lirtear equations the use of Two-St.age Least-Squares 

is one valid technique, amongst others, that may be used (Wonnacott 

and Wonnacott, pp. 364-400). Given no other specific crit~ria 

for choice the use of '.I1wo ... st.age Least-Squares was based largely on 

convenience. The final estimation was completed using the SPSS 

program , but, in addition, several identical models were tested using 

the identical data to test the comparability of results. In the 

simultaneous equation specifications of the models many of the 

eq_uati.ons are overidentif'ied. Overidentification i mplies that 
, J 

Orindary Least-Squares parameter estimates can give rise to more 

t han one unique estimate of a given para.meter value, from the 

reduced form. Two-Stage Least-Squares is one of several techniq_ues 

that yield unique estimates for a structural para.meter !I whilst 
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retaining the Ordinary Least-Squares virtues of consistency, 

unbiasedness and efficiency. 

Ordinary Least-Squares Estimat~on of the Factor Adjustment Equations. 

The major force operati_ng upon each urban labour market 

is the level of production in the city. It is in the factor 

adjustment (or input adjustment) equations that the .synthetic 

urban production series appear. Consequently the models are 

dependent upon a s_ignificant relationship existi_ng between pro"!'" 

duction and the demBnd for . factors of production~ Initial tests 

of this vital relationship were carried out, therefore> before 

the rest of the models were specified. The use of the Ordinary 

Least- Squares was proper in these equations for · all eJ..!)lanatory 

variables used were ~ogenous or l _agged endogenous variables. 

Only if current endogenous variables were used as explanatory 

variables would the Two-Stage Least·-Squares technique have been 

necessary. The use of Ordinary Least-Squares estimates a.t this 

st.age also allowed the later possi_b:i..lity of comparison of the 

estimates of' the two techniques. A wide divergence of the two 

sets of results for the factor adjustment equations would cast 

doubt upon both sets of estimates. Finally the use of Ordinary 
.J -2 

Least-Squares enables the use of the adjusted R as an approximate 

measure of the proportion of the variance of the dependent 

variable ac counted. for by the independent variables. No R2 

value can be used when Two-Stage Least-Squares are used. The 

R- measure was to be regarded as only an approximate measure if -2 
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it proved that Two St.age_Least Squares was the more appropriate 

estimation technique. The equations estimated are in.order for 

each centre, 

· a1 a t · a
(i) E.t/E.t 1 = k(Q~t e 2 /E.t ·1) 3 

1 1 - i 1 

(ii) 

t 
(iii) I · -~ (. a1 e a2 / )a3.h.t h.t , k Q.t h.t 1

1 1 -~ 1 1 ~ 

(iv) 

t 
(v) E IE - k (Qe.] a.2 /h . )8'3 . 

· t · t 1 ...... .). · t- e · t 1)., 1 - 1 l. ~ 

(vi) 

. . .. -.,. t 
(vii) - ( al a2 / )a.3H.tIH.t-1 - k Q.t e H.t-Jl. l. ). l. - 

The hypothesised s.igns for the estimated parameters are 

ln 'k ± 
. ~ 

±. al 

a2 

8.3 + 
± .a1~ 
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The equations all have the general form 

y it/Y.it = (yit/y it.-.l)b 

where the optional or desired levels of the dependent input 

variables are determined by urban manufacturi.ng production and 

a time trend and b 1.s the adjustment parameter. Apart from 

the simultaneous equation problem there is the possibility that 

one or more variables have been omittea. from the r .ight hand side 

of the equation. Of particular consequence could be the exclusion 

of the relative cost(s) of a factor; a variable which should 

have a negative sign. However it has alrea.dy been shown that 

relative costs are difficult to identify exactly . in the .available 

data. This fact, plus the fact that the estimation here was 

intended as experiment rather than final estimation led to their 

omission, Consequently the estimation of equations (i) and 

(i i ) was designed to tes t if the general specification of the 

employment f actor adjustment equation was correct and, in parti

cular, whether current or lagged production was the more relevant 

variable .. Equations (ii) and (iii) were des.igned in exactly 

the same manner for the adjustment of hours worked per week. per 

worker. Assuming current production to be the more relevant 

var i abl e , equation (v) examined the possibility of cross- effects 

between hours per worker per week and the.1number of employees 

in t he determination of employment adjustment. Equation (vi) 

perf ormed t he same rol e for the adjustment of hours worked per 

worker per week. . The equations (vii) and (viii) represent 

analogous equations t o ( i ) and (ii) asst1ming that employers do 

http:alrea.dy
http:manufacturi.ng
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not distinguish between hotirs per employer and number of 

employees but are solely interested in their labour force 

totality. The results are presented j_n Appendix ·-A. 2. 

The results represented comprehensive analysis of factor 

adjustment mechanisms in labour markets at the urban level of 

aggregation, despite the experimental nature of the results. The 

consistency of the results, across a.11 of the centres, with respect 

to the anticipated parameter signs is an indication of the strength 

of the results. For example, two hundred and thirty-two estimates 

of parameters on the synthetic production series produced only 

forty-six estimates with incorrect (n,egative) signs . In addition, 

the incorrect signs are heavily concentrated in a few centres, 

s.~gesting that the basic model is correct. 

:::Q
The R values require some explanation for they do provide 

a disturbi.ng element in that the values are so consistently and 

abnormally high for equations (iii), (iv) and (vi), dealing with 

hours worked per worker per week.· These results are reflected 

partially in equations (vii) and (vii:i) , where total hours ·are 

obviously the product of employment and hours worked per work.er 

per week . The R
2 

values for equations (iii) ahd(iv) varied between 
J 

0.999 and 0.957, with a potential range of 0.0 to 1.0 . Only two 

of the values, those for Toledo, fall below 0.993. The values 

are not spurious but result. from the very high simple linear 

correlations that exist between ln(hit/hit-l) and ln{hit-l). 

'ril1ese very strong relationships have their fom1dation in the 

http:disturbi.ng
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fact that employers face rigid .limits on their abilities to 

impose longer working weeks, whether or not they are opposed in 

this by their employees. Consequently increases in one period 

are matched fre_quently by corresponding decreases in the length 

of work week in the immediately following period. Decreases in 

the work week also seem to involve immediate compensatory 

pressure, either from tmions or, perhaps, from employers them~ 

selves who may rec.ognise some number of hours per worker as 

optional regardless of the size of the employed work force. The 

speed of adjustment of actual hours worked to the desired level 

of ·hours is very rapid, as measured . by the values of the para~-

meter,a
3

, which is consistent with th~s argume~t. Complete 

adjustment of the actual hours to desired hours, within the bi"'.' 

monthly period, would imply a3 ::: 1.0. A value between zero and 

:!?lus unity implies a less than complete adjustment, whilst 

values of a greater than one would imply overshooting of the
3 

desired number of hours. The values for a..., lie in the range
::;, 

+i.016 to +0~786. For the current production eq_uat:i.on (Hi) 

the values fall in the narrower range of +i. 000 to ·_..o. 981 

inclusive. This suggests that equation (iii) may be superior 

to equation (iv). This is borne out by the estimates of the 

parameter on current and l .agged production. The estimatesa1 

of a1 are of the wro.ng sign only ten time's for current production 

(Qit) compared to sixteen for lagged production (Qit- l). In 

addition, although these estimates are rarely statistically 

significant, where ·both equation (iii) and (iv) have the correct 

sign for a. then :invariably the estimate for the third equation is
3 

http:eq_uat:i.on
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the more significant of the two. The indications then are 

very strong that equat ion (iii) is a better specification of 

the adjustment mechanism for hours per employee per week than 

is equation (iv)'. Nevertheless in both models it is important 

to note that despite the impact of the lagged hours variable 

upon the R2 value the other variables overwhelmi.ngly give rise 

to para.meter estimates of the hypothesised s.ign. Time appears 

having the correct s.ign (negative) , and often statistically 

s.ignificant, but havi.ng only a small impact on the hours worked 

per week per worker. This implies an only just discernible 

dmmwa.rd trend in the average manuf~cturi.ng working week in these 

cities for the study period. Only in Pittsburgh and York was 

there any evidence of an upward trend. 

The employment adjustment equation results are very 

similar to those of the hours worked per week. There are, howeve1"' 

R2
several distinct a.rid explicable differences between them. The 

values vary between 0.536 and o. 469 rather than being clustered 

close to the upper limit of 1.0. .This implies the equations 

have much less explanatory power compared to the hours per week 

per worker equations. Statistically this items from the much 

weaker relationsM.p that exists between ln (Eit/Et-l) and ln (Eit-l) 
J 

compared to ln(h.t/h.t ) and ln (h.t J). The strength of the 
l 1 ....1 1 - 

latter relationship has already been explained. The former is 

much the weaker of the two relationships for several very 

important reasons: reasons which reflect the operation of the 

labom~ markets. The primary reason must be that employers have 

http:manuf~cturi.ng
http:dmmwa.rd
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much less ability to hire and fire employees than they have 

ability to control the amount of time worked by their employers. 

The latter is much more an internal decision whereas the former 

is to a much greater degree affected by external market forces. 

The adjustment para.meter a has very similar values to the
3 

adjustment parameter for weekly hours, tho_ugh with a much greater 

range of values, from +0.225 to *0.692. The range for the first 

equation, dealing with current production, is much narrower being 

inclusively between ·...0.992 and+0.955. This indicates again that 

current production determines factor levels rather than lagged 

prod1.1ct ion. More of the a3 esti~ates in (i) are statistically 

significant than for (ii) , as are the parameter estimates for a
1 

generally more significant for current rather than lagged produc

tion. Only two of the a estimates are of the wro_ng sign, both
1 

of these being for the l _agged production variable. 

The possibility of cross~effects between the two factors 

is exe.m.ined in equations (v) and (vi), using the current production 

values based upon the arguments and results noted above. The 

cross-effect s occur ~hen the actual values of a given variable 

influence the rate of adjustment of another factor from the actual 

to desired values. If the factors act as su1)stitutes the effect 
J 

should be a negative one,and a positive one if they are comple

mentary factors. The fact that neither numbers of employees nor 

hours worked per employee are i.nseperable, despite the fact that 

they can be substituted within limits, implies that they are both 

complements and substitutes. The results are rearranged in 
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table 5. J. Only effects that are significant at the 0. 05 level 

are shown. 

Table 5.1 Factor Cross- Adjustment Effects 

Jointly Dependent Variable Positive Cross Effects Negative Cross Effects 

l~E.t/E.t l l 
1 l. -~ 

hit/hit~l 0 17 

As. can be seen from the table above, the impact of 

lagged hours on employment change was gen.erally not s.ignificant 

with a total spread of 11 positive cross effects and 18 negative 

cross effects. This seemed to indicate that employment changes 

are neither consistently nor stro.ngly affected by labour market 

pressures leading to increases in the working week. The exception 

was a single centre , Youngstown, with an overwhelmi.ngly strong 

positive cross effect. No explanation . for this phenomenon could 

be found. However the impact of employment levels on changes in 

the hours worked per week was seen ·to be very different with a 

total of only three positive effects, all very small. The three 

positive effects were all small. The three cities concerned 

were Dayton, Toledo _and Youngstown. No explanation was found for 

this phenomenon. The fact that employment levels had an impact 

on hour·s can be explained. The employer has a much greater 

abi:Lity to change the length of the work week rather than the 

number of employees. This enables the employer to respond to 

production and employment levels by adjustment of the work week . 

• 
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The employer cannot respond as readily to production and the 

le.ngth of the work week by altering employment. Consequently the 

substitution cross-effect ·appears to be one way. 

The total hours factor adjustment equations, (vii) and 

. (viii), follow these. general patterns. Current production appears 

.again as bei.ng of. greater s.ignificance than l.~ged production and, 

although the results are often not statistically s.ignificant, the 

estimates are almost invariably of the expected s.ign. As the 

variable in Hit' is a linear combination of 1n hit and lnEit these 

results are none too . surprising. Nevertheless they point to 

the one factor model as a possibly viable alternative if the two 

factor model should fail in its complete multi-equation form. 

The One-Factor Model; Estimates of Three Fully Specified Models. 

Altho.ugh the one factor model was considered as theoretically 

inferior to the two-factor model and the results of the two-factor 

model were satisfactory in the factor adjustment equations, resultE 

for three fully specified one-factor models are presented. The 

reason was that of completeness ~ to enable a full empirical comp

arison of the one-factor and t wo-factor models, should it be necess

ary. As both models have satisfactory factdr ...adjustment equations, 

the emphasis in this section was upon those eq_ua.tions describing 

the changes in the size of the labour force and of the wage rate. 

It remained possible that the one-factor model was empirically 

superior in explaining labour supply and wage rates. There was also 

an addition of the :i.nput cost variable to the factor adjustment 
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equation in two of the models which requires later comment. All 

of the one factor models are described in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 The For'm of the One-Factor Models 

I i 

a
ii H.t/ H.t J = k2wit 1 + a2DM + a3~SSl. SJ.-. 

al a2 
iii = = 1)wit/wit-1 k3(Hit18sit) wit-1 (k3 

a a a t a
1 2 3 4

II i 8 it18
it-l kl(Qit qit - le /Hit-1) 

ii H. I H. 
s it s it-1 

iii 

III i 

a 
ii sHit/sHit- 1 = k2qit~l+ a 2DM + a3DS 

iii 

The parameter Bstimates for t hese model s are set out in Appendix 

A.3 in the configurat i on shown in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 Layout ·or Parameter Estimates in Appendix A.3 

I i ln k 

ii 1n k 

iii 

II i ln k 

ii ln k 

iii ln k 

III i ln k 

ii ln k 

iii ln k 
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The expected s.igns of the parameter estimates are shown in Table 5. 4 

Table 5.4 Expected Signs of the Parameters of the One Factor Model 

I i + + + 

.J.ii + + ' 

iii k=l + 

.,.II i + + 


ii + + + 


iii + -+ + 


III i + + ":' + 

ii + + + 

iii + + + 

The results were as shown in Appendix A.3. 

'I'he models presented yielded mixed results. Some parameter 

estimates were of the wrong sign but the majority were as hypothesised. 

Whilst many of the parameters estimates were not statistically 

significant individually, this was offset by the fact that virtually 

all estimates in the majority of cities were consistent in having 

the hypothesised parameter signs. 

In model I the first equation worked well, as expected,given 

the previous results examined . The inclusion of the lagged wage
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rate was almost completely unsuccessful as a proxy for the impact 

of labour costs. The associated parameter estimate was of the 

correct (negative) sign in only 12 of the 29 centres. In equation 

I.i, the cui~rent wage rate was used as the measure of the pecuniary 

inducement to join the labour force. In this case the possibility 

of a backward bending supply curve of labour makes the_sign ambiguous. 

In terms of overall consistency with an expected s_ign this estimate 

cannot be evaluated. More reliance must be placed upon the 

statistical s_ignificance of the estimates. In this particular 

case all but two of the estimates were . n_egatively s.igned, seemingly 

indicating a backward bendi_ng labour supply curve' for the short-

run at least. The positive estimates (Indianapolis, Albany) were 

not · s.ignificant but sixteen of the twenty-seven negative values 

were s_ignlficant at the 5% level or ·better. The two durruny variables, 

for Mey and September, are an attempt to measure the i.mpact of the 

lo_ng coll_ege vacation upon the size of the labour force. Consequently, 

May should see a positive sign and September a ~egative one. Neither 

of' these variables was in any way successful in Model I, both being 

often of the incorrect s.ign and significant when of tbe incorrect 

s_ign in several cases. Equation I. iii attempts to show the impact 

of short-run labour market tightening. The constant term was assumed 

to be unity. Neither of. the variables in this equation were 

successful in either terms of significance "or of consistency of 

estimate of the correct sign. 

The second model was the same as the first, except that 

the quit-rate rather than the wage rate was used as the pr oxy for 
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labour costs. In addition, the constant term in the third 

equation was not constrained to unity. Overall the second model 

was not much more successful than the first. The parameter 

estimate for labour costs in the first equation was correct. 

(negative) in twenty-three of the centres, compared with twelve 

for the wage...rate version. This probably stems from the fact 

that the quit .._-rate w:i.11 have an innnediate impact upon production 

whilst the wage-rate does not. Thus an increase in the quit-rate 

may deter production plans whilst wage-rate changes, particularly 

with cost...plus pricing, will notd.o so, The other parameters 

in this equation, as with the previous results, are virtually all 

of the correct ~ign, '11he quit~rate is unamb.iguous in terms of' 

its hy:pothesised effect on the labour :force. An increasing or 

high quit-rate was r .egarded as representi.ng the perception of 

workers of the ease of · findi.ng new work. In only one case (Albany) · 

was the parameter estimate of the correct (positive) sign. Similarly, 

the dummy variables did not . correspond to their hy})othesised signs. 

The third equation was much more successful, however, if the 

equation is treated with some caution. The sign of the parameter, 

representing the impact of the excess demand for labour (Hit/sHit) 

was correct in all but four centres, (Reading, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre 

and York ) and often significant. On the other hand the sign on 

the quit-rate was, without exception, of the incorrect (negative ) 

signo ·This seems to indicate some statistical relationship between 

the quit-rate and the wage-rate, given that they have been posited 

as alternative proxies for labour costs in these two models, that 

allows the time· relationship between excess . demand and wage-rate 

http:findi.ng
http:representi.ng
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change to be estimated. 

The third model estimated had a similar form to the two 

previous models with the following differences. The first 

equation had no labour"'"'cost variable · included and, consequeni.;ly, 

the . results are identical to those ot equation . (vii) in Appendix 

A.2. The second equation is identical in form to that of the 

second model except that the quit-rate is ~~gged. The . results here 

are also poor~ For . the third equation the .quit-rate variable was 

replaced by a dummy variable for September. This was an attempt 

to enquire into the effects of the Stunmer labour force on wage-

rates. This equation .was also unsuccessful, 

None of . the models can be considered a complete success 

~ 	 but, again, they do point toward the possibility 0f modelling 

and evaluating urban labour markets with the data presently 

availablec Considered in their own r_ight, problems appear in 

the relationship between the quit-rate and the wage ....rate, for both 

can act as a labour factor cost. One possibility is that a 

fourth equation could be added to include the quit rate as an 

endogenous variable. Within the three equation framework, rt 

is also probably possible to ensure that equations (ii) and (iii). 

are made more adequate by a respecification of the two equations 

and by testing for more appropriate lag structures. These two 

possibilities plus the good fits of the two-factor adjustment 

equations in Appendix A.2 point to the testi_ng of the two-factor 

model in a complet e five-equation model. These results plus 
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the theoretical superiority of the two~factor model lead to 

its specification and empirical verification. 

The Two~Factor Model 

The results: gained from the two-factor model indicate 

that it is a viable model of the short-run dynamic behaviour 

of urban labour markets. Four alternative specifications 

were tested before the fifth and final model was distilled from 

them. This section enumerates and conunents upon the results 

of the four specifications. The tables and Appendix relati_ng 

to the results are as follows: 

5o/
c The Form of the Two-Factor Models 

5.6 Layout of Parameter Estimates in Appendix A.4 

5. 7 Expected Signs .o:f the Parameters 

Appendix 
A.4 The Estimated Parameters 
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Table 5.6 Forms of the Two Factor Models 

Model I 


a11 al2 a13t a14 
~ kl(Q.t (q.t/w.t) e /E.t· 1)

. 1 1 1 1 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I.5 

Model II 


II.l E.t/E.t 1 

1 l. 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 w.t./w.t 1

J. 1 - · 
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(Table 5.5 continued) 

Model III 

all a12 a13 a14t a15 
;.:;III.1 Eit/Eit-1 kl (Q. . q. t 1w. t l e /E. t l)

1~ 1 .... 1 - 1 

a21 8 2Z a23 a24t 8 24III.2 hit/hit-l 
;:; k2(Qit qit-lwit-1 e /hit-1) 

a31 a32
III.3 Lit/Lit-l k3(wit/w •t J) .. (q.t/q.t 1)

l.-. J. i .... 

a41
III.4 = qi /qit-l · k4 ( \ t/hit-l) + a42Ds 

8 52 a52 a53 
~III.5 wit/wit-1 k5(hit/hit~l) (EitJEit-1) (Lit/Lit-1) 

'Model IV 

IV.l 

a a a a 4t a 
;:; k (Q 21 22 23 2 /h ) 25IV.2 2 it-1 qit-1 wit-1 e t-1 

IV.3 

IV.4 

rv.5 
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The definition of the variables is as before with the addition 

of DM,DJ = dummy variables for May and July (school and 

university vacations commence) and n = dummy variable for
8 

Septemb~r (school and university vacations cease) and with 

k = constant term. 

Table 5.6 Table of Parameter Estimate Layouts 

The models were estimated using two-·st_a.ge least-squares, and 

the results are set out in the form: 

Model I 

I.1 lnkl all/all+ al2/al4 _a1ia14 a14 

I.2 lnk.2 a21/a24 a2ia2li a24/a24 a24 

I.3 lnk _a31 a32 a333 

r.4 lnk l~ a41 a42 	 a.43 

I.5 lnk.5 a51 a52 a.53 

Model II 

II.l lnkl all/a14 al2/al4 al4 

II.2 lnk.2 a2/a24 a2/a24 	 a24 

II.3 lnk a31 a32 a343 

II.4 	 lnk4 a~-1 a42 a43 

a )IL5 lnk.5 a51 a52 53 

http:two-�st_a.ge
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(Table 5.6 continued) 

Model III 

III.l 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

lnkl 

lnk2 

lnk")
.) 

lnk4 

lnk
5 

a1/a15 

a21/a25 

a31 

a41 

a51 

al2/al5 

a2ia25 

a32 

a42 

·.· a52 

.a1ia15 

a2ia25 

a53 

.a14/a15 

a24/a25 

a15

a25 

Model IV 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

lnkl 

lnk2 

1~3 

lnk4 

allal5 

a2l/a25 

a3l 

a41 

al2/al5 

a2ia25 

.a32 

a42 

al3/al5 

a2ia25 

.a33 

al4/a15 

a24/a25 

.a34 

a15 

a25 

IV. 5 lnk
5 a.51 a52 
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Table 5.7 Expected Signs 	of the Parameters of the Two-Factor Model 

The hypothesised s_igns of the parameters are: 

Model I 

I.l ± + 	 + + 

I.2 ± + 	 + + 

I.3 ± ± + 

I.4 	 ± + + 

.,..I.5 ± + + ± ± 

Model II 

II.1 ± + 	 + + 

II.2 ± + 	 +"" 
II.3 ± ± + 

II.4 ± + 	 + 

II.5 ± + + 

·Model III 

III.l ± 	 + + 

III.2 ± "::" + + + 

III.3 ± ± + 

III.4 ± + 

III.5 ± + + 

Model IV 

IV.l ± 	 + + + 

IV.2 ± + + + 

IV.3 ± + 


IV .1+ + + + 


IV. 5 ± + + 
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The models have similar structures, all having the 

same five jointly dependent variables. Equations one and two 

in each model are the factor adjustment equations, similar in 

form to the ordinary least-squares estimates but including labour 

cost variables. In addition the equations four and five are the 

structural equations for those labour costs: wage-rates and 

quit-rates. The third equation is concerned with the size of the 

labour force. In general the models . work well tho_ugh unevenly. 

In model I the two factor adjustment equations both 

include a variable (qit/wit) that hopefully i.s proportional to 

the relative costs of increasi_ng employment e.s opposed to in

crea~ing hours worked per worker. Unfortunately the variable's 

parameter estimates, tho.ugh vecy often statistically significant, 

are usually not consistent with the hypotheses. Very often the 

same s_ign appears on the para.meter estimates for both equations 

one and tw-o. Apart from this these two equations work well. 

The third equation offers the a.mbiguity of s_ign associated with 

the supply curve of labour and the wage rate. The evidence wouJ.d 

suggest a bac.kward bending labour supply curve, though the para

meters demonstrated a lack of statistical significance. Similarly 

the dummy variables for May and September lack statistical 

significance and are generally inconsistent with respect to sign. 

The fourth equation has the September varia.ble as both of the 

cor rect sign and generally statistically significant. September, 

as the beginning of the academic year, implies higher than usual 

quit r ates in i ndustry.· The effects of employment and labour 
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force levels on changes in the quit-rate do not have consistent 

s_igns throughout the twenty-nine centres. The labour force size 

variable gave rise to- a parameter estimate that is usually of the 

correct (negative) sign. The parameter for employment is usually 

of the incorrect (n_egative) s_ign. The fifth equation attempted 

to place changes in ~ages in relation to desired and actual amounts 

of labour, had always the wro_ng s.ign. Other variables in the 

equation turn out to have no s_ignificant relationships with the 

wage rate change variable. 

The second model had the same variables as the first 

in its first four equations. In the fifth equation, however, 

the chB!lge in the wage rate depends upon three of the other four 

jointly dependent variables rather than on production. In the 

first two (factor-adjustment) equations current production is 

replaced by lagged production) with rela.tive la,bour costs rrtained 

as a variable. The estimation and statistical significance of 

the equation as a whole suffered from this sj_mple change. The 

lagged production parameter was usually statistically not signifi

cant when of the correct sign and usually significant when of the 

incorrect s_ign. The other variables in the equation do not 

perform as well as in the first model. In the third equation the 

current rather than lagged wage rate :i.s used. The change in this 

equation is dramatic. All twenty-nine parameter estimates were 

positive indicating a "normal" rather than backward-bending labour 

supply curve. All but three of the estimates were significant 

at the 1% level. This· specification taken alone indicates that 
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h:igher-wage rates . (remembering that they include a strong 


overtime component in any increases) induce more rather than 


less people to enter the labour force. The labour force 


definition is those actively seeki:ng employment. Compared with 


Model I the statistical evidence seems to indicate that this is 


more likely to be the true situation rather than that of a back

. ward-bending supply curve. This problem is discussed later in 

the context of Models III and IV. In this equation the pair of 

dummy variables had the correct s_ign for both parameters in 

twelve of the twenty-~nine cases, an improvement on equation I.3 

which also suggests that this equation, II.3, is the better 
. . . } 

specification. The fourth equation varied from that in the first 

model in that the employment and labour force variables used are 

current ;:-ather l .agged variables. The hypothesised· pair of signs 

(positive, nega.tive) were found in only five. In the fifth 

equation the first parameter represents the effect of changes in 

the work week upon changes in the wage rate. Given the overtime-

wage rate relationship, it was not surprisi.ng that the s.ign of the 

parameters is correct (positive) in· all but four of the centres. 

Tl;le inclusion of the hours change variable helps remove the 

overtime effect and the influence it could have exerted on other 

param.eter estirna:t.es. It was found that changes in employment 

gave rise to positive para.meter estimates' in all but five urban 

centres. The size of the labour force was hypothesised to have 

t.he opposite effect (i.e. negative) but only in five cases was 

the sign correct. · This seemed almost certainly due to the fact 

tha.t the labour force increased more quickly in buoyant periods, 

http:estirna:t.es
http:surprisi.ng
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as was found in the third equation. 

The third model had a similar structure. In the 

factor adj.ustment equations the ratio of quit-rate was separated 

into the two distinct variables. The associated parameter 

estimates, as a set of t1m pairs, were not consistent with their 

hypothesised s.igns, but a consistency was found in the s.igns 

of these parameters. 1rhe determinants of changes in the labour 

force were taken as the change in the wage rate and change in 

the quit-rate. No dummy variables were used. The first 

parameter had no specifically hypothesised sign, whilst that of 

the second parru11eter was positive. The results were that all of 

the quit-rate parameter estimates were of the correct sign. 

Nineteen of the wage rate parameter estimates were negative 

and twenty were positive. In the fourth equation hoth hypothe

sised signs were positive and only in two cases were these 

expectations unfulfilled. These cases were a n.egative quit·-rate 

parameter in Wilkes ..-Barre and a negative September parameter in 

York. For virtually all of the co~1~ect parameter estimates the 

results were s.ignificant at the 1% level. The structure of the 

fifth equation is exactly that of the fifth equation in Model II • 

. In the third Model the results are inferior to. those in the second 

in terms of yielding the hypothesised signs.. In particular 

the employment change parameter was generally of the wrong sign. 

'rhe fourth model differs from the third model in the 

third, fourth and fi f th .equations .. In the third equation durnm.y 
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variables (May and September) are used to delineate the impact 

of the Summer student labour force arrivals and departures. 

In thirteen of the twenty cities the estimated signs (positive, 

negative) are those expected. In virtually all cases those of 

the September dununy variable are correct, and more often 

s_ignificant than for the May dummy variable. This probably 

reflects the fact that virtually all schools and colleges 

return in September . The variety of starti_ng dates for coll_ege 

Summer vacations can be used to explain the poorer fit for May. 

The ch~nge in · wage rate and the current value of the quit-rate 

were used as the two other explanatory variables. The sign of 

the parameter estimate was positive in all cities for the wage-

rate change variable and in all but six cities for the qui t ....rate. 

These results indicate that labour forces in all of the cities 

responded to inducements to enter the labour force, both with 

respect to changes in remuneration and the perceived likeli"'~ 

hood of finding employment. For the fourth equation the quit-

rate change equation. gave rise to two parameters, both expected 

to be positive. One was a September dummy variable, again 

related to return to college . Only in Scranton and York was the 

sign found to be negat i ve, though statistically insignificant. 

In nearly all the other cities the estimated_ positive s_igns were 

significant at the 1% l evel. The change 
) 

in employment variable 

generated twenty-eight correct signs almost all being significant 

at the 1% level. Only in Wilkes-Barre was the sign negative 

and, hence, incor:rect. In the fifth equa.tion the change in hours 

worked per worker per.week was included to pick up the overtime 
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effects in wage-rate change. In all cases the sign was positive 

and correct. Change in employment was expected to account for 

the rest of the change in a positive manner, but the sign of the 

estimate was incorrect in every case. 

Overall the four models were successful particularly 

in equations 1, 2 and 4. Equation 3 was less successful and 5 

was the least successful. Nevertheless there were stro_ng indicat

ions of the expected behaviour of labour force and wage rates in 

both those equations. One problem that occurred was that the 

success of an equation in a particular model did not ensure its 

success in any other model, aJ.though the equation in question 

was to have its structure unchanged. This was due to the simul

taneity of the equations whence the estimates of one equation 

affected all of the other simultaneous equations ir.. their _estimated 

parameters. In the light of this problem it was decided that 

such a final model would have certain properties~ These properties 

were that the model should be common to all centres and that, as 

far as was possible, all expectatiqns (of parameter signs) were 

fulfilled .. It was thus to form a minimal underlying labour market 

behavioural structure for all of the centres. Other additions 

to the f inal model, not dealt with here, were to be on the basis 

of an individual examination of the cent.res. The advantages of' 

this system were that it probed the underlying mechanisms at work 

in all centres and that it allowed comparison of centres. Comparison 

of centres in relation to estimated. parameter values and spatial 

structure, for example, would be made more difficult by a unique 
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specification for each centre. The disadvantage of the 

approach was to omit possible relevant variables to the specifi

cation. 

Table 5.8 The Form of the Final Model 

The final model has the form 


a a t a 

1 . Eit/Eit-1 = k(Qi!le 12 /Eit~l) 13 

a'"' t a aa2 24~ k(Q 1 c2/~ ) 23E2 . h /hit ito::"'J- it e 1it-l it-1.l 

3 

4 

a a 52 
5 wit/wit-1 ~ k (hit/hit-1) Sl(Eit/Eit-1) 

The para.met.er estimates in Appendix .A.5 are laid out in the form 

of Table 5.9 and with the expected signs shown to Table 5.10. 

Table 5-2 ~ar~eter Estimate La~out for the Final Model 

1 

2 

3 

4 

lnk 

lnk 

lnk 

lnk 

a1/a13 

a21/a23 

a31 

a41 

·a12/al3 

a2/8 23 

a32 

a42 

a13 

a23 .a24 

5 lnk a51 a52 

http:para.met.er
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Table 5.10 	 The Expected Signs of the Parameters of the 
Final Model 

1 ± 	 + + 

2 ± 	 + ... ± 

3 ± 	 + 

4 ± 	 + + 

5 ± 	 + -t· 

The results on the estimated signs of the parameters are 

summarised by indicating the few incorrect parameter estimates 

and the centres associated with those estimates. 

;::: Three incorrect (I1:egative): 	 Reading, Scranton, ·York 

Nine incorrect (positive): 	 Rochester, Canton 

Cincinnati, Toledo, 

Youngstown, Altoona, 

Reading, Scranton, York. 

= Three incorrect (p6sitive): New York, Rochester, Toledo _a32 

'I'wo incorrect (negative): Scranton, Yorkalt2 	
;:: 

= Six incorrect (negative): Syracuse, Akron, Cincinnati,a52 

Allentown, Altoona, 

Pittsburgh. 

The model cai.'1 be regarded in this light as substantially 

correct. The i mplication is that the aggregate, neoclassical 
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model used, incorporati.ng a division of employment into two 

factors of production, is a useful one in this area of study. · 

The partial adjustment mechanism is seen also to be empirically 

accurate despite its simplistic formulation. The negative cross-

effect values of the impact of l .agged employment on the change in 

hours worked per worker per week are more plausj.ble than if 

positive. The negative sign indicates that higher employment 

deters employers from increasi.ng hours worked per worker, given 

levels of production a.nd the level of technol.ogy. 

Given the success of the final model and the interpretations 

already placed upon the models, equations, the variables and their 

associated parameters, the properties of each cf the twenty nine 

labour markets as complete entities were exrunined. This implied the 

calculation and examination of their stability and. equilibrium 

properties. The properties of the centres with respect to stability 

were remarkably alike. Consequently, and given the forci.ng of 

the same model upon each centre, the equilibrium properties were 

also alike. 

The models were estimated in the structural form 

Dropping the error terms as irrelevant to the argument and 

-1premultiplying both sides by Ali yields 

http:forci.ng
http:increasi.ng
http:incorporati.ng
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The stability of the system being determined by the matrix 

-1 it was calcul.ated and the eigen values of that matrixAli A2i' 

computed. 

The structural model, written in full, in te-rms of the 

rearranged parameters of the final tested model was 

1 o_ 0 0 0 E = l+all 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 h a21 l+a22 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 a35 L 0 0 0 0 a
35 

a41 

a51 

0 

a52 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 :tt a41 

a 1 

0 

a52 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 1+ bll b12 bl3 

0 Qb22 b2321 

t0 0 0
31 

0 0 Dgb4li. it41 

0 0 0b51 

(All variables are natural logs apart from 1, t and D ) 
s 

E 

h 

L 

q 

w it-1 
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11 

, 

-1 

Ali 

;: 
 1 0 0 0 0 

a21 l+a22 0 0 0 

1 0a35a51 a35a52 -a35 

0 0 1 0-a41 


-a51 -a52 0 0 1 . 


Consequently, 

-1 
= l+all 0 0 0 0 

a21 l+a22 0 0 0 

AliA2i 

a35a5l(l+all) ,,. 

+ a35a52(l+a22) 
a35 ·52a22 . · . · 0 0 a~5 

a35a52 

-a35a51 


a41 0 0 0 0 

~ a1+1(l+all) 

0 0 0a51 a52 

-a52a22 ""a52(l+a22) 

-a51(l+all) 

and 

-1 
AliA3i = bll b12 bl3 0 

b21 b22 b23 0 

a35a5lbll a35a51bl3 a35a51bl3 

+ + + 

a31a52b21 a35a52b22 0a35a52b23 
+ 

.b31-a35b51 

b41 -a4lb12 -a~-lbl3 b44 
-a4lbll 

b51 -a5lb12 -a5lb13 0 

-a5lbll -a52b22 · -a52"b23 

L_:.52b2l 
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This system, linear in natural logarithms, yielded the 

eigenvalues presented for each city in Appendix. A. 5. The results, 

which· apply to all centres were summarised as follows: 

(i) no e.igenvalues had modulo. greater than or equal 

to unity, 

(ii) 	 no e.igenvalues had any complex parts (i.e. , all 

eigenvalues were real). 

(iii) 	 all centres (with two exceptions) had one positive 

e.igenvalue and one negative eigenvalue: the two 

exceptions had two positive eigenvalues rather 

than one, 

(iv) 	 all centres had only two non .."zero eigenvalues. 

From these results the various inferences about the 

behaviour of the labour markets could be made. The most important 

of these inferences was that the labour markets were stable sub

systems of the overall urba..'1. space economy. Their behaviour 

was not seen then as conducive to produci.ng growth or decline in 

their urban economies. However this conclusion is one that 

could be modified in the l .ight of the specification of a model 

that, in particular, includes the production and distribution 

sub-systems. In the case of the two centres (Toledo and Youngs~ 

town) with two positive eigenvalues the sub-system will approach 

equilibrium values smoothly and without oscillation. In the 

case of the vast majority of centres they will approach their 

respective equilibrium values, being stable, but will do so with 

oscillations. These oscillations will be to point alternatively 

http:produci.ng
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above and then below the ultimate equilibrium values of the 

variables concerned on a bimonthly basis. The negative values, 

however, were very small compared to the positive eigenvalues 

and these oscillatory effects will not be strong. The dominant 

(positive) c:igenvalues are themselves small compared to unity, 

only one (Pittsburgh, 0.6856) bei_ng above 0.5. These small 

values imply a very . rapid path to the equilibrium values, _again 

reducing the te.i."llporal impact of any oscillatory behaviour in the 

labour market sub.,..systems. The speed of these adjustments 

s_uggests that much of the behaviour of urban labour markets is 

in response to changes in exogenous or other sub-system variables, 

rather than the urban labour market's own dynamics. 

CortcludinE Conunents 

The immediate conclusion is that the data do allow an 

empirically verifiable specification of a dynamic urban labour 

market model; at least in the Northeastern United States. The 

synthetic production series could probably be constructed for 

urban centres :i.n other r _egions but, such a synthetic series 

could not be of value in isolation. The synthetic series gained 

its importance only in the context of an accompanying set of 

urban labour markets with which it was mutually supportive. 

Using the data it was possible to show, based upon the 

results presented, that urban labour markets can be described 

adequately by an aggregate, dynamic, neoclassical model. It was 

further sho-vm that tbe urban labour markets thus modelled are 
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extremely passive in their short't"'run dynamic behaviour. They 

are passive in the sense that no centre investigated appeared 

capable of generating its own growth or cycles purely from within 

the labour market. This latter conclusion also includes 

implicitly the role of migration in the system ,for this was necess

arily part of overall labour force size change. To fully analyse 

such changes, however, would require the formal respecification 

and enl~rgement of th~ model. The data at this point fail 

completely unless it were possible to incorporate data with 

different temporal _aggr_egations within the same model. It is only 

through this type of model that any pbssibility exists for 

includi_ng an explicit recognition of inter-urban labour market 

interact ions !. 

Apart from the success of the model itself the most 

striki_ng result was the homogeneity of the parameter estimates 

across the twenty-nine centres. Particularly in the final case 

the models seemed to fit all centres equally well: tho_ugh 

parameter estimates were often different in absolute magnitude, 

they were only infrequently different in terms of their signs. 

Allied with this aspect was the fact that most of the estimates' 

s_igns conformed to expectations. Such results are extremely 

encouraging for future work. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE LABOUR lflARKET PARAMETERS IN 


THEIR URBAN AND SPATIAL CONTEXT 


The models were estimated as the short-run labour market 

sub-systems of ~uch larger systems. These larger systems were the 

complete distributional and production systems at both the urban and 

inter-urban levels of the national economic system. Consequently, 

each estimated sub-system -W-as expected to reflect not only an adherence 

to a postulated theory of aggregate labour market behaviour but also 

to the urban and spatial milieu of each centre. Adherence to the postu

lated theory of market behaviour was a prior condition for such analysis 

and this condition was fulfilled. The use of twenty-nine centres 

of very different economic types implied some difficulty in this analysis 

for factors other than spatial structure and urban size could be expected 

to influence the model estimates. Twenty-nine cities, therefore, was 

considered as an insufficient number of conduct statistical tests on 

spatial structure. The location map (Map ~.. 1) suggested further 

difficulties of analysis in the very uneven spatial distribution of the 

twenty-nine cities. As a consequence the simplest method of analysis 

was chosen. This was a visual analysis of maps _and graphs relating 

estimated par8111eter values to urban size and location. Statistical 

analysis was to be used only if it was deemed profitable after such visual 

analyses were conducted. Each parameter's spatial pattern and its 

relationship to labour market size is briefly considered. Conclusions 

are then drawn from the complete set of patterns and relationships 

gen.erated by those parameter estimates considered amenable to such 

treatment. For reasons which are given these conclusions could only be 
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tentatively drawn. 

The mapping and examinations of parameter estimates has been 

conducted with some success in the past (King et. al., 1969). In 

those analyses, however, the parameters mapped involved a relation

ship between the centre and some external driving force. The 
. \ 

general form of one such model was 

which implied that some proposition of the variance of the local 

unemployment rate could be explained by the national unemployment 

rate. The proportion of variance explained by the national unem

ployment was maximised by choosing an appropriate time lag ( ±v) for 

each centre. 

This simple model yielded pronounced regional groupings of 

centres in the present study area (King et. al. , 1969, see Table 2). 

A crucial difference between this and the present approach was that 

the variables used in the complete specification of the urban labour 

market sub-system were internal to the city. This implied less 

likelihood of the external relationships of the centre being reflected 

in parameter est imates. Conversely, the complete specification of 

the sub-system fo r each model represented les~ reliance being made on 

the "black-box" approach which has characterised previous works (King 

et. al., 1969,1972;Jeffrey, 1972). Thus the parameter estimates 

here , whether mapped or not, have direct and simple theoretical inter

pretations. The use of national and local unemployment rates as 
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indices of the overall urban economic system yields no such 

interpretation. 

\. The final model had the following estimated form, dropping 

the subscript i, 

a a t a 
E /E · = kl(Qtlle 12 /Et-1) 13 

t t 

a a a23 a2421 22t/h ) E= k (Q
2 t e t-1 t-1 

a 
k ( I ) 3l+a DLt/Lt-1 = ~3 wt wt-1 32 S 

a 
= k (E /E ) 4l+a4 D~/~-1 4 t t-1 . 2 s 

a51 a52 
wt/wt-1 = k5 (ht/ht-1) (Et/Et-1) 

along with, the estimated eigenvalues (two per centre). The pa:r::ameter 

estimates graphed, mapped and examined are:

Figure 6.1 and Map 6.1 Largest Eigenvalue 

Figure 6.2 and Map 6.2 Smallest Eigenvalue 

Figure 6.3 and Map 6.3 al3 

Figure 6.4 and Map 6.4 a24 

1',igure 6.5 and Map 6.5 a32 

Figure 6.6 and Map 6.6 a~l 

Figure 6.7 and Map 6.7 a42 

The graph is of the parameter estimate against labour force size 

of the relevant city (Labour Force Si.ze measured J·uly 1971). 
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The following parameter estimates were not analysed for the 

stated reasons: 

- the constant terms. They act as 

sca'le factors having no particular economic interpretation. 

These parameters are on production, the synthetic 

time series. The synthetic nature of the series implied, 

by definition, an arbitrariness in the parameter estimates. 

The time variable is a surrogate for, amongst 

other variables, technological progress in the period 1964

1973 . . As such these parameter estimates would be much 

influenced by the synthetic production series. 

a The parameters a and a24 , when summed, are
23 23 

always close to the value 1. 0. Conseq~ently mapping one 

implies that mapping the other is redundant. 

These parameter estimates have built in size-

scale "factors which ·hide behavioural relationshins "for 

thev relate an urban size variant series (such e,s the 

labour force) to a time series langely invariant with 

resuect to urban size (such as changes in the wa~e rate). 

The influence of overtime is a stron~ determinant 

of this uarameter estimate. Its interpretation, therefore, 
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is determined bv the average overtime worked in a city 

rather than size or snatial structure. 

The largest eigenvalue is vitally important, representing 

the stability of the labour market sub-system and of primary concern 

in this study. In neither the map (Map 6.1) nor the graph (Figure 6.1) 
) 

were any patterns apparant. The most notable feature was the size of 

the Pittsburgh eigenvalue in relation to all others. There at least 

two possible explanations for the large relative size of the Pittsburgh 

eigenvalue. The first is the high degree of cyclical sensitivity 

to general national economic conditions of production in the basic 

iron and steel industry in Pittsburgh (Zarnowitz, 1973 ' p. 655 )., 

However, as production was an exogenous variable in the models, and 

the eigenvalues are determined solely by the parameters relating the 

current values of the endogenous variables to the lagged values of 

the ~n~ogenous variables, this should not be the case. Mis-specifi

cation of the model, however, could have led to parameter estimates 

being biased by this sensitivity. Conseq_uently this is purely a 

specification problem implying the eigenvalue given is incorrectly 

estimated. On the other hand, the conditions prevailing in the 

Pittsburgh labour market may be different in some way from those in 

other labour markets. For example, it could be argued that union 

practices in the iron and steel industry (or any other industry) in 

Pittsburgh add an extra degree of urban labour market instability 

in that city. If this were the case then the eigenvalue estimate 

was a true reflection of a different pattern of labour market 

behaviour in that city. It is possible to argue that if the above 

argument was correct, D~troit, for example, would. exhibit similar 

eigenvalues to Pittsburgh given similarities in their production 
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sensitivities and degrees of unionisation. This type of question 

will probably only be solvable by making exhaustive studies of the 

dynamics of one city with a very detailed labour market model. The 

smallest eigenvalues had one outstanding feature: they are all 

negative witb the exception of those of Toledo and Youngstown. No 

explanation was found for these exceptions. No spatial pattern 

was discernible in Map 6.2. Little pattern is visible on the 

labour force. size graph though the ,values are mpre clustered than 

for the largest eigenvalue. 

The parameter estimates of a , the employment adjustment
13 

coefficient, showed no discernible pattern when mapped (Map. 6.3). 

Graphed against labour force size, however, there is a distinct 

curvilinear relationship (Figure 6.3). At first the parameter 

estimates rise with labour force size, peak at a labour force size 

of approximately- 300, 000 and then decline to the value shown for 

New York. If, however, the New York observation is omitted the 

curve can be seen as rising continuously but at constantly dimin

ishing rate. This omission could only be on the grounds that 

New York is either quantitatively or qualititively different from 

the other cities. This parameter represents the speed of adjust

ment of employment to changing production levels. Consequently, 

it should be seen in relation to the adjustment speed of hours 
" 

worked per worker. To accomplish this the estimate of wasa24 
examined. (Map 6.4 and Figure 6.4). Again no spatial pattern was 

discernible on the map. Nonetheless the possibility of a pattern 

exists on the graph of parameter values against labour force size. 
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A group of centres appeared distinct from the others in having 

particularly low parameter values. However, , this group of cities 

appeared to have no common factor. In order of labour force 

size this group was:

Dayton . 

Albany 

Syracuse 

Allentown 

Youngstown 

Harrisburg 

Binghamton 

Erie. 

Perhaps a common factor was that none of these cities had labour 

forces greater than three hundred and fifty thousand people. 

The parameter estimates, a , reflect the relationship
32 

between changes in labour force to the dummy vartable for 

September. All of these estimates are negative with the exception 

of those for, descending order of labour force size, 

New York 

Rochester 

Toledo 

Syracuse. 

A relationship did appear to exist between these centres. The 

map (Map 6.5) showed no relationship between the parameter estimates 

but the graph (Figure 6. 5), however·, showed a relationship of some 

kind . The values for New York and Altoona (largest and smallest 

labour forces) are ignored as outliers. The estimates rise in value 
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with labour force size to approximately 250,000 after which 

they decline. If all positive estimates are ignored this 

relationship is clearer. A major pro~lem with interpretation 

is that this pattern can also be viewed in a different way. It 

could be suggested that two groups of cities exist. For those 

below a labour force size of 300,000 the parameter value rises 

sharply with size. Above 300,000, however, the size appeared to 

have little or no effect on the parruneter value. 

The parameter estimate, links change in the q_uit ratea 41 , 

to the change in emplo;Yment. The map (Map 6.6) does show a 

region, entirely within Pennsylvania, where the q_uit rate change 

variable appears relatively insensitive to the changes in local 

employment. This set of centres was, in order of labour force 

size, 

Pittsburgh 

Harrisburg 

Wilkes-Barre 

Johnstown 

Altoona 

This was interpreted as due to industrial structure and relatively 

.low opportunities for other employment. Nevertheless, there are 

cities (e.g. Youngstown) with similar indu~trial structure that do 

not conform to the pattern. Detroit, having an industry dominated 

by giant firms, also had a relatively low value for this parameter. 

Conversely, Scranton, very close to Wilkes-Barre, is remarkably 

insensitive in its q_uit rate to employment changes. This suggested 

that inter-urban spatial structure is not a determinant of this 
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relationship, as Scranton and Wilkes-Barre would otherwise have 

had similar parameter values. A group of towns, also all in 

Pennsylvania, namely 

Lancaster 

Reading 

York 

have very similar parameter estimates to each other. These cities 

are all textile towns and this would seem to be the reason for the 

similarity of parameter values, rather than spatial structure. Other 

towns not far distant, such as Allentown, have very different para

meter estimates as well as very different industrial structures. 

Philadelphia, though close to these, did not appear to influence 

this aspect of labour market behaviour having another very different 

parameter estimate value. 

The associated graph (Figure 6.6) shows a quite distinct 

relationship between labour force size and the parameter. Again, New 

York stood out as having atypical behaviour. Four of the five 

Pennsylvanian centres (Pittsburgh was the exception) in the original 

group of Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Wilkes-Barre, Johnstown and Altoona, 

registered very low estimates compared to the overall trend. At 

least one explanation can be given for the trend . This ·explanation.. 

is that larger .cities give rise to much greater opportunities for 

alternative employment, with respect to their greater size all other 

factors being held constant. Certainly the relative location of 

the centre seemed to piay a very small role compared to size and 

industrial structure. 
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The effect of the beginning of the academic year in 

September is reflected in parameter estimate The return toa42 . 

college increases the quit rate in a one period burst. The map 

(Map. 6.T) shows little spatially systematic variation in the 

estimated value although groupings of particularly low values were 

found. The lowest values, from lowest to highest,were found in 

York 

Scranton 

Wilkes-Barre 

Reading 

\ aJ.l in Eastern Pennsylvania. Of all the cities York had the 

lowest value for this parameter, it being one of the only two cities 

with a negative value. The para.meter thus had the opposite of the 

expected sign for its estimate, although that estimate was not 

statistically significant (Appendix A. 5). No eYplanation could 

be found for the negative value except that summer student labour is 

probably insignificant, with September quit rates d.ominated by other 

factors in this city. The other negative value, also not statis

tically significant, was for Scranton and the same rationale was 

\ ' applied to explain the value in that city. Conversely~ by far 

the highest values were for Youngstown and Pittsburgh. In those 

two centres the steel industry probably has easy use of unskilled 

labour. The reverse is probably true of the four lowest centres 

which include t extiles in their declining industrial structures. 

These generate little need for extra stud.ent labour. New York, 

in relative decline in this period,supported this contention, 

having the fifth lowest parameter estimate. Industrial factors, 
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therefore, seem to be indicated rather than spatial factors. 

Graphed against size of labour force (Figure 6.7) no patterns 

emerged except for the group of the four lowest estimates, includ

ing the two York and Scranton, that were (marginally) negative. 

New York and Altoona, with the largest and smallest labour forces 

respectively, appear again as individual cities rather than being 

associated with any group of cities. 

The parameter estimates overall showed little that could 

be construed as systematic spatial variation, although patterns 

appeared to exist for some parameters. Similarly they showed little 

relationship to the urban hierarchy as reflected by the parameter 

estimates for locally dominant cities. However, the estimates also 

appeared, in part, to be determined by industrial structure and 

labour force size. In the case of some Pennsylvanian cities, 

therefore, it was impossible to disentangle industrial struct~re and 

spatial pattern. On the other hand, the "black-box" representations 
. . 

have given results which reflect a regional and spatial structure. 

The black-box approach, nevertheless, also appears to have industrial 

structure determined results, difficult to disentangle from spatial 

pattern (King et. a.L ; 1969 ) . The question arises as to why the 

spatial patterns appeared much more clearly in one analysis than 

the other. The answer may be that the index used in black-box 

approaches (usually un~ployment) is a surrogate for the behaviour 

of the several economic sub-systems operating at any mode or centre 

including the production sub-system. . The short-run operations of 

the urban l abour sub-market on the other hand, appear to be drawn 

entirely from the internal structure of the centres rather than from 
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the inter-urban system. Consequently, it seems likely that the 


inter-urban transmission of economic impulses is not directly 


through the labour markets. In a neo-classical world the most 


likely inter-urban economic interaction is through the production 


sub-systems via the demand for capital inp"'J.ts from one centre to 


another. This would certainly explain the relationship between 


industrial structure and the spatial structure of economic impulse 


transmission. Changes in unemployment .rates are then an indirect 


reflection of the product sub-system impulses. Thus the unemploy

ment rate in a given centre can be seen as a result of the inter

<	urban system links of the production sub-system, whilst the labour 

market sub-system for the same centre is extremely stable. 

allows the paradox of a city that has perhaps a violently fluctuating 

and cyclically sensitive level of unemployment, having a labour 

market that, if not a stabilising force, is certainly not the cause 

of the fluctuations and sensitivity. These resul·Lci, therefore, 

reflect internal urban mechanisms which are not necessa~ily influenced 

in any important way by inter-urban structure, but are very much 

influenced, perhaps, by intra-urban structure. Intra-urban structure 

in this case could mean such diverse factors as the efficiency of 

the city administration, its racial mix and the efficiency of its 

transit system. 

Unfortunately production sub-system time-series data are 

not available which would be suitable for short-run analyses combining 

both production and labour market sub-·systems . As a consequence 

it seems likely that -much of the work in this field will remain 

interpretive, rather than consisting of the testing of rigorously 

derived hypotheses. 

http:inp"'J.ts


CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

The primary aim of this work has been to explore the 

possibilities of modelling the dynamics of urban labour markets, 

within an urban system, in such a way that the models produced 

are amenable to empirical testing. To this end the models were 

constructed in the light of the most suitable and complete data 

available, partial though they may be. The urban labour market 

data set for the North Eastern United States best fulfilled these 

criteria of suitability a.rid completeness. The most glaring gap in 

the data proved to be the absence of any urban centre manufacturing 

production time series. This gap meant that no studies had been 

made of short-run urban labour market dynamics with a fully specified 

model. To accomplish the study's primary aim, therefore, a synthetic 

manufacturing production time series was constructed at the same 

levels of temporal and spatial aggregation as the other data, for 

consistency and compatibility within the model. The synthetic 

production time-series thus created were successful in overcoming the 

data deficiency in at least two major respects: first, they allowed 

the construction and testing of the models as complete entities and, 

second, the series had the expected positive relationships between 

production and employment and hours. Failure in the second respect 

would certainly have cast grave doubt upon the success of the model 

building exercise as a whole, as production is taken as the driving 

force of the urban labour markets. This success was measured in 
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terms of the consistency of the results with respect to hypothesised 

relationships for all the centres used rather than with the statis

tical. significance of individual para.meter estimates. This consistency 

criterion, given that sufficient centres were used to al.low for its 

adoption, provided the basis for the interpretation of the mass O'f 

results. If only one centre had been used as a test-bed for the 

models the results would have had to be based entirely upon statis

tical significance of the results for that one centre. In some cases 

the interpretation of the results would have been altered by the use of 

this method with respect to a single centre, as 

(i) 	 some centres behaved in a different manner to the 

mass of centres for certain relationships, 

(ii) 	 some relationships were not of the hypothesised 

signs, and 

(iii) 	 certain relationships, notably the supply function 

of labour with respect to the wage rate, did not 

have an unambiguously hypothesised relationship. 

The lack of statistical significance in individual centres, given the 

overall 	consistency of results, can be explained in different ways. 

The first is that it is due entirely to data problems such as those 

associated with accuracy and timing of collection and definition of 

the data. Given the source of the data this seemed unlikely to be 

true, 	with the possible exception of the synthetic production series. 

It could be ·that the use of the actual series would have improved 

significance levels for the structural estimation of the whole market 

system, 	via an improved estimation of the reduced form of the system. 
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The other major possibility was that relevant variables were 

omitted from the specification, thereby reducing the level of 

statistical significance. There can be no real means of checking 

these assertions until complete data sets are available, particularly 

the data for urban manufacturing production. Indeed, even if such 

data were to commence publication immediately it would be some years 

before usefully long time-series existed. Consequently the combined 

use of already available data sets and synthetic time-series seems 

to be the only means of empirical work at present. 

The specification of the models was at the level of 

aggregation of the urban centres, being treated initially as models 

within an inter-urban network. This specification was a largely 

forced one given the nature of the data. The increasingly detailed 

specification of the short-run labour market dynamics of the models, 

particularly for structural, parametric estimation purposes'· implied 

that the complete inter-urban network could not be handled empirically. 

This was because of the high number of interactions and equations 

required and the very high correlations of variables in closely linked 

cities. Geographers generally, have chosen to concentrate upon the 

inter-urban network interactions, eschewing parametric estimation and 

using correlation and spectral analytic techniques to discover the 

strength and timing of simply defined economic impulses between centres 

(Weissbrod, 19'74). They, therefore, have made a virtue of these high 

inter-urban correlations (Cliff et al.~ 1975). The fact that it is 

the internal dynamics of the urban centres which enable the reception, 

transformation and transmission of those impulses is sufficient to 

warrant their study. Nevertheless, for the short-run it has been 
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shown that the urban centres can b~ regarded as isolated from the 

inter-urban network by virtue of the high degree of empirical success 

achieved by the models. Similarly, it is implicit in these models 

that the short-.run dynamics of the (manufacturing) labour market can 

be regarded in isolation from the other economic subsystems within 

an urban centre. Consequently the implications of the results for 

urban economic dynamics as a whole must not be taken too far. Thus, 

the stability results achieved here do not imply that cities, particu

larly the largest cities, are neither capable of initiating and 

sustaining autonomous eco_nomic growth and business cycles nor of 

transmitting growth and cycles to other cities. Rather they show 

that the labour-market short-run dynamics are inherently stable. In 

the model here production was treated as exogenous but, in a model 

where it was treated in some way as endogenous, the stability results · 

for the city's economy could be quite different i. Indeed some cities 

might be found to be generators of instability while others would not 

appear so. Here it was found that all of the urban labour markets 

under consideration, without exception, enjoyed short-run stability 

and are unlikely to be the cause of growth, decline or even self-

sustaining oscillations. Consequently, the model tested is seen as 

a vital link in the process of specifying larger, more complete and 

empirically verifiable, dynamic urban models whether the spatial 

context be inter-urban or intra-urban. 

Alternatively, a more limited view of the success of the 

model can be taken. Cast in an aggregate neo-classica.l mould the 

model is successful in those terms. The signs of the estimated 

parameters concur overwhelmingly with the expected signs of parameters 
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to be derived from such a model and its variants. This is a strong 

indication that the neo-classical framework has an empirical 

relevance for work in urban labour market analysis, whether or not 

the context is an explicitly or implicitly spatial one. 

Even more limited than this view if the observation that 

the tests demonstrate the superiority of the two-factor model. over 

the one-factor model. It is stressed that this is for the specific 

levels of aggregation chosen in the study. No inferences can be 

made with certainty concerning other levels of aggregation or dis

aggregation, whether they be spatial, temporal or otherwise. The 
· ... 

choice between the two models, given that both are empirically 

successful, must be determined largely by the fact that the one-

factor model gives a more restrictive view of the urban labour market. 

It is more restrictive in that it attempts to explain fewer labour 

market variables than the two-factor model. The virtue of the 

two-factor model is, therefore, its generality. If the model is 

to be developed further, in whatever direction, it is this generality 

that makes the two-factor model the more appealing of the two. The 

virtue of the one-factor model lies in its parsimony, which indicates 

that in cases of very few variables being available in a data set 

the one-factor model can be utilised more easily. 

Given the above properties of the final model, its spatial 

dimension can be examined only in an indirect manner. This was 

achieved by an examination of the spatial distribution of the parameter 

estimates and their relationship to the urban hierarchy and size. 

The choice of centres, their Ui.'1even spatial distribution and their 
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small (in this spatiaJ. context) number mitigated against any 

truly general results. Nevertheless, it was possible to identif'y, 

though very tentatively, groupings of the cities. The results 

demonstrate that fully specified urban models, rather than those 

that deal with single variables such as wage-rate changes, can be 

used to some small degree at least in a spatial context whether this 

be implicit or explicit. However, it is not necessarily the case 

·that strong spatial linkages will be demonstrated. A major result 

is that despite distinct differences in these spatial and structural 

correlates, the urban labour markets behaved in remarkably similar 

fashions. It remains to be seen if this result is specific to this 

set of cities. More important is the reassurance that these centres 

appear to behave according to the same economic principles. 
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APPENDIX A.l 


Data Sources and Programs Used 
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The bimonthly, rather than monthly publication of data in 

Area Trends in Employment and Unemployment dictated the use of all 

data at bimonthly intervals. The observations on each variable 

(60 observations per variable were for January, March, May, July, 

September and November, 1964 to 1973 inclusive. 

THE SYNTHETIC URBAN PRODUCTION TIME SERIES 

The data for bimonthly national levels of manufacturing output 

in each industry were taken from 

Manufacturers' Shipments, Inventories and Orders, 

U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 

and 

Current Industrial Reports 

U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D.C • . 

The levels of manufacturing output in each -centre were deter

mined by their level of output in each industry ror 1967 from 

1967 Census of Manufactures, Volume III. Area Statistics 

U.S. Bureau of Census, Washington D.C. 

Nine groupings of industries were used to given comparable groupings 

for the two data sets. These were 
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Grouping Standard Industrial Standard Industrial 

Classification Number Classification Name 

A 20 
21 

Food 
Tobacco 

B 22 
23 

Textile Mill Products 
Apparel 

c 24 
. 25 

26 

Lumber and Wood Products 
Furniture and Fixtures 
Paper and Allied Products 

D 28 
29 . 

30 

Chemicals and Allied Products 
Petroleum and Coal Products 
Rubber and Miscellaneous 
Plastics 

E 32 Stone, Clay and Glass 

F 33 
34 

Primary Metals 
Fabricated Metals 

G 35 
36 

Machinery (excl. Electrical) 
Electric and Electronic 

Machinery 

H 37 Transportation Equipment 

I 27 
31 
38 
39 

Printing and Publishing 
Leather 
Instruments 
MiscelleT'\eous Manufacturing 

The industrial classification is from 

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1967 

U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Washington, D.C. 


The national industrial employment levels are from 


Employment and Earnings, 1964-1974, Volumes 11-21, 


U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 


URBAN LABOUR FORCE SIZE 

Area Trends in Employment and Unemployment, 1964-1974, 

U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 
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The spatial collection areas are labour areas which in most cases, 

have the same definition as the Standard Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas used for all other urban data in this study. In cases where 

they do differ the difference is small. 

URBAN EMPLOYMENT, WAGE RATES, QUIT RATES, HOURS WORKED PER WEEK; 
MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION WORKERS 

Employment and Earnings, 1964-1973, Volumes 11-21, 

U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 

UNUSED DATA 

Other urban data not used in the model but collected on a corn-

parable basis for manufacturing production workers and published in 

Employment and Earnings were for 

Accessions, Layoffs, New Hires and Separations 

THE PROGRAMS USED 

Three Two-Stage Least-Squares Programs were used as checks upon 

each other. With identical data and identical model specifications 

they all yielded identical results. 

The program used for final analyses was from the Statistical 

Package for Social Sciences. 

No Author Cited, No Title, Mimeo, Origin: Australian 

National University; Department of Economics Library, University of 

Sydney, Australia. No Date. 

No Author Cited, Reference Manual for TSTSLS Mimeo; McMaster . 

University, No. Da.te. Based upon 

A. Stroud, A.Zellner, L.C. Chau, Program for Computing Two 

and Three-Stage Least Squares Estimates and .Associated Stati stics, 
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Social Systems Research Institute, University of Wisconsin, Systems 

Formulation and Methodology Workshop Paper 6308, December 11, 1963 

(Revised by H. Thornber and A. Zellner, July . 4, 1965). 

Nie, N. H. , Hadlai Hull, C. , Jenkins, J.G. , Steinbrenner, K. and 

Bent, D.H. SPSS Manual 2nd Edition, 1975. (Program G3SLS, SPSS 

Version 7.0). 

The Eigen values were computed from the program BASMAT contained 

in Melsa and Jones (1973). 

Melsa, J.L. and Jones, S.K. , Computer Programs for Computational 
' 

Assistance in the Study of Linear Control Theory, 2nd Edition, 

McGraw-Hill, 1973. 
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APPENDIX 	 A. 2 

O.L.S. 	 Estimates of the Production/Factor Demand 

Relationship E~uations 

(** denotes significant at =0.01: One-Tailed) 

(* denotes significant at =0.05: One Tailed) 

(The tests were two-tailed for a4) 
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City 	 Equa
tion 

Detroit 

i 

ii 

iii 

iv 

v 

vi 

vii 

viii 

Indianapolis 

i 

ii 

iii 

iv 

v 

vi 

vii 

viii 

lnk 

5.150 

8.684 

6.187 

6.078 

2.387 

6.021 

9.980 

14.89 

4.434 

6.946 

5.991 

6.012 

5.498 

5.725 

9.582 

13.041 

al/a3 

0.635 

1.250 

-0.202 

-0.016* 

1.158 

0.010 

0.912 

2.099 

o.685 

0.577 

0.005 

-0.391** 

o.4oo 

0.077·H 

0.940 

1.061 

a2/a3 

-0.017* 

-0.020* 

~0.001* 

-0.000* 

-0.017** 

-0.001** 

-0.029* 

-0.037** 

-0.140 

-0.013 

0.000 

0.334 

-0.013 

-0.000 

-0.025* 

-0.025 

-a 
- 3 a4 	 R2 

-0.986** 0.536 

-1. 786* 0.515 

-0.997** 0.997 

-0.935** 0.997 

-3.049 2.916 0.510 

-0.826** -0.122 0.997 

-0.977 0.928 

-1.217** 0.929 

-0.966** o.495 

-1.275* o.493 

-1.000** 0.999 

-0.971~** 0.999 

-0.698 -0.367 o.486 

-0.827**-0.148** 0.999 

-0.922** 0.915 

-1.084** 0.914 
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Albany 

i 5.271 0.368 -0.013** -0.988** 0.516 

ii 6.508 o.487 -0.014** -1.245** 0.517 

iii 5.861 0.038** -0.000** -0.988** 0.999 

iv 5.991 0.050 -0.000* -0.999** 0.999 

v 3.864 0.763 -0.017** -3.888** 3.133 0.528 

vi 5.856 0.039** -0.000** -0.988** -0.009 0.999 

vii 10.358 0.676 -0.024* -0.997** 0.908 

viii 12.634 1.133 -0.027* -1.098 0.908 

Binghamton 

i 3.955 0.673 -0.014** -0.981 0.512 

ii 6.002 o.46o -0.014* -1.197** 0.508 

iii 5.811 0.046* -0.000** -0.997** 0.999 

iv 5.983 0.014 -0.000 -0.997 0.998 

v 3.694 0.755 -0.015* -1.179 0.198 0.503 

vi 5.717 0.086 -0.000** -0.897** -0.944* '0.999 

vii 9.145 0.927 -0.026* -0.990** 0.903 

viii 11.950 0.391 -0.024 -1.011** 0.903 

Buffalo 

/ _.i 4.719 0.585 -0.017** -0.975** 0.515 

ii 7.444 0.618 -0.018** -1. 358** 0. 511~ 

iii 5.718 0.056** -0.000** -0.996** 0.999 

iv 5.981 0.0281 -0.000** -1. 016 0.999 

v 5.609 0.395 -0.014 . 0. 034 -1. 253 0.507 

vi 5.553 0.093** -0.001** -0.766** -0.185 0.999 

vii 9.344 0.898 -0.029 .-0. 994 0.919 

viii 13.534 1.484 -0.348* -1.150** 0.919 
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New York 

i 3.008 0.744 -0 .. 024** -0.961** 0.518 

ii 9.140 -1.281 -0 .. 086 0.225 0.520 

iii 6.166 -0.183 -0.000 -0 .. 995** 0.999 

iv 6.014 -0.027 -0.000 -0.957** 0.999 

v 13.418 -o.499 -0.000 2.251 -4.980* 0.537 

vi 5.811 0.024 -0.000** -0.822** -0.107** 0.999 

vii 9.297 0.953 -0.035** -0.990** 0.932 

viii 15.148 -1. 373 -0.017 -0.788* 0.932 

Rochester 

i 4.629 0.500 -0.014** -0.977** 0.514 

ii 6.472 0.502 -0.015** -1.252** 0~513 

iii 5.878 0.031** -0.000** -0.998** 0.999 

iv 5.996 0.017 -0.000** -1. 008** 0.999 

v 3.094 0.912 -0. 019* -2.708 1.862 0.508 

vi 5.858 , 0.037** -0.000** -0.974** -0.022 0.999 

vii 9.669 0.780 -0.020** -0.994** 0.908 

viii 12.547 0.995 -0.028* -1.087** 0.908 

Syracuse 

i 3.213 0.729 -0.015** -0,962** 0.501 

ii 5.791 0.127 -0.012 -1. 004 o.498 

iii 5.965 0.017 -0.000** -0.998** 0.999 

iv 6.026 -0.031 -0.000 -0.974** 0.999 

v 7.075 -0.319 -0.007 1.499 -2.418* 0.523 

vi 5.663 0.101** -0.001** -0.808** -0.191** 0.999 

vii 8.380 0.987 -0.026* -0. 990~·* 0.902 

viii 11. 883 0.560 -0.026 -1. 041** o. 901... 
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Utica - Rome 

i 4.519 0.595 -0.013* -0.919** 0.502 

ii 6.756 0.855 -0.012 -1.164* o.499 

iii 5.709 0.019** -0.000** -0.997** 0.999 

iv 6.009 0.019 -0.000 -1.006** 0.998 

v 6.790 0.002 -0.013* 1.336 -2.589 0.500 

vi 5.528 0.127** -0.000** -0.791** -0.184** 0.999 

vii 9.336 0.922 -0 .. 024* -0.994** 0.912 

viii 12.836 0.865 -0.024 -1.072~* 0.912 

Akron 

i 4.974 o.492 -0.012* -0.971** 0.500 

ii 6.288 0.517 -0.012* -1.187** 0.500 

iii 6.17'"{ -0.071** 0.000** -0.994** 0.998 

iv 5.987 -0.071** 0.000** -0.963** 0.998 

v 6.655 -0.125 -0.010 1.151 -2.231 o.49 

vi 6.035 -0.017 0.000** -0.816** -0.180** 0.998 

vii 10.561 0. 718 ' -0.022 -0.996** 0.907 

viii 12.475 1.185 -0.024* -1. 081** 0.907 

Canton 

i 3.962 o.644 -0.013 -0.981** 0.500 

ii 7.292 0.535 -0.013 -1. 352 o.498 

iii 5.820 0.009 o.ooo -0.984** 0.999 

iv 5.871 -0.018 . 0.000 -0.967** 0.999 

v 4.799 o.488 -0.013 -o.456 -0.639 o.492 

vi 5.614 0.04 9** 0.000 -0.827** -0.132** 0.999 

vii 8.623 o.886 -0.024 ·-0.992** 0.916 

viii 13.210 0.957 -0.024 -1.105** 0.916 
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Cincinnati _ 

i 4.411 o.663 -0.017* -0.981** 0.510 

ii 7.977 0.712 -Oo018* -1.458** 0.509 

iii 5.782 0.028 -0.001** -0.978** 0.999 

iv 5.910 -0.013 -0.001 -0.973 0.999 

v -4.468 2.306 -0.022 -5.465 5.940 0.518 

vi 5.316 0.110** -0.001** -0.677** -0.233** 0.999 

vii 9.044 0.897 -0.029* -0.991** 0.922 

viii 13.855 0.510 -0.028 -1. 046** 0.921 

Cleveland 

i 4.348 0.557 -0.011 -0.985** o.498 

ii 6.670 o.431 -0.013 -1.248 o.496 

iii 5.859 0.040** -0.000** -0.999** 0.999 

iv 6.030 0.012 -0.000 -1.006** 0.999 

v 7.574 -0.207 -0.015 1.834 -3.084 o.495 

vi 5.658 0.088** -0.000 -0.807** -0.175** 0.999 

vii 9.222 0.856 -0.022 -0.996** 0.911 

viii 12.811 1.197 -0.012 -1.122** 0.911 

Columbus 

i 4.412 o. 708 -0.147* -0.970** o.499 

ii 6.933 o.457 -0.140 -1.188* o.496 

iii 5.830 0.022 -0.000 -0.986** 0.999 

iv 	 5.911 0.016 -0.000 -0.995** 0.999 

v 9.992 -0.554 -0.010 2.001 -3.465 0.501 

vi 5.779 0.036 -0.000 -0.941 -0.033** 0.999 

vii 9.460 0.967 -0.026~ -0.991** 0.914 

viii 12.906 0.900 -0.026 -1.065** 0.914 
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Dayton 

i 4.337 0.605 -0 .. 011 -0.992** o.499 

ii 6.605 o.427 -0.010 -1.226* o.497 

iii 6.240 -0.085 0.000 -0.995** 0.933 

iv 5.918 -0.050 0.000 -0.946** 0.993 

v 4.468 0.570 -0 .. 011 -0.913 -0.861 o.490 

vi 6.296 -0.100 0.000 -1.030** 0.033 0.993 

vii 9.708 0.766 -0.021 -0.995** 0.909 

viii 12.580 0.691 -0.020 -1.061** 0.909 

Toledo 

i 5.701 o.450 -0.010 -0.968** o.490 

ii 6.587 -0.302 -0.010 -1. 049** o.489 

iii 6.236 -0.142 0.000 -0.990*;; 0.957 

iv 5.966 -0.130 -0.000 -0.951** 0.957 

v 5.740 o.449 -0.10 -0.958 -0.010 o.481 

vi 6.238 -0.145 0.000 -1.002** 0.011 0.957 

vii 11.538 0.569 -0.021 -0.992** 0.912 

viii 12.609 0.370 -0.020 -1.008 0.912 

Youngtown 

i 5.067 o.482 -0.013 -0.983** 0.506 

ii 6.932 0.741 -0.014* -1.405** 0.508 

iii 5.818 0.032 -0.000 -0.991 0.999 

iv 5.941 0.013 -o. ooo~·* -0.999** 0.999 

v . -3.533 2.680** -0. 010 -15.371** 16.499** 0.585 

vi 5.820 0.031* -0.000 -0.998** 0.006 0.999 

vii 9·. 998 0.770 -0.024 -0.995** 0.912 

viii 12.982 1. 398 -0.027* -1.128** 0.913 
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Allentown 

i 3.765 0.662 -0.013* -0.983** .530 

ii . 7.128* 0.747 -0.012* -1. 53* .522 

iii 6.040** -0.005 -0.000 -0.994** .999 

iv 6.016** -0.054** -0.000 -0.944 .999 

v 5.010 o.420 -0.013 -0.736 -0.736 .523 

vi 5;. 511 .** 0.982** o.ooo -0.687** -0.263** .999 

vii 8.574 0.923 -0.012* -0.996** :916 

viii 13.267** 1.689 -0.036* -1.198** .917 

Altoona 

i 3.457 0.526 -0 .. 007 -0.955** 0.500 

ii 4.693 0.266 -0.006 -1. 044** o.469 

iii 5.986 -0.008 -0.000 -0.911** 0.999 

iv 5.965 -0.026 -0.000 -0.980** 0.999 

v 6.623 -0.766 -0.014** 2.594 -2.838* o.493 

vi 5.845 .o.049** 0.000 -0.865** -0.159** 0.999 

vii 8.935 0.739 -0.017 -0.986** 0.881 

viii 10.669 0.307 -0.017 -1.006** 0.880 

Erie 

i 4.525 0.352 -0.009 -0.968** o.490 

ii 5.932 0.298 -0.009 -1.164* o.493 

iii 5.694 0.060** -0.000** -0.990** 0.999 

iv 5.934 0.032 -0.000* -1. 010** 0.999 

v l+. 296 o.4o4 -0.007 -2.107 1.136 o.486 

vi 5.687 0.061** -0.000** -0.956** -0.034 0.999 

vii 0.289 0.663 -0.021 -0.991** . o. 901 

viii 11. 954 0.871.+ -0.022 -1.089** 0.901 

.... ... J 
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Harrisburg 

i 4.895 o.4oo -0.009 -0.974** o.493 

ii 5.846 0.270 -0.008 -1.077** o.492 

iii 5.602 0.100** -0.001** -0.986** 0.999 

iv 5.841 0.081** -0.001** -1.017** 0.999 

v 4.450 0.580 -0.001 -3. 868 2.676 o.487 

vi 5.001 0.100** -0.001** -0.984** -0.001 0.999 

vii 9.997 0.719 -0.021 -0.989** 0~898 

viii 11.699 o.48o -Oe020 -1.019 0.898 

Johnstown 

i 4.797 0.358 -0.012* -0.969** 0.510 

ii 5.504 0.279 -0.012* -1.62** 0.510 

iii 5.763 0.014 -0.000 -0.981** 0.999 

iv 5.791 -0.014 -0.000 -0.975** 0.999 

v 4.430 0.538 -0.014 -2.035 L.:OQl 0.503 
-. 

vi 5.703 0.045** -0.000** -0.815**-~0~+77** 0.999 

vii 10.150 0.609 -0.023* -0.988** 0.892 

viii 11. 353 o.490 -0. 023* -1,0l?** 0.892 

Lancaster 

i 4.439 o.463 -0.010 -0.974** o.496 

ii 6.185 o.458 -0.010 -1.249** o.495 

iii 5.762 0.046** -0.000** -0.985** 0.999 

iv 5.939 0.038** -0.000** -1. 008** 0.999 

v -0.069 1.647 -0.002 -7.564 6. 7th 0.505 

vi 5.756 0.048** -0.000** -0.976** -0.008 0.999 

vii 9.357 0.743 -0.022 -0. 990·** 0.904 

viii 12.159 0.774 -0.022 -l.06TX·* 0. 901~ 
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Philadelphia 

i 4.574 0.630 -0.018* -0.913** 0.510 

ii 8.567 0.348 -0 .. 018 -1.218 0.508 

iii 6.006 0.003 -0.000** -0.997** 0.999 

iv 6.026 -0.013 -0.000** -0.926** 0.999 

v 12.188 -0.565 -0.009 3.225 -5.971 0.515 

vi 5.609 0.066** -0 .. 001** -0.688** -0.217** 0.999 

vii 9.076 0.882 -0 .. 030* -0.994** 0.927 

viii 14.681 1.119 -0.033 -1.130** 0.927 

Pittsburgh 

i 5.545 o.477 -0.017* -0.971** 0.511 

ii 7.918 o.435 -0.017* -1.233 0.511 

iii 7.277 -0.255** 0.001** -0.990** 0.997 

iv 6.010 -0.244** 0.001** -0,786** 0.998 

v 8.643 -0.141 -0.012 0.693 -1. 357 0.502 

vi 5.858 0.032 -0.000** -0.370** -0.471** 0.999 

vii 11. 578 o.495 -0.027* -0.993** 0.922 

viii 14.033 0.667 -0.029* -1. 063* 0.922 

Reading 

i 4.407 0.504 -0.012* -0.976** 0.504 

ii 6.262 0.348 -0.012 -1.17* 0.502 

iii 6.219 -0.057** 0.000** -0.996** 0.999 

iv 6.007 -0.041** 0.000** -0.972** 0.999 

v 4.072 0.593 -0.012* -1,318 0.356 0.1~92 

vi 6.128 -0. 032 0.000* -0.899** -0.093 0.999 

vii 9.803 o.666 -0.023 -0.991** 0.905 

viii 12.205 0.262 -0.021 -1.013** 0.905 
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Scranton 

i 4.096 o.442 -0.011* -0.960** o.498 

ii 5.669 -0.034 -0 .. 010 -0.915 o.496 

iii 6.816 -0.221** 0.000** -0.993** 0.998 

iv 6.020 -0.204** 0.000** -0.872** 0.998 

v 8.870 -0.874 -0.006 2.009 -2.826 0.510 

vi 6.177 -0.42 0.000 -0.616** -0.397** 0.999 

vii 10.062 o.450 -0.022 -0.987** 0.892 

viii 11.680 -0.228 -0 .. 019 -0.958** 0.897 

Wilkes-Barre 

i 4.104 o.498 -0.011 -0.958** o.491 

ii 6.014 0.121 -0.010 -0.692 o.488 

iii 5.988 0.006 -0.000 -0.998** 0.999 

iv 6.011 0.008 -0.000 -1.003** 0.999 

v 6.026 0.012 -0.013* 1.633 -1. 646 o.494 

vi 5.932 .0.020 -0.000 -0.921** -0.754 0.999 

vii 0.243 0.724 -0.022 -0.998** -.903 

viii 12. 010 0.108 -0.020 -0. 99.4** 0.903 

York 

i 4.388 0.567 -0.010 -0.965** o.484 

ii 6.116 0.164 -0.008 -1. 025* o.481 

iii 6.632 -0.201** 0.125** . -0. 996** 0.997 

iv 6.013 -0.204** -0.002** -0.892** 0.997 

v 9.779 -1.151 -0.012* 2.148 -3.198* 0.507 

vi 6.127 -0.036 0.001** -0.697** -0.293** 0.998 

vii 10.295 0.633 -0.020 -0.992** 0.905 

viii 12.239 o.409 -0.018 -1. 024** 
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APPENDIX A.3 

The Parameter Estimates of the One Factor Model 

I 
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Detroit 

I 

i 16.860 -0.368 -14. 347 0.029** -0.656 

ii . -127 .628 -202.171* -10.093 -1.188 

iii 0.007** -0.014* 

II 

i -0.475** 2.826 -1. 081 -0.003* -0,955** 

ii -20.150** -79.673** -9e002 41. 323* 

iii 0~012 0.221* --0.187 

III 

i 9.980 0.912 -0.002* -0. 99r{** 

ii -193.388** 83.182** -8. 772 46.382* 

iii 0.008 -0.000 -0.791 

Indianapolis 

I 

i 4.734 2.254 10.830 -0.058 -1.275** 

ii -149.204 -264.781* -10. 916 -10.838 

iii -0.002 -0.000 

II 

i 7.079 1.611 -0. 408 -0.028* -0.968** 

ii -242.537** -82.848** · 11. 325 33.218 

iii 0.914* 0.282** -262* 

III 

i 9.582 0. 9l+O -0.025* -0.992** 

ii -279-923** 68.605** 7.387 25.392 

iii 0.014 -0.000 -0.528 

. . 
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Albany 

I 

i ~ 0.255 3.683* 25.236** -0.098** -1. 714** 

ii -92.455 251.192 10.024 -9.869 

iii -0.009** 0.004 

II 

i 8.166 1.325 -0.276 -0.262* -0.984** 

ii -157.333 92.247** -20.473 58.573 

iii 1. 382** 0.189 -0.579** 

III 

i 10.358* 0.676 -0.244* -0.997* 

ii -155-771 -92.896** -20.547 59.059 

iii 0.001 -0.000 -0.878** 

Binghampton 

II 

i 4.245 2.490 18.451* -0.089** -1.474** 

ii -77.213 -249.536** -9. 308 -6.086 

iii 0.001 0.001 

II 

i 6.655 1. 744 -0.726* -0.028** -0,946** 

ii 524.951 0356.457* -68.545 219.194 

iii 0.993* 0.279 -0.502** 

III 

i 9.45* 0.927 -0.026* -0.900** 

ii 123.857 -190.133** -40.426 112.829* 

iii 0.002 -0.000 0.678** 
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Bu:f:falo 

I 

i 11.508 o.432 -3.193 -0.017 -0.910** 

ii -145.890 -213.206 -9.246 -9.941 

iii 0.002 0.000 

II 

i 3.011 3.541 -1.162** -0.034 -0.947** 

ii -219.882** -86.787** -0.844 75-792* 

iii 0.571 o.4oo** -0.364* 

III 

i 9.344 0.898 -0.029* -0.944** 

ii -253.081** -71. 438** -2.468 60.461 

iii 0.008 -0. 000 1.024** 

New York 

I 

i -3.440 2.245 18.158 -0.093 -1. 313** 

ii -183.094 -313.471 -12. 867 -14.297 

iii -0.003 0.001 

II 

i -11. 802 4.002 -2.268 -0.034** -0.893** 

ii -128. 202 -138.370* -10.294 45.438 

iii 0.326 0.165** -0.125 

III 

i 7.297 0.953 -0.038** -0.900** 

ii -114. 082 -131. 289* -10.306 42.415 

iii 0.002 0.000 -0. 403-K·* 
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Utica-Rome 

I 

i 7.785 1.150 3.004 -0.033 -1.070** 

ii -22.316 -313.967 -10.880 -9.263 

iii -0.000 -0.001 

II 

i 3.990 2.193 -0.653 -0.031** -0.950** 

ii -157.498** -74.230** 4.313 44.533 

iii 0.593 0.372** -0.330* 

III 

i 8.380 0.987 -0.026* -0.990** 

ii -207.356** -53.916** 0.925 29.678 

iii 0.006 -0. 000 0.753** 

Akron 

I 

i 5.516 19.399 12.634 -0.049* -1.374** 

ii 218.395 -161. 869** -13.007 

iii -0.004 0.004 

II 

i 1.235 3.063 -0.913 -0.034* -0.955** 

ii -239.637** -62.220** -1. 354 33.832 

iii o.4oo 0.349** -0,342** 

III 

i 9.366 0.922 -0.024* -0.994** 

ii -239.180** -62.453** -1. 326 33.993 

iii 0.003 -0.000 0.700** 
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Canton 

I 

i 10.705* o.664 -0.365 -0.021 -0.985** 

ii -116.178 -191. 734 -8. 594 -7.435 

iii 0.002 -0.000 

II 

i 2.361 3-575* -1. 568** -0.038** -0.906** 

ii -161. 734** -75.110** 1.384 51. 603* 

iii 0.232 0.361** -0.226 

III 

i 10.561** 0.718 -0.022 -0.996** 

ii -215.980** -52. 859** -1. 489 33.468 

iii 0.027 -0. 000 0.853** 

Cincinnati 

I 

i 10.478 0.529 -2.631 -0.017 -0.926** 

ii -107.129 -266.315 -8.970 -10.067 

iii 0.001 0.000 

II 

i 3.362 3.190 -1.130 -0.028* -0.940** 

ii -188.569** -86.633** 15.538 50.347* 

iii 0.316 o. 343*~· -0.196 

III 

i 8.623 o.886 -0.024 -0.992** 

ii .-197. 097** -83.524** 1.097 47.962 

iii 0.013 -0.000 o.694** 
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Cleveland 

I 

i 12.465 0.259 -7.159 -0.007 -0.817** 

ii 87.838 -283.690 -9.402 -10.888 

iii 0.002 o.uoo 

II 

i -9.168 4.266* -1.678** -0.048** -0.912 

ii .-172. 021* -101. 340** -2.426 68.125* 

iii o.421 0.324** -0.234 

III 

i 9.044 0.897 -0.029* -0.991**. 

ii -274.596** -61. 229** -5. 557 36.597 

iii 0.026 -0.000 0.786** 

Columbus 

I 

i 10.246 0.611 -3.263 -0.016 -0.907** 

ii 48.593 -379.971** -9.938 -7.723 

iii 0.002 -0.000 

II 

i 3.951 2.110 -0.703 -0.024* -0.959** 

ii -190.907** -78.261** 76.540 34.730 

iii 0.585 0.313* -0.262 

III 

i 9. 222 . 0.856 -0.022 -0.996** 

ii -199.466** -74.926** 6.928 32.811 

iii 0.039 -0.000 o.497** 
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Youngstown 

I 

i 12.986** -0.084 -4. 053 -0.011 -0.870** 

ii -78.233 -223.895 -8.225 -6.985 

iii 0.004 -0.001 

II 

i 7.395* 2.675 -1. 046** -0.003** -0 .. 946** 

ii -251.762** -56.427 2.158 47.849 

.iii 0.381 0.527** -0.406 

III 

i 1.153** 0.564 -0.021 -0.992** 

ii -255.183** -54. 363 1.747 45.731 

iii 0.028 -0.000 1.047** 

Allentown 

I 

i 10.400 0.665 -1.074 -0.021 -0.969** 

ii -203.246 -151. 580 -10.835 -8. 561 

iii -0.000 0.004 

II 

i 5.313 1.978 -0.927 -0.028** -0.941** 

ii 98.402 -180.948** 7.518 126.044** 

iii 0.544 o.4oo* -0.352 

III 

i 9.996 0.700 -0.024 -0. 995*"* 

ii -12.060 -138. 032~·* 3.416 93.650 

iii 0.017 -0.000 0.745** 
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Altoona 

I 

i 8.765 o. 809 1.328 -0.021 -1.023** 

ii -103.171 -216.736** -7.473 -9.057 

iii -0.003 0.005 

II 

i 9.507** 0.506 0.054 -0.020 -0. 987. 

ii -260.264 -13.777** -3.555 o.469 

iii -0.052 0.226 -0.027 

III 

i 8.935** 0.736 -0.019 -0.986** 

ii -250.582 -17.438** -2.482 2.826 

iii 0.018 -0. 000 o.434** 

Eyrie i 

I 

i 5.649 1.577 8.589 -0.044 -1.241** 

ii -77.311 -231. 318* - .8.128 -8.852 

iii -0.029 0.004 

II 

i 6.370 1.388 -0. 435 -0.021 -0.964** 

ii -111.356* -83.529** 4.254 63.933** 

iii 0.767 0.377 -0.401** 

III 

i 9.298 0.663 -0. 021 -0.991** 

ii -112.281* -83.175** 4.202 63.627H· 

iii 0.041 -0.004 0.979** 
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Harrisburg 

I 

i 10.373** 0.560 -1.127 -0.015 -0.962** 

ii ~252.716** -105.346* -8.669 -9. 450 . 

iii 0.000 0.003 

II 

i 8.205* 1.457 -0.360 -0.019 -0.97i** 

ii -103.268 -102.957** 13.522 81. 398** 

iii o.895** 0.224 -0.358 

III 

i 9.997** 0.719 -0.021 -0.989** 

ii -152.471** -82.955** 9.234 63.604** 

iii 0.059 -0.000 o.633** 

Johnstown 

I 

i 12.609** -0.627 -10.166** 0.005 -0.651** 

ii -185.024 -121. 684 -9.163 -7.173 

iii 0.013* -0.003 

II 

i .9-937-** 0.715 -0.030 --0.023* -0.988** 

ii -276.112 -22.224** -9.513 5.644 

iii 0.311 0.016 -0.149** 

III 

i 10.151** 0.610 -0.023* -0.989** 

ii -255.474** -32.190** -10.010 12.080 

iii 0.014 0.000 0.574** 
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Lancaster 

I 

i 6.279 1.563 8.920 -0.049 -1.202** 

ii -123.561 -226.394* -9.304 -9.868 

iii -0.003 0.005 

II 

· i 4.861 1.930 -0.834 -0.021 -0. 936*.* 

ii 24.644 -127.035** 20.013 80.555** 

iii 0.594 o.416* -0.322 

III 

i 9.357 0.743 -0.022 -0.980** 

ii -20.710 -111.319** 16.581 61. 382** 

iii 0.036 -0.000 o.662** 

Philadelphia 

I 

i 2.704 1.889 19.088 -O.u84 

ii -37.512 -388.881* -12.646 -0.480 

iii -0. 028 0.003 

II 

i -5.012 3.096 -1. 447 -0.028* -0.935** 

ii -34.421 -169.144** -2.479 107.347** 

iii 0.522 0.284** -0.252 

III 

i 9.075 0.882 -0.303* -0.994 

ii -34.421 -169.144** -2.479 107.347** 

iii 0.522 0.284** -0.252 
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Pittsburgh 

I 

i 15. 648 -0.327 -0.433 -0.007 -0.759** 

ii 266.227 -138.204 -11.179 -11. 293 

iii 0.004 -0~001 

II 

i 0.348 2.. 742 -1.190** -0.032** -0.958** 

ii -89.407 -197.999** 4.834 196.871** 

iii 0.759 0.352* -0.510** 

III 

i 11.578 o.495 -0.027* -0.993** 

ii -108.195 -187.194** 3.988 185.486** 

iii 0.019 -0.000 1.128** 

Reading 

I 

i 11. 715 0.142 -6. 895 ·-- 0. 000 -0.827** 

ii -206.583* -138.427 -8.607 -8.0~4 

iii 0.006 -0.004 

II 

i 22.217** -2.681** 2.760 -0.013* -1.182** 

ii -270.969** -24.460 -3~426 -5.963 

iii 0.040 -0.022 -0.128 

III 

i 9.803 o.666 -0.023 -0.991** 

ii -181. 644** -55.651** 3.311 -2.703 

iii -0.010 -0.000 0.383** 
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Scranton 

I / 

i 9.876 0.506 4.455 -0.038 -1.082** 

ii -198.550** -148.253 -9.077 -7.682 

iii -0.000 0.00'3 

II 

i 1.384 -0.574 2.531** -0.015* -1.187~* 

ii -271.760** -19.819 -4.122 -7.378 

iii Oe314 -0. 082 -0.087 

III 

i 10.062 o.450 -0.022 -0.987** 

ii -195.297** -48.222 2.495 -5.029 

iii -0.000 -0.000 0.313** 

Wilkes Barre 

I 

i 9.227 0.728 0.066 -O.C23 -0.989** 

ii -156.653** -212.054* -9.248 -8.488 

iii 0.003 0.000 

II 

i 17.158** -1. 287 1. 836** -0.020** -1.113** 

ii -136.133** -75-752** 16.146 o.450 

iii 0.290 -0.030 -0.093 

III 

i 9.243 0.724 -0.022 -0.988** 

ii -61. 917 -103.098** 25.313 4.080 

iii -0.009 -0.000 o. 356*•* 
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York 

I 

i 13.064** -0.268 13.344 -0.066 -1.267** 

ii -143.712** -217.191** -11. 576 -7.815 

iii -0.003 0.007 

II 

i 20.074** -2.537 2.597** -0.007 -1.193** 

ii -255.668** -27.903* -4.599 -6.448 

iii 0.367 -0.020 -0.105 

III 

i 10.295* 0.633 -0.020 -0.992*'* 

ii -22.957 -101.925** 15.956 0.134 

iii 0.015 -0.000 0.306** 
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APPENDIX A.4 

The Para.meter Estimates of the Two-Factor Model 
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Detroit 

I.l 

I.2 

r.·3 

I.:4 

I.5 

3.642 0.995 

6.813 -0.144** 

7.214**-5.385** 

1. 879**-0. 367 

1.519**-0.048 

-0.102 -0.010 -1.051** 

0.051** -0.000* -0.994** 

-0.001 0.011 

0.140 0.759** 

0.016 0.001** -0.154** 0.000 0.000 

II.l 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

8. 578** 1. 028 

6.075**-0.073* 

0.001 6.475** 

0.003 0.032 

-0.115** 0.037 

0.217 

0.006 

-0.000 

0.008 

0.195 

-0. 019** -1. 656 

-0.000 -0.931 

-0.075 

0.121 

0.785** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

3.127 1.015 

6.201 -0.021 

-0. 010 -0.052** 

-0.119** 0.310** 

1.399 -0.023 

-0.633 -8.624 -0.015 

0.025** o.846** -0.003** 

6.510 

0.787** 

-0.168** 0.007 

-0.015 

-1.179** 

-0.408 

IV.l 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV. 4 

rv.5 

3.127 

6.201 

-0.423* 

-0.080 

0.113* 

1.015 

-0.021 

6.534* 

0.214** 

0.187** 

-0. 633 -8.624 -0.015 

0.025** o.846** -0.003** 

0.172** -0.001 -0.192** 

0.739** 

-0.082* 

-0.408 

-i.179iC·* 
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Indianapolis 

I.1 4.931 0.522 0.123 -0.012 -0.978** 

I.2 6.005** -0.001 0.004 -0.000 -0.991** 

I.3 8.625** -7.319** 0.009 -0.010 

r.4 2.151** -0.691 0.278 0.550** 

I.5 1.198** -0.022 0.008** 0.000 -0.115** -0.002 -O:OIO** 

II.l 6.678** 0.596 0.320 -0.011 -1. 311* 

II.2 6.014 -0.037** -0.002 0.000** -0.095** 

II.3 0.006 8.628** -0.058 -0.058 

II.4 0.002 -0.000 0.006 0.111 

II.5 -0.059 0.171 0.098 0.500** 

III.l 0.830 1.657 -0.252 4.473 -0.030 -1. 580* •· 

III.2 5.829** 0.050)) -0.006 o.636** -0.001** -1.114** 

III.3 -0.012 -0.050 8.730** 

III.4 -0.083 0.359** 0.522** 

III.5 0.226 0.146** . -0.026 . -0. 003 

IV.1 0.830 1.657 -0.252 4.473 -0.030 -1. 580* 

IV.2 5.829** 0.050** -0.006 o.636** -0.001* -1.114** 

IV.3 -0. 214 9.663** -0.083 -0.081* -0.103* 

rv.4 -0.039 0.341** o.477** 

IV. 5 0.056 0.174** -0.046 
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Albany 

I.1 6.431* -0.046 0.243 -0.012 -0.933** 

I.2 5.890** 0.027 0.003 -0.000** -0.997** 

I.3 7.276** -6.362** 0.005 -0.016 

I.4 2.028** -0.625 0.229 o.894** 

I.5 1.120** -0. 007 0.000 0.001** -0.138** -0.001 -0.002 

II.1 6. 423**· 0.588 0.104 -0.013* -1.200** 

II.2 5.983** -0.004 0.008 -0.000 -0.994** 

II.3 -0.014 7.269 0.020 -0.013 

II.4 0.003 0.036 0.013 0.096 

II.5 -0.125 0.183 0.112 o.853** 

III.1 -0.871 2.197* -0.146 12.350** -0.050** -3.055** 

III.2 5.897** 0.027 0.010** 0.146 -0.000** -1. 028** 

III.3 -0.012 0.018 8.202** 

III.4 -0.147* 0.344** 0.870** 

III.5 . 0.988** 0.016 -0.110** -0.034 

IV.1 -0.871 2.197* -0.146 ·12. 350** -0. 050** -3.055* 

IV.2 5.897 0.027 0.010** 0.146 -0.000** -1.028** 

IV.3 0.168 7.203** -0.070 0.009 0.041 

IV.4 -0.106** 0.286 o.834** 

IV. 5 0.099 0.164** -0.085 
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Binghamton 

I.1 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I.5 

2.796 1.143 

5.890 0.025 

6.0~1** -5.825** 

2.051** -0.324 

0.813 0.042** 

-0.289 -0.012** -0.972** 

0.015** -0.000* -0.991** 

-0.051 -0.068 

-0.026 o.651** 

0.002 0.000 -0.136 -0.002 -0.006 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

5. 813**· 0.527 

5.973** 0.016 

0.012** 7.143** 

0.005 o.448 

-0.119 -0.105 

0.199 

0.010 

0.003 

0.025 

0.395 

-0.145* -1.25** 

-0.000 -0.999** 

-0.127 

-0.277** 

o.695** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

-0.232 2.025** 

5.892** 0.029 

-0. 008 -0.039 

-0.103** 0.339 

-0.452** 11.322** -0.053** 

0.010 -0.350 0.000 

8.221** 

o.679** 

-2.608** 

-0.940** 

IV.l 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV. 5 

-0. 232 

5.892** 

-0.216 

-0.062 

0.043 

2.025** 

0.029 

7.188** 

0.358** 

0.151** 

-0.452** 11.322* 

0.010 -0.350 

0.094 0.020 

o.639** 

-0.040 

-0.053** 

0.000 

-0.187** 

-2.608** 

-0.940** 
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Bu.ffale 

I.1 5.154 0.739 0.042 -0.,012 -1.030** 

I.2 5.689 0.060* 0.002 -0.000** -0.994** 

I.3 7.865** -6.390** 0.003 -0.052 

I.4 1. 631** 0.029 -0.234 1..039** 

I.5 1.396** -0.050** 0.016* 0.000** -0.135** -0.001 -0.018** 

II.1 7.351** o.432 0.235 -0.016 -1.264 

II.2 5.980** 0.026 0.002 -0.000* -1.015** 

II.3 0.001 7.333** -0.017 -0.090** 

II.4 0.002 -0.140 0.003 0.231 

II.5 -0.138* 0.190 0.038 0.989* 

III.1 o.438 1.498 -0.659** -4.638 -0.006 -0.089 

III.2 5.501** 0.103** -0.002 0.399** -0.001** -1.073** 

III.3 -0.016 -0.042 7.396** 

III.4 -0.168** 0.297** 1.022** 

III.5 o.464 0.116 -0.065** 0.002 

IV.1 o.438 1.498 -0.659** -4.638 -0.006 -0.088 

IV.2 5.501** 0.103** -0.002 0.399** -0.001** -1.073** 

IV.3 -0.310** 7.404** 0.143 -0.030 -0.232** 

IV.4 -0.130 0.306** 0.980 

IV. 5 0.054 0.185** -0.042 
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New York 

I.1 3.976 0.539 o.438 -0.025** -0.955** 

I.2 6.656** -0.085** 0.041** 0.000 -0.993** 

I.3 10.130** -9.546** 0.082 0.009 

I.4 1. 606** -o .119 -0.144 o.408** 

I.5 1.083** -0.007 0.000 ~0.002 -0.093** -0.012** 0.006 

II.l 7. 806** -1. 588 o.888**-0.006 o.475 

II.2 5.999** -0.033* 0.098 -0.000 -0.984** 

II.3 -0.059** 10.744** 0.189** 0.087 

II.4 0.010 o.407** 0.000 -0.132 

II.5 -0.050 0.085 0.168** 0.388** 

III. l -14.125 2.808 -1.303 4.295 -0.037 -1.086 

III.2 6.411** -0.047 0.018 -0.068 0.000 -0.991** 

III.3 -0.011 0.048** 10.526 

III.4 -0.065** o.436** o.4oo** 

III. 5 -0.897** 0.318** 0.005 0.077** 

IV.1 -14.125 2.808 -1. 303 4.294 -0.037 -1. 086 

IV.2 6.411** -0.047 0.018 -0.068 0.000 -0.991** 

IV.3 0.127 0.197** -0.066 0.188** 0.115 

rv.4 -0.012 0.242** 0.347** 

rv.5 0.057 0.159** -0.052 
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Rochester 

·I.l 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I.5 

-2.612 2.012 

6.324** -0.067** 

6.777 -5-703 

2.196 -0.260 

0.972** 0.025 

-0.500 -0.022** -0.979** 

0.028** 0.000 -0.993** 

-0.005 -0.042 

-0.057 o.835 

-0.015 0.005** -0.134** -0.006 -0.013* 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

6.825** 0.783 

6.020** -0.055** 

-0.024 7-332** 

0.002 0.112 

-0.143** -0.025 

0.299 -0.010 -1.568** 

-0.003 -0.000 -0.945** 

0.019 0.058 

-0.001** 0.052 

0.317 0.871** 

III.1 

_III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

-5.063 2.390** 

6.188** -0.033 

-0. 012 0.042 

-0.136** 0.384** 

-0.046 0.187** 

-0.724** 

0.016 

7.170** 

o.863** 

-0.004 

6.576* 

0.025 

0.010 

-0.043 

-0.000 

-1. 744 

-1. 004** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV.5 

-5.063 2.390** 

6.188** -0.033 

-0.114 7.280** 

-0.089 0.350** 

0.067 0.168** 

-0.724* 

0.016 

0.034 

o.815** 

-0.055 

6.576* 

0.025 

0.017 

-0.043 

-0.000 

0.029 

-·l. 744 

-1.004** 
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Syracuse 

I.1 2.054 1.253 

I.2 5.945** 0.010 

I.3 7.223 -6.447 

I.4 2.115** -0.194** 

I.5 1. 097** -0. 008 

II.1 6.360** o.467 

II.2 5.986** 0.010 

II. 3 -0.037** 7.334** 

II.4 0.006 -0.051 

II.5 -0.137* 0.0512 

III.1 0.350 1.653 

III.2 5.896** 0.027** 

III. 3 -0. 014 0.045-K· 

III.4 -0.143** 0.370** 

III.5 0.138 0.153** 

IV.1 0.350 1.653 

IV.2 5.896** 0.027** 

IV.3 -0.160 7-350** 

IV.4 -0.098 o.410** 

rv.5 0.042 0.169** 

-0.224 -Oo019** -0.967** 

0.009** -0.000** -0.997** 

0.014 -0.013 

-0.127 o•.874** 

-0.004 0.000** -Ool35 -0.005 -0~003 

0.120 -0.014* -1.254** 


0.009** -0.000** -1.005** 


0.066* 0.070** 


-0.011 0.186 

0.245 0.898** 

-0.528* 3.617 -0.029 -1. 377 

0.007** 0.374** -0.001** -1.067** 

7.213** 

0.902** 

-0.022 0.000 

-0.528* 3.617 -0.029 -1. 377 

0.007** 0.374** -0.001** -1.067** 

0.048 0.061* 0.029 

o.857** 

-0.036 
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Utica - Rome 

I.l 2.633 1.059 -0.072 -0.013* -1.010** 

I.2 6.277** -0.081** 0.041** -0.000 -0.995** 

I.3 6.788** -6.715** 0.006 -0.033 

I.4 2.030** -0.469 0.091 0 .. 707** 

I.5 1.020** -0.017 0.012** 0.000 -0.135 -0.005 0.005 

II.l 5.381** 0.017 o.482 -0.009 -1. 008 

II.2 6.022** -0.033 0.004 -0.000 -0.973** 

II. 3 -0.013 7-392** 0.068** -0.033 

II.4 0.000 0.207* -0.001 -0.038 

II.5 

III.l 1. 757 1.135 -0.410 -7.638 -0.001 o.4l2 

III.2 5.976** 0.013 0.008 -0.699** 0.000 -0.888** 

III.3 -0.007 0.010 7-353** 

III.4 -0.119** 0.342** 0.749** 

III.5 -0.473* 0.239** 0.004 0.062* 

IV.1 1. 757 1.135 -0. 410 -7.638 -0.001 o.412 

IV.2 5.976** 0.013 0.008 -0.699** 0.000 -0. 888~·* 

IV.3 -0.004 7.380** -0.003 0.068** -0.031 

IV.4 -0.076 0.358** 0.701** 

IV. 5 0.056 0.151** -0.055 
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Akron 

I.1 1.831 1.342 -0.248 ·-0.016* -0.990** 

I.2 5.791* 0.054 0.009 -0.000** -0.994** 

I.3 7.311** -50720** 0.008 -0.023 

r.4 1. 673** -0. 681 0.365 o.699** 

I.5 1.157** 0.015 -0.001 0.000** -0.158** -0.008 O_.Oll* 

II.1 6.630** -0.0ll 0.377 -0.009 -0.974 

II.2 5.998** -0.014 0.025** 0.000 -0.987** 

II.3 -0.020 6. 284** 0.078** 0.013 

II.4 -0. 000 -0.008 -0.007 0.172** 

II.5 -0.081 0.190 0.052 o.666** 

III.1 -0.209 1.844 -0.435 3.080 -0.023* -1. 430 

III.2 5.637** 0.099** -0.002 0.534** -0.001** -1.105** 

III.3 -0.004 -0.030 6.301** 

III.4 -0.106* 0.286** o.686** 

III.5 o.679** 0.088** -0.134** 0.030 

IV.l -0.209 1. 844 -0.435 3.080 -0.023* -1. 430 

IV.2 5.637** 0.099** -0.002 0.534** -0.001** -1.105H· 

IV.3 -0.202 6.316** 0.085 0.069* -0.044 

IV.4 -0.072 0. 286** 0.654;(·* 

IV.5 0.162** 0.174** -0.126** 
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Canton 

I.1 3.521 1.153 -0.134 ·-0.011 -1.037** 

I.2 6.379** -0.161** 0.040** 0.001** -0.994** 

I.3 6.591** -.5.506** -0.008 -Oe034 

I.4 1.983** 0.500 -0.728 o.863** 

I.5 1.167** -0. 011 0.011* 0.000** -0.159** -0.007 -0.012** 

II.1 6.079** 0.336 0.296 -0.010 -1.146** 

II.2 5.991** -0.066** -0.005 0.000** -0.964** 

II.3 0.011 6.257** 0.020 -0.139** 

II.4 -0.000 -0.831 -0.001 0.856 

II.5 -0.106 0.259 0.059* 0.824** 

III.1 1.789 1.676 -0.792** -2.370 -0.013 -0.269 

III.2 6.132** -0.054 0.001 0.209 0.000 -1.035** 

III. 3 -0.008 -0.095** 6.428** 

III.4 -0.140** 0.350** o.857** 

III. 5 0.106 0.172** -0.046 0.026 

IV.l 1.789 1.676 -0.792 -2.370 -0. 013 -0.269 

IV.2 6.132 -0.054 0.001 0.209 0.000 -1.035** 

IV.3 -0.153 6.287** 0.067 0 . . 012 -0.193** 

IV.4 -0.097 0.390** 0.818** 

rv.5 0.048 0.182** -0. 039 
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Cincinnati 

I.1 3.212 0.829 -0.068 . -0. 010 -1.018**-· 

I.2 5-937** -0.015 0.011* -0.000 -0.983** 

I.3 7-797** -6.907** 0.034 -0.032 

I.4 2.018** -0.932 0.553 o.679** 

I.5 1. 218** -0. 028 0.008 0.000** -0.126** -0.003 -0.008* 

II.1 7.024** 0.230 0.333 -0.012 -1.158 

II.2 5.8717**-0.017 -0.000 -0.968** 

II.3 -0.004 7.840** -0.001 -0.030 

II.4 0.001 -0.093 -0.000* -0.193 

II.5 -0.082 0.158 0.103 o.667** 

III.1 0.317 1.345 -0.674 -5.210 -0.002 -0.026 

III.2 5.703** 0.032* 0.006 o.410** -0.001** -1. 060** 

III. 3 -0.009 -0.055 7.924** 

III.4 -0.106 0.349** o.694** 

III.5 0.079 0.169** -0.059** 0.042 

IV.1 0.317 1. 345 -0.674 -5.210 -0.002 -0.026 

IV.2 5-703** 0.032* 0.006 o.410** -0.001** -1. 060** 

IV.3 -0.150 7.852** 0.057 -0.008 -0.070 

IV.4 0.063 0.307** o.645** 

IV. 5 0.040 0.175** -0.034 
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Cleveland 

I.l. 

I.2 

I. 3 

I.4 

I.5 

-2. 731 2.082 

5.748** 0.029 

8.415** -6.927** 

2.067** 0.794 

1.186** -0. 005 

-0. 417 

-OoOOO 

-0.014 

0.909 

0.000 

. -0. 020* -1.018** 

-0.001** -0.985** 

-Oo 02.8 

0.788** 

0.000** -0.127** -0.004 -0.010** 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

7.879 0.676 

5.912** -0.011 

-0.007 7.798** 

0.002 -0.017 

-0.135* -0.064* 

0.115 

-0. 002 

0.009 

0.007 

0.303 

-0.017 -1.438 

-OoOOl** -0.975** 

-0.047 

0.133 

0.799** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III. 4 

III.5 

-4. 391 2.293 -0.932** -2.713 -0.017 

5.713** 0.036 -0.000 0.329** -0.002** 

-0. 013 -0.027 7.846** 

-0.122** o. 371** . 0.781** 

0.347 0.135** -0.078** o. 030 

-0.326 

-1.050** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

-4. 391 

5.713** 

-0.501** 

0.037 

2.293 

0.036 

7.886** 

0.188** 

-0.932** -2.713 -0.017 

-0.000 0.329** -0.002** 

0.191** -0.003 -0.196** 

-0.029 

-0.326 

-1.050** 
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Columbus 

I.1 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I. 5 

3.905 0.696 

5.904** 0.027 

7.563** -6.587** 

2.038** 1.071 

1.135** -0.013 

0.006 

0.004 

-0.003 

-1.130 

0.007 

-0.007 -1. 032** 

-0.000** -0.997** 

-0.075 

o.629** 

0.000** -0.133** -0.007* -0.010** 

II.l 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II. 5 

6.273** 

6.018** 

o.002 

0.002* 

-0.040 

0.141 

0.000 

7.413** 

o.415** 

0.253 

o.424 -0. 010 -1.092 

0.011** -0.000 -0.999** 

0.035 -0.098** 

-0.001 -0.176** 

0.054 o.453** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

3.222 0.822 

5.854** 0.041** 

-0.008 -0.034 

-0.074 0.358** 

0.142 0.156** 

-o.46o -7.354 0.002 

0.003 0.272** -0.009** 

7.476** 

o.486** 

-0.074** 0.043** 

0.370 

-1.043** 

IV.l 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV.5 

3.222 

5.854 

-0.125 

-0. 030 

0.038 

0.822 

0.042** 

7.434** 

0.358*"* 

0.173 

-0.460 

0.003 

0.049 

o.441** 

-0.032 

-7-354 0.002 

0.272** -0.009** 

0 .. 025 -0.126** 

0.370 

-1. 043** 
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Dayton 

I.l 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I.5 

1.360 1.597 

6.023** -0.035 

7.513** -5.858** 

1.864** -0.170 

1. 200** -0. 001 

-0. 271 . -0. 019** -0. 969** 

0.023** 0.000 -0.986** 

0.014 -Oo036 

-0.094 0.754** 

0.005 0.000** -0.148** -0.006 -0.007 

II.l 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

6.737** 0.360 

5-912** 0.016 

-0.002 6.687** 

0.001 -0.099 

-0.087 0.277 

0.395 

-0.000 

0.020 

-0.000 

-0.007 

-0.019 -1.182* 

-0.000 -0.995** 

-0.060 

0.223 

0.763** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III. 5 

-2.811 2.720** 

5-979** -0.018 

-0.008 -0.072** 

-0.128** 0.323** 

0.299 0.151** 

-0.761** 1.913 

0.021** -0.109 

6.789** 

o.807** 

-0.056* 0.012 

-0.050** 

0.000 

-2. 804* . 

-0.971** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

IV.5 

-2.811 2.720** 

5.979** -0.018 

-0.431** 6.770** 

-0.089* 0.397** 

0.113** 0.182** 

-0.76l** 11.913 

0.012** -0.109 

0.182** 0.007 

0.764** 

~0.087* 

-0.050** 

0.000 

-0.199** 

-2.804** 

-0.971** 
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Toledo 

I.1 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I.5 

5.958 0.730 

6.217** -0.078 

6.900** -5.522** 

1.796** -0.864 

1.101** 0.022 

-0.044 

-0 .. 002 

0.006 

o.486 

-0 .. 005 

-0.008 -1. 024** 

0.000 -0.994** 

-0.076 

o.842** 

0.. 000** -0.154** 0.000 -0.012* 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

6.498** 0.233 

5-927** -0.031 

-0. 024 6.387** 

-0.000 -0.018 

-0.126 0.162 

0.210 

-0.015 

0.013 

-0.016 

0.110 

-0.008 -1.137 

0.000 -0.975** 

0.080** 

0.186 

0.907** 

III.l 

III.2 

III. 3 

III.4 

III. 5 

1.848 1.259 

6.474** -0.147* 

-0.008 0.055** 

-0.149** 0.315** 

0.527 0.109** 

-0.431 -3.513 

0.026 0.164 

6.282** 

0.944** 

-0.092** 0.011 

-0.005 

0.000 

-0.232 

-1. 035** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV.5 

1. 848 1.259 

6.474** -0.147* 

-0.043 6.378 

-0.106 0.354** 

0.129 0.176** 

-0. 431 -3. 513 

0.026 0.164 

0.008** 0.011 

0.881** 

-0.102* 

-0.005 

0.000 

0.071 

-0.232 

-1. 035** 
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Youngstown 

I.1 5-957** o.449 -0.067 -0.005 -1.023** 

I.2 6.104** -0.069 -0.014 0.000 -0.994** 

I.3 6.964** -5.469** -0.016 0.030 

I.4 1. 686** -1. 001 0.639 1. 009** 

I. 5 1.379~* -0.072** o. 012** 0.001* -0.163** 0.003 -0.005 

II.1 6.552** 0.203 0.218 · -0.008 -1.045** 

II.2 5-959** -0.142 0.021 0.001 -0.949** 

II. 3 0.008 6.090** -0.041 -0.062 

II.4 0.001 -0.008 -0.001 0.170** 

II.5 -0.137 0.252 0.015 1.009** 

III.1 5.308** 0.629 -0.501* -5.295 -0.004 0.158 

III.2 5.615** 0.168 -0.126** o.405 -0.001 -1.036** 

III.3 0.008 -0.069 6.182 

III.4 -0.173 0.321 1.042 

III. 5 1.049 0.029 -0.243 0.077 

IV.l 5.308** 0.629 -0.501* -5.295 -0.004 0.158 

IV.2 5.615** 0.168 -0.126** o.405 -0.001 -1.036** 

IV.3 -0.288 6.125**· 0.149 -0.070 -0.214** 

IV.4 -0.135 0.356** 1. 005** 

IV. 5 o. 447*·~ 0.125** -0.350** 
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Allentown 

I.l 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I. 5 

4.121 0.797 

5.826 0.027* 

6.741** -6.338** 

2.037** o.408 

1.167** -0. 044* 

-0.124 

0.003 

-0.074 

-Oo643 

0.000 

-0.012 -1. 014** 

-0.000** -0.989** 

0.048 

o.853** 

0.000** -0.129** 0.006 0.005 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II. 5 

7.008* 

5-936** 

-0.010 

0.004 

-0.125* 

0.748 

0.012 

7.783** 

0.304 

-0.029 

-0.072 -0.014* -1. 402** 

0.004 -0.000** -0.998** 

-0.016 -0.072 

0.003 -0.109 

0.312** 0.754** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

· III. 4 

III. 5 

3.090 

5.821** 

-0.024 

-0.115* 

0.234 

0.991 

0.031** 

0.058 

0.367&& 

0.126 

-0.548 -2.276 -0.008 

0.013** 0.243** -o.001x~ 

7. 610** 

0.742** 

-0.087 0.047 

-0.466 

-1. 036** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV. 5 

3.090 

5.821** 

-0.971** 

-0.070 

0.040 

0.991 

0.031** 

7.927** 

o._291*·* 

0.159** 

-0. 58 -2.276 -0.008 

0. 013*¥-· 0.243** -0.001** 

0.371** -0.048 -0,350** 

o.695** 

-0. 034 

-0.466 

-1.036H 
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Altoona 

I.1 4.527** 0.107 0.123 -0.007 -0.987** 

r'. 2 5.922** 0.015 -0.006* -0.000 -0.989** 

I.3 5.397** -6.026** 0.000 -0.059 

I.4 -0.052 -1. 024 0.816 .o ... 367** 

I. 5 0.983** -0.035 0.000 0.000** -0.130** -0.004 -0.013* 

II.1 4.791** -0.640 0.348* -0.012* -0.697 

II.2 5.965** -0.004 -0.007 o.ooo -0.988** 

II.3 -0.032 7.714** 0.075 0.010 

II.4 0.001 0.807 -0.013 -0.629 

II. 5 0.051 0.628 -0. 487 0.312 

III.1 3.921* 0.337 0.047 0.312 -0.009 -1.016 

III.2 5.948** 0.007 -0.004 0.194* -0.000 -1.017** 

III.3 -0.027 0.196** 7.678** 

III.4 -0.011 0.002 0.379** 

III.5 -0.786 0.268** -0.076** 0.185* 

IV.1 3.921* 0.337 0.047 0.312 -0.009 -1.016 

IV.2 5.948** 0.007 -0.004 0.194* -0.000 -1. 017** 

IV.3 -0.077 7.710** 0.017 0 . .-070 -0.000 

rv.4 -0. 015 0.107 0.378** 

rv.5 0.075 0.123** -0.082 
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Erie 

I.1 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I. 5 

4.910 0.263 

5.634** 0.073** 

6.202** -5.659** 

1. 776** -2.194* 

1. 098** -0. 015 

0.028 

-0.003 

0.001 

1.691 

-0.006 

-0.008 -0.984** 

-0.,001** -0.988** 

-0.,039 

.1 .. 102** 

0.006** -0.149** -0.004 -0. 012** 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

5.767** 

5-930** 

-0.009 

0.003 

-0.106 

0.136 

0.027 

6.698 

0.360 

0.337 

0.224 

0.005 

0.051 

0.004 

-0.011 

-0.009 -1. 083 

-0.000** -1.008** 

-0.057 

-0.165 

0.931** 

III.1 

III.2 

TII.3 

III.4 

III.5 

2.508 

5.630** 

-0.010 

-0.148** 

0.065 

0.854 

0.016** 

0.010 

0.327** 

0.162** 

-0.167 

0.011** 

6.658** 

0.974** 

-0.053 

2.220 -0.015 

o.401** -0.002** 

0.037 

1.294 

-1.064** 

IV.l 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

rv.5 

2.508 

5.630** 

-0.156 

-0.108* 

0.067 

0.854 

0.076** 

6.726** 

0.360** 

0.161** 

-0.167 

0.011** 

0.056 

0.932** 

-0. 059 

2.220 -0.015 

o.401** -0.002** 

0;043 -0.106 

-
-1. 294 

-1. 065** 

_,/ 
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Harrisburg 

I.l 4.282* 0.700 -0.061 -0.009 -0.996** 

I.2 5.637** 0.083** 0.007 -0.001** -0.986** 

I.3 4.576 -4. 586 -0. 030 -0.047 

I.4 0.147** 3.055** -2.439 0.575** 
. ' 

I.5 1.014** -0.062** -0.000 0.000** -0.113** -0.008 -0.013 

II.l 5.8?6** -0.271 0.199 -0.007 -0.890** 

II.2 5.842** 0.077 0.006** -0.001** -1.017** 

II.3 -0.042 8.765** 0.011 -0.002 

II.4 0.004 0.006 0.000 0.108** 

II.5 -0.009 0.388 -0.304 0.575** 

III.1 4.200** o.686 -0.187 -0.858 -0.003 -0.797** 

III.2 5.617** 0.094** 0.006 0.061 -0.00lv.* -0.996** 

III.3 -0.039 -0.002 8.675 

III.4 -0.051 0.009 0.589 

III.5 0.183 0.114 -0.165 0.1Q7 

IV.1 4.200* o.686 -0.187 -0.858 -0.003 -0.797** 

IV~' 2 5. 617 4;* 0.094** 0.006 0.061 -0.001** -0.996** 

· IV. 3 0.099 8.518** -0.053 0.060 -0. 017 

IV.4 -0.050 0.136 0.587** 

IV. 5 0.026 0.140** -0.021 
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Johnstown 

I.1 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I. 5 

5. 900** 0.004 

5.753** 0.015 

6.078** -5.386** 

0.096 o.471 

1.233 -0.061 

o. 089 - -0.005 -1. 078** 

0.002 -0.000 -0.979** 

-0.013 0.010 

-0.402 .o..,484** 

0.007 0.000** -0.163** -0.010 -0. 014 

II.l 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

5.513** 

5-791** 

0.003 

0.003 

-0.007 

0.189 

0.006 

6.206** 

-0.086 

o.407 

0.068 

-0.013 

0.037 

0.007 

-0.330 

0.012* -1. 041** 

0.000 -0.980** 

-0.143** 

0.288 

-0.007 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

5. 830** -0.162 

5.756** 0.018 

-0.007 -0.148* 

-0.051 0.004 

2.966** -0.324** 

-0.020 -5.048** 0.002 

0.002 0~166** -0.000** 

6.129** 

0.528** 

-0.210** -0.263** 

0.020 

-1.012** 

IV.l 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

IV.5 

5.830** -0.162 

5.756** 0.018 

-0.022** 6.163 

-0.051 0.035 

0.174* 0.15~(** 

-0.020 -5.048H· 0.002 

0.002 0.166** -0.000** 

0.012 0~0364 -0.151** 

0.529** 

-0.153** 

0.020 

-1. 012** 
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Lancaster 

I.1 

I.2 

I. 3 

r.4 

I. 5 

3.276 o.849 

5.752** 0.049** 

6.075** -6.272** 

2.172** 0.355 

0.919** -0.003 

-0.141 . 

-0.001 

-0.042 

-0.625 

-0.007 

-0 .. 009 -0.100** 

-0.000** -0.983** 

-0.049 

.0 .• 822** 

0.004** -1.247** -0.004 -0.010** 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

5.897** 

5.936** 

-0.011 

0.003 

-0.083 

o.453 

0.037 

7-977** 

0.192 

-.117 

0.212 -0.011 -1. 267* 

0.002** -0.004** -1.008** 

0.054 -0.073 

0.011 -0.045 

0.234 o.648** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III. 5 

1.926 

5.766** 

-0. 015 

-0.098 

0.038 

1.127 

0.046** 

0.068** 

o.402** 

0.143** 

-0.407 

0.013** 

7.774** 

o.662** 

-0.032 

0.892 -0.012 

0.323** -0.001** 

0.023 

-0.943 

-1.038** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

rv.5 

1.926 

5.766** 

-0.492** 

-0.049 

0.046 

1.127 

0.046** 

8.062** 

o.435** 

0.142** 

-0.407 

0.013** 

0.165* 

0.612** 

-o.459 

0.892 -0.012 

0.328** -0.001** 

0.019 -0.190*·:~ 

-0.943 

-1. 038** 



261 

Philadelphia 

I.l 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I. 5 

8.281 -0.006 

6.105** -0.013 

9.063** -0.128** 

1. 948** -0.100 

1. 209** -0. 021 

0.369 

0.009 

-0.047 

-0 .. 121 

0.012 

-0.017* -0 .. 980** 

-0.000** -0.997** 

-0.047 

.0 .• 774** 

0.000** -0.105** 0.000 -0.000 

II.1 

II.2 

II. 3 

II.4 

II.5 

8.109** 0.315 

6.029** -0.031 

-0.000 9.392** 

0.002 -0.026 

-0.076 0.242 

0.537 

-0.002 

-0.002 

0.,002 

-0. 064 

-0.019 -1. 234 

-0.000** -0.963** 

-0.086* 

0.120 

0.730** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

-7.242 

6.001** 

-0. 014 

-0.199** 

0.857 

2.490 

0.004 

-0.082** 

0.342** 

0.158** 

-0.920* 

0.000 

0.953** 

0.774** 

-0.190 

0.878 

0.058 

0.008 

-0.041 

-0.000 

-1.818 

-1,007** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

rv.5 

-7.242 

6.001** 

-0.344 

-0.078 

0.067 

2.490 

0.004 

0. 945*·X

0.262** 

0.161** 

-0.920* 

0.000 

0.132 

0.732** 

-0.058 

0.878 

0.058 

-0~008 

-0.041 

-0.000 

-0.179** 

-1. 818 

-1. 007** 
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Pittsburgh 

I.l 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I.5 

3.833 0.863 

7.649** 0.332** 

8.629** -7.117** 

1.150** 0.250 

1.468** -0.053** 

-0.109 -Oe013 -1.020** 

0.036** 0.001** -0.986** 

Oo014 -0.049 

-0.361 . 1.149** 

0.008 0.000** -0.131** -0.008 -0.011 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

7.960** 

6.009* 

-0.006 

0.001 

-0.155 

o.472 

-0.239** 

7.651** 

0.024 

0.157 

0.233 

-0.018* 

0.049 

-0.003 

0.003* 

-0.012* -1.292 

0.001** -0.791** 

-0.072 

-0.025 

1.108** 

III.l 

III.2 

III. 3 

III.4 

III. 5 

2.991 0.990 

7-337** -0.266** 

-0.009 -0.049 

-0.179** 0.211* 

-0.673 0.309** 

-0.656** -4.995 

0.013 0.300 

7.675** 

1.126** 

-0.020 0.091 

-0.008 

0.000* 

-1. 076 

-1. 052** 

IV.l 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

IV. 5 

2.991 0.990 

7.337** -0.266** 

-0.321 7.729** 

-0.155** 0.245** 

0.117 0.178·** 

-0.656** -4.995 

0.013 0.300 

0.179 9~038 

1.111** 

-0.096 

-0.008 

0.000* 

-0. 261 

-1,076 

-1. 052** 



Reading 

I.1 

I.2 

I. 3 

I.4 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II. 5 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III. 5 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV. 5 

9.130** -1.324** 

6.252** -0.072** 

6.089** -0.011** 

2. 515** -1. 819 

0.959** -0.012 

5.591** -0.013 

6.051** -0.017 

0.142 7.738** 

-0.000 -0.844 

0.022 0.564 

11.579** -1.435** 

6.237** -0.062** 

-0.015 0.007 

-0.053 0.390** 

0.086 0.138 

11.579** -1.435** 

6.237** -0.062** 

0.191 7.646** 

-0.004 0.153** 

0.062 0.142** 

263 

1. 533** -0. 000 -1. 090** 

0.. 013** 0.,000** -0.996** 

-0 .. 101 

1.236 0.,119 

0.010 0.000* -0.130** -0.006 -0.027** 

o.494 

-0.031 

-0.012 

-0.000 

-0.175 

-0.008 -1.006 

0.000 -0.983** 

-0.175** 

o.84o 

-0.009 

1. 412** -3. 025 0.002 

0.011** 0.228** -0.00C 

7.657** 

0.084 

0.086 0.078 

-1.133** 

-1.035** 

1. 412** -3. 025 0.002 

0.011** 0.228** -0.000 

-0.061 -0.001 -0.168** 

0.026 

-0.061 

-1.133** 

-1. 035** 

.... . .. . . 
0 .. . """' 
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Scranton 

I.1 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I. 5 

4.351 -0.223 

6.815** -0.224** 

5.267** -6.107** 

2.563** 0.992 

0.743** 0.009 

1.320** -0.001 -1.043** 

0.005 0.000** -0.993** 

-0.072 -0.091 

0.076-1. 216 

0.001 0.000 -0.114** -0.002 -0.011 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

3.841** 1.171 

6.159** -0.218** 

0.011 8.920** 

0.003 0.721** 

0.038 0.691* 

0.705** -0.004 

-0.084** 0.000 

-0.031 -0.188** 

-0.000 -0.519 

-0.234 -0.067 

-1. 520** 

-0.856** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

5.493** 0.064 

6.801** -0.217** 

-0.017 0.121 

-0.044 o.4oo** 

0.615 0.229** 

1. 237** -0. 217 

0.004 -0.398* 

8.441* 

0.026 

0.031 0.063 

-0.008 

0.002** 

-1,523** 

-0.946** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

IV.5 

5.493** 0.064 

6.801** -0.217** 

-0.158 8.848** 

0.003 0.171** 

0.046 0.120** 

1. 237** -0. 217 

0.004 -0.398* 

0.062 -0-. 042 

-0.021 

-0.052 

-0.008 

0.002** 

-0.193** 

-1. 523** 

-0.946** 
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Wilk.es Barre 

r.1 

I.2 

I.3 

r.4 

I.5 

8.611* -0.647 

6.012** -0.000 

5.285** -6.314** 

0.558 -2.974** 

0.735** 0.001 

1.411* 0.001 -1. 430** 

0.008 -0.000 -1.001** 

-0.070 -0.072 

2.477** -0.033 

0.005 0.000** -0.104** -0.000 -0.010* 

II.1 

II.2 

II.3 

rr.4 

II. 5 

6.082** -0.023 

6.011** 0.023 

-0.003 9.797 

0.002 -0.942 

0.091 0.706 

1.093* 

-0.033 

-0.037 

0.015 

-0.609 

-0.001 -1. 329** 

-0.000 -1.001** 

-0.125** 

0.880 

-0.102 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III. 5 

7.602** -0.388 

6.022** -0.002 

-0.028 0.047 

-0.001 -0.005 

0.107 0.104 

0.940** 2.833 

0.006 -0.041 

9.689** 

0.. 010 

-0.017 0.000 

-0.021 

-0.000 

-1. 674** 

-0.995** 

IV.1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

IV.4 

rv.5 

7.602** -0.388 

6.022** -0.002 

-0.005 9.673** 

-0.002 -0.140 

0.028 0.117** 

0.940** 2.833 

0.006 -0.041 

0.001 -0.. 040 

0.014 

-0.030 

-0.021 

-0.000 

-0.126** 

-1. 674** 

-0.995** 
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York 

I.l 

I.2 

I.3 

I.4 

I. 5 

5.705** -0.349 

6.607** -0.184** 

5.087 -5.445 

2.422 -0.816 

0.801** -0.014 

0.954** -0.000 -1. 071** 

-0.016 0.001** -0.995** 

-0.162 -0.089 

0.375 -0.051 

0.007 0.000** -0.106** 0.004 -0.015* 

II.l 

II.2 

II.3 

II.4 

II.5 

4.300** -0.198 

6.133** -0.158** 

0.006 8.859** 

0.004* 0.144* 

0.053 o.64o 

1.173** 0.000 

-0.072** 0.000 

-0.127 -0.070 

0.008 -0.020 

-0.235 -0.147, 

-1.017** 

-0.907** 

III.1 

III.2 

III.3 

III.4 

III.5 

8.758** -0.837** 

6.302** -0.094** 

-0.027 -0.037 

-0. 030 o.401** 

-0. 029 0.135** 

1. 366** -2. 661 

-0.000 -0.978** 

8.909** 

-0.058 

-0,002 0,006 

0.005 

0.004** 

-1,280** 

-0.871** 

rv·;~1 

IV.2 

IV.3 

rv.4 

IV. 5 

8.758** -0.837* 

6. 302** -0. 094H· 

0.040 8.751** 

0.017 0.158** 

0.031 0.124 

1. 366** -2. 661 

-0.000 -0.978** 

-0.010 -0_.125 

-0.104 

-0. 030 

0.005 

0.004** 

-0.070 

-1. 280** 

-0.871** 
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APPENDIX A.5 

Para.meter Estimates of the Final Model 



· ' 268 

Detroit 

1 	 0.652 -0.017* -0.986** 

2 	 6.021** 0.071 -0.000** -0.826** -0.121 

3 0.001 6.471** -0.075 


4 ·-0.080 0.209~* 0.739** 

' 

5 	 0.003 0.195** 0.007 


A = + o. 200 ;\ · =· - o. 012 
. 1 . 2 

Indianapolis 

1 4.344 o.685 -0.014* -0.966** 


2 5.727** 0.077** -0.000 -0.827** -0.148** 


3 -0.005 8.635** -0.046 


4 -0.039 o.297** o.478** 


5 ·0.002 0.18o** 0.002 

I 

I 

A. = +O. 230 A. -:: . -0. 220 . 1 . . 2 

Albany 


1 5.271* 0.368 -0.013* -0.988** 


. 2 5.856** 0.039** -0.000~* ~0.988** -0.009 

3 -0.010 7.263** ..;.0.017 

4 -0~106 o.295** o.833*• 

5 	 0.004 0.164** 0.015 


" = +O. 029 " = -0. 005
1 . 2 · 
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Binghamton 

1 3.955 0.673 -0.014** -0.981** 

2 5.717** 0.086** -0.000** -0.897** -0.094** 

3 0.012 7.140** -0.128** 

4 -0.062 0.311** o.639** 

5 	 0.002 0.147** 0.010 

A = + 0.135 A = -0.014. 1 	 . . 2 

Bu.f"falo 

1 4.719 0.585 -0.017** -0.975** 


2 5.553** 0.092** -0.001** -0.776** -0.185** 


3 -0.001 7.348** -0.086** 


4 -0.131** 0.230** 0.982** 


5 	 0.002 0.192* 0.000 

. Al = +O. 270 A. = - 0. 021
2 

New York 

1 3.008 0.744 -0.024** -0.961** 


2 5.811** 0.024 -0.000** -0.829** -0.107** 


3 -0.020 10.706** 0.048 


4 -0. 012 0.263*~ 0.346** 


5 	 0.001 0.162** 0.003 

. A1 = + 0.233 A2 = -0.098 
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Rochester 

1 3.765 0.662 -0.012 -0.982** 

2 5-517** 0.098** ... o. 000 .....(}~·682** -0. 262** 

3 -0.023 7.318** 0.054 

4 -0.089 0.307** o.815** 

5 0.002 0.179** 0.000 

Syracuse 

1 4.629 0.500 -0.014** -0.977** 

2 5.858** 0.037** -0.000** -0.974** -0.022 

3 -0.023* 7.319** 0.056 

4 -0.099 0.326** 0.858·H 

5 	 0.001 0.185** -0.008 

. Ji. = 	+ O. 059 A = - O. 010
1 2 

Utica .- Rome 

1 3.213 0.729 -0.015** -0.962** 

2 · 5.663** 0.101** -0.001** -0.808** -0.191** 

3 0.000 7.380** -0.047 

4 -0.077 0.329** 0.702** 

5 	 0.002 0.150** 0.000 

. X = + 0.2~/,2 = - 0.028
1 
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Akron 

1 4.519 0.595 -0.013* -0.979** 


2 5.528** 0.127** -OoOOO** -0.791** -0.184** 


3 -0.004 6.272** -0.002 


4 -0.072 0.246** o.656** 


5 	 0.000 0.210** -0.007 


. \ = + 0.248 . A. 2 = -0.018 

Canton 

1 4.974* o.492 -0.012* -0.971** 

2 	 6.035** -0.017 0.000** -0.806** -0.180** 

3 0.015 6.254** -0.143** 

4 -0.097* 0.319** 0.816** 

5 	 0.002 0.183* 0.006 

A = + O. 246 A = - O. 023 . 1 . 2 

Cincinnati 

1 3.962 o.644 -0.013 -0.981*'* 


2 5.614** 0.049** 0.000** -0.823** -0.132** 


3 -0.005 7.842** -0.029 


4 -0.063 0.268** o.646** 


5 	 0.001 0.184** -0.001 


>..., = +o. 212 A
2 

= -0. 016 . ..L 
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Cleveland 

1 4.411 
' · 

2 5.318** 

3 -0.005 

4 -0.079 

5 0.002 . 

0.663 

0.110** 

7.800** 

0.245** 

0.190** 

. ~ = +0.359 A = . 1 

columbus 

1 4.348 

2 5.658** 

3 0.009 

4 -0.031 

5 0.002 

. 2 

0.557 

0.088** 

7.407** 

0.328** 

0.179** 

i. = + 0221 A = . 1 . 2 

Dayton 

1 4.412 0.708 

2 5·779** 0.036 

3 0.001 6.685** 

4 -0.089 0.270** 

5 0.002 0.192 ·~* 

-0.049 

0.738** 

0.002 

-0.017 . . 

-0.011 

-0.000 

-0.106** 

o.442** 

0.000 

- 0. 013 · 

-0.014* 

-0.000 

-0.064* 

0.765** 

0.007 

>-. = +Q.·09,9 Ji. = - 0.016 . 1 . ' 2 

,. 

-0.017* -0.981** 


-0.001** -0.677** -0.234** 


-0.985** 


-0.807** -0.175** 


-0.970** 


-0.947** -0.033 
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Toledo 

1 5.094 o.434 -0.000 -1.008** 

2 6.042** -0.030 0.001** -0.780** -0.192** 

3 -0.014 6.404** 0.034 

4 -0.094 0.277** o.803** 

5 0.004 0.178** 0.016 

Youngstown 

1 5.701** o.450 -0.010 -0.968* 


2 6.238** -0.145 0.000 -1. 002** -0. 011 


3 -0.000 6.096** -0.053 


4 -0.135* · 0.262** 1. 007** 


5 	 0.011 0.114** 0.077** 

A = +0.028 A = +0.001
1 2 

Allentown 


1 8.581** -0.403 -0.005 -0.982** 


2 5.817** 0.032** -0.000** -0.960** -0.026 


3 -0.020 7-779** -0.025** 


4 -0.085 0.289** 0.781** 


5 	 0.003 0.169** -0.002** 

A = +O. 254 A = -0. 016
1 2 
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Altoona 

1 3.457** 

2 5.845** 

3 -0.017 

4 -0.011 

5 0.002 

0.526 

0.049** 

7.702** 

0.023 

0.139** 

-Oo007 -0.955** 

0.000 -0.865** -0.159** 

-0. 004 

0.. 378** · 

-0.004 

- 0.029 

-0.009 -0.968** 

-0.000** -0.956** -0.034 

-0.068* 

0.933** 

0.005 

- 0.008 

-0. 009 -0. 971~** 

-0.001** -0.984** -0.001 

-0.072 

0.587** 

0.004 

- O. 009 

A =·+0.209 A = 
. 1 

Erie 

1 4.525 

2 5.687** 

3 0.001 

4 -0.108 

5 0.002 

. 2 

0.352 

0.061** 

6.687** 

0.330** 

0.167** 

;\ = + 0. 050 A = 
. 1 

Harrisburg 

1 4.895** 

2 5.601** 

3 -0.028 

4 -0.050 

5 0.005 

. 2 

o.4oo 

0.100** 

8.727** 

0.026 

0.139** 

A = + o. 050 A = . 1 2 
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Johnstown 

1 4.797** 0.358 -0.012** -0.969** 

2 5.703** 0.045** -0.000** -0.815** -0.177** 

3 0.011 6.197** -0.,150** 

4 -0.051 0.021 0.528** 

5 	 0.002 0.185** 0.002 

A = +0.240 ~ = -0.024 . ·1 . 2 . 

Lancaster 

1 4.439 o.463 -0.010 -0.974** 


2 5.756** 0.048** -0.000** -0.976** -0.008 


3 -0.001 1-911** -0.084** 


4 -0.049 0.360** 0.612** 


5 	 0.002 0.145** 0.004 


. Al = +O. 06Q A2 = -0. Ola' 

Philadelphia 

1 4.574 0.630 -0.018* 


2 5.609** 0.066** -0.001** -0.688** -0.217** 


3 -0.001 9.391** -0.085** 


4 -0.078 0.233** 0.732** 


5 	 0.002 0.166** 0.004 

. Al = +O. 362 >.2 = -0. 023 
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Pittsburgh 

1 	 5.545 o.477 -Oo017 -0.971 

2 	 5.858 Oo032 -0.000 -0.379 -Oo476 

3 0.003 7.638 -0.082 

·4 -0.154 0.166 1 .. 108 

5 	 0.001 0.201 -0.002 

A = +o.686 A = -0.027. 1 . 2 

Reading 

1 4.407 0.504 -0.012* -0.976** 

2 6.128** -0.031 0.. 000* -0.899* -0.093 

3 0.011 7-733** -0.172** 

4 -0.003 0.377** 0.019 

5 	 0.003 0.144** O.OO'f. 

A = +0.142 A· = -0.017 . 1 . 2 

Scranton 

1 4.096 o.442 -0.018* -0.960** 

2 6.177** -0.042 0.000 -0.616** -0.397** 

3 	 0.005 8.925** -0.182** 

4 	 0.004 o.413** -0.026 

5 	 0.004 0.113** 0.014 

~ = +o.458 . x = 0.024 . 1 . 2 
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Wilkes Barre 

1 4.104 o. 498 -0.011 -0.958** 

2 5-932** 0.020 -0.000 -0.921** -0.075 

3 ~0.010 9.807** -0.118* 

4 -0.001 0.035 0.010 

·5 0.003 0.118** 0.002 

. ~l = +6.141. :\2 = - O. 022 

York 

1 4.388 0.567 -0.010 -0.965** 

2 6.127** -0.036 0.001** -0.697** -0.293** 

3 -0.018 8.852** -0.045 

4 0.018 0.389** -0.109 

5 0.005 0.113** 0.014* 

. A1 = +O. 367 A2 = -0. 029 
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Labour Force Size: July 1971 
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Labour Force Size, July 1971 

City and State 

Indiana 

Indianapolis 

Michigan 

Detroit 

New York State 

Albany 

Binghamton 

Buf'falo 

New York City 

Rochester 

Syracuse 

Utica-Rome 

Ohio 

Akron 

Canton 

Cincinnati 

Cleveland 

Columbus 

Dayton 

Toledo 

Youngstown 

Pennsylvania 

Allentown 

Altoona 

Erie 

Harrisburg 

Johnstown 

Lancaster 

Philadelphia 

Pittsburgh 

Reading 

Scranton 

Wilkes-Barre 

York 

Size 

480,000 

1,756,700 

324,400 

122,700 

572,700 

5,558,400 

399,800 

270,400 

137,700 

278,100 

160,100 

590,900 

950,300 

431,900 

373,000 

287,300 

234,900 

250,600 
157 ~000 

114,900 

201,300 

95,400 

154,ooo 

2,148,800 

995,400 

138,900 

101,900 

146,900 

157,000 
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